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HOW TO USE THIS PUBLICATION

Social Science Disciplines, Fundamental for Curriculum Development was

designed .with the curriculum developer in mind. Flow can he develop a struc-

tured program based on concepts, methodology, and structure of the various

disciplines unless he knows the disciplines well enough to define them?

Social studies has always been plegued with too much to teach. Using

concepts from each discipline in a multidisciplinary framework will provide

a new and different perception for content selection.

We hope-you will use this publication with curriculum development com-

mittees to help broaden the social science base in the school beyond chrono-

logical history and name-place-economic geography. Many exciting things to

be learned lie buried in anthropology, ecotomica, cultural and urban geography,

hietorical interpretation, political behavior, human behavior, and group be-

haVior. We can bcgin to uncover them, giving a sense of relevance, only as
I

we understand the disciplines that make up the social sciences and history

and incorporate learning from them into the social studies.



INTRODUCTION

In 1964, a Social Science Advisory Committee was appointed to examine

the guide written in 1958-59 and to suggest revisions. This group recommended

a new guide. The design of the new guide was to reflect the latest thinking

about concepts, generalizations, and content selections.

The thinking of this group was published in Initial Report, Guide to the

Social Sciences. The booklet has served as a framework for curriculum devel-

opment in the social sciences in Georgia. It has undergone several minor re-

visions and contains a scope and sequence with alternates.

The State Advisory Committee felt that a section setting forth the nature

of the disciplines was absolutely essential. Therefore, in 1967, the Georgia

Department of Education organized a writing committee. This committee was

charged with defining

(1) scope, breadth, or range of subject matter in the disciplines

(2) kinds of basic questions to which answers are sought

(3) chief methods, techniques, or procedures for investigation

(4) key concepts in the disciplines

(5) structure or general approaches in the disciplines

(6) recent trends and new emphasis.

Those persons writing the sections on each discipline followed these guide-

lines. Same writers naturally emphasized some items more strongly than others.

Georgia has traditionally taught social studies as separate disciplines.

As late as the early 1960's same schools were purchasing two social studies



books; one in history and one in geography. The original social studies

guide for Georgia reflects this position. The trend, nationally, has been

to teach the separate disciplines within the same content framework or as a

multidisciplinary approaCh. The multidisciplinary section of fhis guide is

an attempt to examine this position.

These papers have been extensively edited and rearranged after the writers

completed them. We are indebted to Dr. McLendon as editor and to each of the

writers for accepting 'chis challenge end providing us with these papers. We

also wish to acknowleeige the assistance of Mrs. Nora Crawley in reading the

papers, editing them for fhe criticisms of the Advisory Coar-ittee, and further

refining the manuscript.



ANTHROPOLOGY

The Scope of Anthropology

Anthropology is the study of man. Man, as a species, is a primate that

through natural selection is continually becoming more reliant on language and

on use of tools for hts continued survival. Anthropology studies man as a

whole--as both a physical and social beingand as a species rather than as

an indivldual.

Anthropology is a social science. As do other social sciences, it has a

structure--a set of basic, organizing concepts and generalization--that serves

as a framework for the discipline. Anthropology has a methodology, a means of

collecting, organizing, and analyzing information that permits developing

theories and testing them empirically or comparatively. Since anthropology

is a social science, its practitioners have a commitment to scientific method;

they ordinarily attempt to describe what is without regard to what should be.

Dealing with man in his many facets, anthropology does not limit itself

to political systems, economic systems, or other comparable activities of man,

but is concerned with man as a whole. In contrast to other social sciences,

anthropology differs from each in that it places greater emphasis on the total

culture. While'history is broad in scope, anthropology spans even greater

periods of time. As do psychology and geography, anthropology has concern

for nonsocial influences on human behavior. Anthropology and sociology appear

quite closely related. They do vary, however, in anthropology's greater em-

phasis on the comparative approach, its outlook and its historic concenks.

Until recently, anthropologists have concentrated on non-western societies and

small groups rather than nations or even modern metropolitan areas.



Culture and Physical Environments. Culture is related to its geographic

environment. A simplistic example is that Eskimos do not grow oranges and

Floridians do not subsist on seals. Other examples are more indicative of

the complexity of the interrelation of natural environment and culture. Eski-

mos have a quite comprehensive language as related to snow and are much more

perceptive of differences in this regard than are Georgians. Similarly,

Bedouins have exte-lsive vocabularies related to camels and their accessories,

while Americans use a vocabulary related to a highly developed technology.

In each case, intelligence manifests in itself a cultural context.

Cultural traits also are related to other environmental factors. For

example, dense population appears to lead inevitably to complex cultural pat-

terns. Contemporary disaffection of some young adults with the bureaucratic

characteristics of the American culture, and their apparent desire to eliminate

contemporary institutions, is in one sense futile unless a dense population is

also to be eliminated. The control of contemporary institutions is subject to

change, as is the ability of these institutions to function without being

highly detrimental to individuals. But Robinson Crusoe was perhaps the last

man capable of "doing his own thing" (and then only until Friday appeared).

Densepopulations require complex cooperation; penalties for complete inde-

pendence include drowning in one's own garbage. Man's biological needs are

not easily satisfied within a dense population; a high level of cooperation

is required.

Culture and PersonAlity. Personality is influenced by culture. While

individuals vary as a consequence of biological differentials, patterns of

dhild raising and peer relationships along with other elements of culture in-

fluence the development of particular personality traits. Patterns of child

raising tend to be consistent with patterns of the total culture. For example:



anxiety producing treatment of children tends to occur in cultures in which

various adult activities are anxiety producing. This is not a simple cause-

effect situation but rather an associative relationship. There are also

notable exceptions where certain circumstances prevail. In recent years,

there has existed among the Navaho high levels of anxiety among adults which

is not congruent with treatment of young Navaho children. The anxiety of the

adults is situational; in reality, they have had much about which to be anx-

ious. As yet, their child raising patterns have not changed significantly

toward congruence. It is clear that many personality variations result from

learning rather-than biological factors. So-called middle class parents can

provide security and rewards for delayad gratification; their children often

adapt to delayed gratification necessary in attaining high levels of educa-

tion. Less economically advantaged parents cannot readily demonstrate advan-

tages of deferral; their children become independent relatively early. That

independence may or may not be conducive to continued education.

The personality structure of any individual is by no means cultuie bound.

There also exist biological considerations and an element of choice of the

individual. But there is also a distinct tendency for a person to have per-

sonality traits -that ar onsistent with his culture." If punishment rather

than extinOtion is the common method of eliminating undesired behavior in a

child, distrust .of others appears more likely to beimme a personal trait'.

Strong repression of aggression- is correlated with the frequency and extent

.

of psychosomatic- illneSs. Whether a given individual suffers from ulcers

however, cannot be predicted from, the 'extent of this repression to which he

has been subjeCted. He will respond as an individual but the frequency o

ulcers is greater'within cultural, groups in Which aggressiOn is strongly sup-

pressed. Similarly, whether an individual doe- or. does not drink alcoholic



beverages is not predictable, but the probability is enhanced if that individ-

ual is a member of a cultural group in which high levels of anxiety exist.

Personality varies more within groups,, however, than many other cultural

traits.

Biological Factors. Several biological traits combine to make man a

specializing animal capable of constructing his culture. Upright posture,

movable arm and hand, and good vision enable complex physical tasks. Year

,round sexuality and infant helplessness have almost dictated the development

of family and community. The mental capacity of man, especially the ability

to symbolize through language, has obvious ramifications. Man's relative

freedom from instinct, which enables him to respond in a wide variety of ways,

has enabled adaptation to widely varying environments . It is not possible to

attribute the uniqueness of man as an animal to any one of these characteris-

tics singly but only as they function in an interacting process.

Most anthropologists are agreed that man developed his contemporary forms

over an extended period. Genetic mutations occur in animals. Those changes

resulting from mutation that abet survival are genetically transMitted. Those

that do not contribute to survival of the organism disappear with the death

:of the Organism until they again reappear bY chance. -Most mutative changes

appear to hinder survival rather than enabling an animal to better adapt;

however the process of natural selection over very long spans of time can re-

sult in significant changes. Changes appear to occur most rapidly during

periods of extensive geological change which necessitate greater adaptations

to a new environment. The rapidity of change even during these periods is

$othe 'differences -among hUman groups...clearly apPear,to'be. adaptive.

....
cal ly, desert ..dweilers tend to:.be relatively . tall :and. lean.; whereas 'those who ,



aave resided for long periods around the Arctic Circle tend to De short and

squat. The traits of each group are adaptive to the climative environment.

Man's ability to modify environment through his culture, which has become

quite pronounced during the past century, has in effect reduced the importance

of adaptation of this nature. It may be that resistence to chemical compounds

such as pesticides could be a future basis for natural selection comparable to

climatic conditions of the past.

Given the extensive influences of culture, most anthropologists are

relatively more concerned with cultural influences rather than racial influ-

ences on human behavior. For example, contemporary popular opinion often

holds that racial characteristics of Negroids result in their being superior

players of professional baseball. This may be true, but professional baseball

in America has successively had disproportionate numbers of players who were

of Irish, German, and Italian descent. Baseball has been relatively equali-

tarian; members of disadvantaged groups typically have had access to fame and

fortune in baseball earlier- than in the culture at large. As each of these

groups became assimilated and accepted following their immigration, the pecu-

liar advantage offered by baseball no longer was a significant.

Further, variations within groups are so extensive as to limit the.prac-

tical effects of any differences between groups that may exist. Again,

Negroids in professional baseball are represented in a higher ratio than in

the general population, but not all Negroids are superior to any individual

member of another race. Much contemporary debate has centered on the extent

to which intelligence is inherited and whether one race is superior, in intel-

ligence to any other. While it seems quite reasonable to assume that intel-

ligence is influenced by heredity in a manner comparable to other, more visible,

inhereited traits, it is also clear that there are environmental and cultural

12 .5



influences on development of intellectual potential. For instance, malnutri-

tion in early Childhood appears to limit intellectual potential in a manner

that is irreversible. Since intelligence may at present be measured only by

some test of performance and since performance has clear cultural connotations,

it will probably prove difficult or impossible to determine precisely the

relative importance or limitations of either heredity or culture. It is al-

ready clear, however, that variations within races are so extensive that it

is not possible to generalize accurately about any individual on the basis of

race.

Most people prefer the traits of their own culture to those of another.

But it is limiting to one's own potential to reject as undesirable a trait

simply because it is different from that in one's own culture. Assumptions

of racial inferiority or superiority can become self-fulfilling prophecies

when actions are based on the assumptions. Anthropology shows that what man

can become is of extremely wide latitude and at least partially subject to

human innovations and manipulations.

Basic Questions in Anthropology

The most fundamental questions of anthropology concern the nature- of

man. What is man? How did hedevelop? What is "human nature"? What is the

potential of.man? Haw dOes he change?..- HoW changeable is he? What are the

basic needs of men and how are these needs.satisfied? How predictable is

human behavior? How ate man's various behaviors interrelated? To what ends

does man aot? Ilaw,does man regulate himself? How does language influence

Man? These questions sUggeSt the areas of .baSic concern in anthropology.

AnsWers_to such basic questions as th;:se are, tentative and incomPlete.

Man is.a difficult subject to. study. There are sharp limits restricting

6-- "+-



experimentation. For instance, we are unwilling to isolate completely a

child at birth to observe what occurs when he has no direct contact with other

humans. Man is highly complex, and many of the simpler cultures which were

potential sites for careful observation have been contaminated by more complex

cultures during the past half century. How man developed must be inferred

since written records are non-existent.

What is known about man is necessarily tentative, subject to modification

by new evidence or better theories. For example, theories of natural selection,

developed prior to genetic theory, became mca.e clearly explicable after the

concept of mutation was considered.and later verified. Anthropologists, as

other .scientists bofh social and physical, regard knowledge as subject to

verification and elaboration.

Concise answers to these fundamental questions are impossible. Some

important generalized answers appear to have validity. Man is one species,

highly plastic or subject to change, but possessed of certain biological

characteristics that broadly shape his behaviors. Men are more alike than

dissimilar, but because they are flexible, -can meet fundamental needs in a.

wide variety of ways. Again within broad limits, human'behavior Is somewhat

predictable'vhen cultural traits are known. Differences among-groups are..

largely consequences of culture; what constitutes human nature varies'among

.cultures: Various traits within .a culture tend to be linked .and.this facili-

tates prediction'of.behavior. For inStance 'a cultiire in which :scientific-

thethod is valued is unlikely to also value many-superstitions: What man.can

.consider is somewhat limited by his particular language;in a sense .a language

is a TfiildsophY or-life style. . A simple culture! s langdage does nOt include-

much technological vocabulary reflecting a way of life in which rapid tech-

n logy is neither valued nor readily facilitated. At this point answers are



perhaps not so important in themselves as is the concept that man is knowable.

Anthropologists have developed methodologies that have enhanced our current

knowledge of ourselves and which give promise of more substantial future know-

ledge.

The nature of human nature has many possible explanations. An ancient

belief that sometimes still persists in modern folklore is that human nature

is in the "blood." Undesirable traits of an individual are ascribed to "bad

blood." The historian, if he considered the question as a suitable one for

history in the first place, would probably catalog behaviors that are persis-

tently recorded through history and develop an interpretation of human nature

from what had occurred. He would also tend to consider behavior of leaders

and of nations rather than people in general. The sociologist, economist,

and political scientist likewise would probably not consider the broad ques-

tion as relevant but would instead be concerned with human behavior in groups,

economic affairs, and political actions respectively. The psychologist would

deem the question as pertinent, and his basic approach would tend toward

laboratory experimentation. For instance, he might describe the ability to

hear sounds from 20 to 20 000 cycles per second as one characteristic of human

nature. Psychologists are not restricted to laboratories of course, but tend

to favor experimentation as a method when it is practical.

The anthropologist would attempt to answer the basic question by using

a series of cross cultural field studies. By comparing an element in varying

cultural settings, he might_donclude that variation's in:behavior of groups of

,people dan be'explained.:as differences in learned behaVior, which contrasts

sharply.with the folkiore of "bloOd." He 'could:note, fOr intitanCe,that need..

for,f0Odjsafeature:Of humanAlature,but.thatwide Variations-occur in wliat

:is eaten- ighenand how :frequently and what eMotional Values are attaChed to



food. Similar studies of other variations do demonstrate that variations

are learned. As a practical matter fhe fact that variations are learned makes

a vast difference since it also theoretically enables modification of behavior

patterns that the public finds undesirable.

Anthropology in the schools, limited as is the time ordinarily devoted

to it, should be organized around its most basic questions to demonstrate how

data are used to develop concepts and generalizations in attempts to answer

the questions.

Chief Methods, Techniques, and Procedures

Physical anthropology, archeology, linguistics, and cultural anthropology

also have somewhat different methods, even though they all stress comparison.

Anthropometry includes techniques of measurement in physical anthropology.

Man has been measured and remeasured in every known dimension, particularly

skull dimensions. Early physical anthropologists sought to find relationships

among various physical measures and other human traits such as intelligence

and criminality. Many of their hypotheses were not verified. For example,

size and shape of skull, except in gross malformation, are not accurate indica-

tors of intelligence. The measurement of man has had quite useful payoffs in

standardizing clothing sizes, determining the width of auditorium seats, and

ofher areas in which mass production of goods necessitates their being useful

to the greatest number of people pobsible. Interior dimensions of automobiles

can be based upon measurements of a representative sample of their users. The

height of a front seat may thus be established at a figure that will be com-

fortable for tha optimum percentage of users. Either reducing or increasing

the height would lawer the percentage of people flding thiA

Of 'course, it cannot be assumed that prospective purchaers

seat comfortable.

are primarily



concerned with comfort; they may prefer styling that dictates a lower seat

which is uncomfortable to a majority.

Comparative methods in physical anthropology include those in which

early man and other closely related primates are described, often from quite

limited evidence. For instance, using measurements fram a few bones and his

theoretical knowledge of body structure, the paleontologist can draw inferences

as to characteristics of the primate. With many such individual cases and a

knowledge of genetic principles, the anthropologist may trace the development

of human types.

The prehistoric archeologist basically functions by uncovering a site

where man lived for fhe purpose of attempting to reconstruct the culture. He

is not concerned simply with finding objects, but with the total pattern of

what is discovered. Consequently, his "dig" is carefully planned and each

object he locates is plotted on a chart. An archeologist might locate a

potential site in several ways. An accidental find of one object by someone

might result in the hypothesis that other artifacts are nearby. Or, inferences

may be drawn from prior knowledge, as in a site located because other digs in

similar topography in the area had been fruitful. In some locations the

archeologist'is directly concerned with historic processes since a site may

have several layers of artifacts dating from different periods. Often arti-

facts can be dated rather precisely through radioactive or chemical dating

processes. Interpretation of the reults of the dig is of equal importance

to the artifacts discovered. Two sites that were superficially rather similar

might be determined through dating techniques to be from different periods.

The artifacts found might reveal that one site was the home of hunters and

the other of farmers or that one group was warlike and the other peaceful,

or that one was malnourished and the other relatively prosperous. If a



number of such traits could be identified, patterns of behavior of the inhabi-

tants of the site might be inferred.

The linguist, who is concerned wifh language as a form of cultural be-

havior that is related to the total life of a people, uses field observation

techniques quite extensively. He classifies vocabulary, structure, and mean-

ing, comparing languages and dialects one with another to identify common-

alities and discrepancies. Each language is a way of interpreting experience

that is unique; that is, each language reflects and shapes a set of assumptions

about man in his world. Linguistics can reveal subtle traits of a culture.

A deity may be addressed formally as by French Catholics, informally as by

French Protestants, or possessively, as by many Americans. The social class

or pawer of a person being addressed may be perceived by the vocabulary or

structure used by the speaker. Same language differences are not highly

significant; it matters little whether petrol or gasoline is ordered if the

speaker's desire is understood by the attendant. But the word com romise,

while it has a formal definition that is common to both England and America,

has an emotional tone that both reflects and ihapes the two cultures. In

England, a compromise is usually regarded as something gained; in America,

it tends to'be seen as something lost. Because of such subtle variations,

the linguist must analyze language where it is used and in its context. By

recording and analyzing language as it is actually used by the people, the

linguist can make many inferences regarding human behavior. The point of

linguistics is not simply to study language but rather to better understand

a culture by analysis of its language.

A theoretical example of applied linguistic analysis perhaps best illus-

trates how a linguist functions since a single situation and single purpose

cam be clearly identified. A linguist might be asked to help predict sales



of a new model automobile. He might collect language samples in dealer show-

rooms from people viewing the new model. By analyzing the content of the

samples, he might conclude that while remarks were generally very favorable,

a large proportion of the sample group considered the styling too radical for

them; thus he might advise that the sales outlook was gloomy. He might also

compare his samples with those of others concerned with a competitive model.

Linguistic analysis is rarely so simple or straightforward as the example,

but the collection.and analysis of language samples is analogous, as is the

comparison of two sets of samples. But the linguist is not ordinarily concern-

ed with immediate economic influences.

The cultural anthropologist, concerned extensively with ethnology, the

comparative study of people, and with cultural processes, also uses field

study and observation. At a given time a particular cultural anthropologist

might be concerned with the transition from childhood to adult status within

a particular cultural group. Living among the group for an extended period,

he would observe behaviors of that age group, discuss the behaviors with many

members of the cultural group, and observe the extent of congruity between

adolescent behavior patterns and various other patterns within the culture.

He might observe that, among many behavioral patterns in the culture, some

adolescents from the total group both had sharply restricted upward mobility

and a high level of frustration which was manifested in aggression. He might

then hypothesize that the two traits were interrelated, and campare the group

with other cultural groups to determine whether such interrelations typically

exist in those groups in which upward mobility of some is restricted. Again,

the example is highly simplified by isolating the two traits mentioned. In

reality, the cultural anthropologist must consider the entire complex of traits

which he observes.



In some instances the cultural anthropologist may identify a relatively

small number of individuals who appear to be ideal types. Ideal in this context

does not suggest superiority but rather representation of a category. These

few individuals might be studied intensively as typical cases, as for example,

they might represent the experiences of many who had very suddenly moved from

a simple agricultural culture into a modern urban one. In such an example,

the anthropologist might be concerned with the concept of culture shock and

might learn most in a situation in which a few informants were studied at

great length and in high detail.

In such cases, the anthropologist would still be concerned with describ-

ing human behavior accurately, comparing one group with another, and with

formulating and validating theory. It may be that the cultural anthropologist

personally rejects the behavior that he describes or believes that certain

cultural patterns have undesirable consequences. Because he analyzes a cul-

ture and understands how people within it function, he does not necessarily

approve of it. While at work he must attempt to be sufficiently objective

to report and analyze accurately.

To better share the knowledge cultural anthropologists have gained from

field obserliations and to facilitiate cross-cultural comparisons, Human Rela-

tions Area files have been established.* An indexing system permits easy

location of topical data from cultures throughout the world. For example,

the cultural anthropologist might be interested in determining what factors

are associated with alcoholism. He night hypothesize that alcewlism is

infrequent in individuals among groups that have strong objections to alcohol.

He couid campare from the indexed data frequency of alcoholism among groups

that object to alcohol with those that permit adolescents to consume alcohol

*Source: Yale University Library, New Haven, Conn cticut., Available
on microfiche at major librarie3.

tl;
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as a matter of course. He could, at least in theory, study each culture in

that field himself, but time considerations would make this more difficult

Chan relying on data already acquired and indexed.

Teaching of anthropology should give sufficient attention to research

methods so as to demonstrate that anthropological findings are not simply un-

supported opinion.

Concepts and Generalizations

The structure of any academic discipline consists of its basic organizing

concepts and generalizatioils and its frame of reference or way of viewing its

data. Space precludes including all relevant concepts and generalizations and

thorough discussion of any of them; some of those ordinarily considered more

fundamental are selected.

Cultural Characteristics. Culture is the total way of life of a group,

that part of the environment that is man made. It constitutes a way of think-

ing feeling, behaving and communicating. Same examples of cultural traits

for a given individual might include speaking English, attending religious

riteaon Saturday, having only one spouse at a time, desiring a new auto when

the old one'is serviceable, earning one's subsistence by using a tool that

costs $10,000 000, and organizing formal dances for a twelve-year-old.

Cultural Universals are-those generalized cultural traits that appear in

,s

all groups. Universal traits form a valid concept only in a very broad sense.

Every group -haaways of subsisting, a language and patterns of social organiza-

tion. There are many Particular wayS of responding obviously. Each cultural

group invents or has diffused to:1C:ways'of behaving that it perceives as

more.or less satisfaCtory.for thatl3roup. Culture ialearned Whether forMally,

informally or both.by enculturation (ifithin ane s cultural group) or accultura7_

tion (from another cultural group).



Change. Any cultural practice that is not functional disappears. The

function that a particular practice serves is not always obvious or logical

to same observers, however. A cultural trait that appears to be inexplicable

is simply not understood. Rates of change can vary widely, yet significant

cultural traits tend to be persistent.

Integration. Various parts of the culture are interrelated. One aspect

of the culture does not exist independent of or unrelated to other aspects.

In modern American culture, it is assumed that it is possible for man to

know about the world. This assumption underlies science and is linked with

the wide variety of innovations that science produces. The same assumption

leads indirectly to rapid cultural change. In some other groups, there is a

basic assumption that man accepts what occurs. This trait is linked with a

low level of technological traits, and a culture with this basic assumption

tends to be relatively slow to change.

Culture and biological characteristics are tnterrelated. Neither is

solely deterministic. For instance it is biologically necessary for man to

eat. What he eats (within some biological ltmits), when he eats, and the

rituals that go with eating are cultural.

Cultural patterns also are interrelated. Widespread ownership of auto-

mobiles in this country has been a factor in modifying adolescent behavior,

the development of suburbs, acquisition of statue, and pollution of the air.

Prohibition was intended simply to 'banish strong drink. Perhaps the rnost

tangible result, however, was the development of organized crime as one of

our bigger businesses.

Trait Classifications. Cultural traits may be classified as material

and non-material. A material cultural trait has physical existence, such as

a tool. Non-material traits include those such as language or beliefs. Cul-
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tural traits may be classified as overt or covert. Overt language patterns

may be directly observed, as may be participation in particular events. A

covert trait, such as a fear or belief, can sometimes be inferred only from

other behavior. Cultural traits may also be explicit or implicit. In various

respects, many people are awure of and can describe their actions or other

cultural traits. But in numerous routine activities people are trait uncon-

scious. Applause follawing an eulogy is deemed inappropriate because "it

just isn't done."

Adaptation. Cultural traits can facilitate adaptation to the world

about us, whether to natural phenomena or to other cultural traits. Irriga-

tion, aspirin, parking meters, and seat belts are examples of adaptive cul-

tural traits to meet various kinds of threats, drives, or motivations. Adjus-

tive cultural traits may vaxy widely among cultures. Giving away one's material

goods may bring a high level of self-satisfaction in one culture; modern

Americans tend to seek acquisition instead, and rare is the American individual

who disposes of practically all of his wordly goods. Adjustment is an espe-

cially human characteristic.

No culture is perfectly adaptative or adjustive; stress always remains.

Stress may be deliberately produced as a cultural trait. Stress is not un-

desirable in itself; it is a desirable stimulant within reasonable bounds.

Beyond those limits, it can be highly, detrimental,

ion, high levels of stress are not.limited to modern

Contrary to popular opin-

urban, technological

cultures. Simplex cultures abound, with examples of high.levelS Of stress that

were associated with traits such as witchcraft, Aevere.puniShment for deVia-

tion ffom acceptablelpatterns of behavior, or high death rates resulting,from

law levels of technology and production.
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Cultural Persistence. Cultural traits tend t ô persist, although in some-

what modified forms. The adversary system in law which assuMes* that truth

will come out when two parties contest in court is 'basic to our legal system.

Most divorce cases are not contested but are in fact agreements between the

parties involved. Legally, however, one partner is found at fault and the

other is granted the divorce.

This example also illustrates some of the reasons why a cultural trait

tends to persist. A consent agreement without contesting parties being

represented by attorneys would be economically detrimental to attorneys who

specialize in divorce law. Various areas of law are culturally linked; there

is an understandable concern that abandonment of adversary proceedings in

such cases might ultimately lead to destruction of the entire system. Although

the adyersaty system may present Some problems, most modern Americans consider

it preferable to ,such viays of determining guilt aS tarture force or. physical.

Other ,reasons for persistence include early learning of a Cultural trait..

In the American culture, which permits a relatively high degree of upWard

mobility, those who are upwardly mobile quite often change their church

affiliation:, take Up golf, and possess material goOds consistent' Nith their

status. Language patterns are somewhat more difficult to chage, and when

changed the' new patterns are often detectable as new because'. t:.hy .are overly

precise, as a strong accent on ment .. or in.& suffixes. Even- less likely to

change are :patterns:Of child raising. Patents tend ..t deal idth 'children as

they were dealt with as 'children:

Cultural 'traits that r'haye .a traditional- or .religious .t':inctiOn also ten

to be unusually petsistent. Such ,tiaits tend .to be.'considered, n, an
..

of 'themselves and Over tithe may .becOme onlY symbolic. In sane :'.aeas, it:is



not unusual to see a.state policeman patrolling in an air-conditioned sleek

cruiser, slouching in his seat to make room for a. hat that was designed to

shed sun .and.--rain'. As a .symbp1 however, his h t enables him to be instantly

identifiable. In . some cases traditional ways, of behavior may .have a utility

not readily!.apparent or even intended:,

Cultural:clmat. - .EVen .perSistent cultural traits tend to be subject to.

change through drift.: 'Transmission of :cUltural traits frOm One generation to

the next tends to be imperfect, and small variations

p ime example. The misspelling pr pronounciation,

coMe almoet as frequent.

occur.' Language is a

'relevant" (sic) has be-

Aineriean.attitudes and valnes..-.(Cultural traits in themselves) tend to

favor changes in',.the -material .culture,-.1bUt. they . are somewhat More..reSistant

to non.rmaterial changes. "New' is a favorite adjective in product adVertising

.
in America; newness. is Somewhat less valued, in;non-materialietic cultures.

However, .since cultural traits are linked, changes in material traits often

result in 'unplanned non-material trait changes. .TeleviSion has produced

significant changes in patterns of family 'living, and in the learning of chil-

dren. "Especially in the latter instanee, little is known. f

desirability of the .noilmEiterial., changes
_ . .

the.effetts or

Diffusion is the procegs,'by which cultural, iiaite are transmitted from

one group ,to ,another. ,PiffUsion may be .and in..the Past usually was Un-

planned.. fAgricUlture apParentlY spread from sOuthwestern Aiia, the. potato

from South America. on-material traits such as language, also may diffuse.

The English, langnage Was 'Widely' diffnsed by English' . colOnialism. A. cultural

,

trait may, be ,invented 'more', than once,, however. The appearance of a single.
. .

. .

trait:in t:wo or:more locations does not necessarilY indicate that diffusion,

occureA Diffusion May: also 'be planned and' deliberate . Many :AMerican
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products have been diffused throughout the world as a consequence of deliberate

diffusion by their manufacturers.

Cultural La& is the tendency of one cultural trait to change more slowly

than another with which it is linked or integrated. For instance, in con-

temporary America production and use of automobiles and airplanes consistently

outstrip production of roads and airports, which lags behind needs. It seems

-probable that traits comparing the desirability of public spending to private

spending are related to this lag.

Race. The process of change occurring among geographically or socially

isolated people has through extensive inbreeding come to differentiate same

groups from others in several respects. These physical characteristics and

the genes that reproduce them constitute the bases of different races. Only

those characteristics that are transmitted genetically influence racial type.

Historically, there has been much confusion between racial groups and ethnic

groups.

Among the physical characteristics related to race are skin color, hair

texture, frequency of blood type and facial forms Anthropologists are not

agreed as to the.number of races. Four are readily observable in phys:!.cal

traits among groups, six basic patterns may be detected when considering

frequency of blood, type, and it is possible if one is so inclined to create

,one's own arbitrary classification system. In practice racial designations

are in fact arbitrary. I 'Latin America, for example hybrids who speak the

native language and wear traditional clothing are classified as Indians

,while similar people who speak Spaniskand Who haVe adopted pther patterns of

Spanish influenced culture are not considered to be'Indians. In this coUntry,

hybrids known to be partially Negroid are ordinarily socially classified as

Negroid.



Structure of Anthropology

The simplest structure of anthropology is a division into physical and

cultural components. However, further division to classify four basic areas

seems to aid clarity. Pre-historic archeology and linguistics are the

additional two categories. Archeology can have both physical and cultural

concerns. Linguistics is actually a study of one part of the culture, but is

so specialized that it seems to merit separate consideration.

Physical anthropology has as its primary aim the understanding of man as

a physical being. Genetics, including inherent limitations and potentialities,

is one subdivision of physical anthropology. The study of racial similarities

and variations and the mythologies which have developed about the concept of

race is another. Camparative anatomy, the similarities and diEferences be-

tween man and various other species, is a third. Anthropametry, a branch of

physical anthropology, measures and analyzes human and animal physical char-

acteristics. Evolution traces the development of man-.

Pre-historic archeology concentrates upon the development of man as a

human working backward in time from the point at which written records be-

come available. The interrelationship of the basic areas of concern is clear-

ly obvious; for example, both the physical anthropologist and the archeologist

are concerned with the physical development of man in prehistoric periods.

Linguistics is the study of language as a communications system. Language

is regarded by the linguist as a system of sounds that have significance for

those using them. Each language consists of a selection from the basic sounds

of which man is capable and the arbitrary assignment of meaning to various

combinations of these sounds. Language is a continually changing system.

Selecting linguistics as one of four basic areas of anthropology in order to

explain its scope does not imply that language is not a part of culture.
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the contrary, it is a significant and influential part. Linguistics includes

among its branches both descriptive and analytic components . Philosophy of

language is another subdivision.

Cultural anthropology is the fourth basic area and perhaps the central

area. It is the systematic study of the entire range of human behavior. Cul-

ture there fore refers to a total way of life, including such factors as social

institutions and relationships, ways of subsisting, including use of tools

and equipment language and the influence of culture on personality. The

interrelationships of various parts of culture are of concern, as are the

ways culture is transmitted laterally . and :over. The ways culture changes

are also of particplar interest . Some of the branches of cultural anthropology

thus include ethnology, ethnography, cultural change, culture and personality,

belief systems and ethnomosicology. Cultural anthropology may also be struc-

tured into area studies as the culture of South Merican Indians or Eskimo

culture .

Various anthropologists might select other classifications or basic areas .

The selection of four here is simply one way of viewing the structure of

anthropology. Culture and personality might well be regarded as fundamental;

prehistoric archeology could be considered to be within the scope of cultural

anthropology, as could linguistics. Ethnography, the collection of data in

an existing culture also could be deemed a separate area. The point is simply

that any classification of anthropology is arbitrary and does n

that the discipline is unconcerned with any aspeet of the studY of man.

Structure of arithropOlogy m y be, readily expanded by considering fundamental

concepts and generalizations,,as

might also be considered a structural component by some practitioners. Other

possible coMponents include the coMbination of anthropology with !.ioMe: other



disciPline such as anthropology and education,.in which the principles of

anthropology are related to.the second.discipline.

Trends Of Anthropology

AEsuming that the methodology of anthropology continues not to be experi-

mental in. most:instances It appears that anthropology.will not change

1:1raMatically during the neXt several years. Changes:in anthropology tend to

be More evolUtiOnarythan.revolutionarY A. dramatic breakthrough in

methodOlogyHis less likely than-in disCiplines that utilize experimental

.methods. Anthropology.does:respond-to the culture in-Which it exists, so

eMphaSes shift.with thetimea. Methods are.cOntinually refined and applica-

tions of anthropology to practical problems are becoming more frequent.

One iMportant shift:in..emphasia haa:been towards the study:of.man in

As:preViOusly,noted,.there has been muckzontern with

recording:,data froth siMple,cultures:,while theTstill.exibted. While these

:simPler cultures continue to be of:interest espeCiallY:in regard to, theH

.effebts'of, rapid change, complex cUitures:presently:have extremely pressing:

izirOblems, The needtOstudy theseproblems. is attraCting anthrOpologists

..:,AnotherT.Area of'Concern is.: refinement onthrOpologicalMethod,.. and,a.

trend'toWard More care and:predisiOn-in field Studieallaa:.beenseen. That.

is, ,a Shift froM,he huManitieiv,torward:behavioral sCienCe haa.becOme somewhat

more pronounced., lmVolVed:An,the Change are,suth'.refinements:As paYing::More.

attention tO:'howrepresqlitatilip a satOle:..Of'.behtiViOr is Obtained more *se o

testA.nstrUmentsi andleaa.reliance on unsysteMaticobservation.

The:refinements imply increasingeMphasis oh,
.

interdisciplinary study, of1man involVing otherapeCialiata such,avpSychologiats

:andgeneticists. Interdisciplinaiyflatudie-vthat attempt:t6*prOduce. more



unified theories of human behavior explaining how man becomes man in his

culture have gained increasing.favor.
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ECONOM ICS

Economics is the study Of how people satisfy their wants with their re-

sources. People usually do not use basic resources directly in satisfying

their wants. Rather, they use such resources in Aistribution of income as

well as in the productian exchange,'and consumption of goOda and services.

Thus this study. must encompass the total economi, process in terms of the

subprocessei of production, exchange, consumption and income distribution

!cope

The total process is made tremendously Complex by the.simple fact that

people's wants tend to be much greater than Can be satisfied by available re-

sources, so resources relative to wants.are scarce. It is the study of this

scarcity and attempts.to oVercome it that is the focus of economics.

Economic scarcity forces concern with economizing (economic efficiency),

that is, the beat allocation of scarce productive resources in relation-to the
.

best choices of the many goods And services:that might'satisfythe most im-

portant wants. Economizing requires a Continuous series of deciaions or:.

Choices..

Edonomics concerns dedision-making in resource:Ame inclUding.recognition

of the social problets and goalsHt6 which Smile eConothic deciSiOns

Economista pose alternative-solOions and try to. identifYthe.most Appropriate:

course, orcourses of action,t0 attain eConomicefficienCy.

.EconomiCs.does not limit itself:todescription but goes:On:to analyze.,

eConomic activitieS and to explain these activitied--to tell hOW eCOnomic':

activities.occur, why they.o0cUri.the significance of.:theirOccurring.their

predidtable conseqUences and-waysOtcontrolling them



The scope of economicsoverlaps several.other aocial sciences. Economic

activities inVolve individuals and groups of individuals in a material world

within a framework of social institutions. Certain aspects of such institu-

dons and organizations as labor unions, businesses, government and others

are of interest to economists as well as sociologists. Mutual interest in

technology relates economics and anthropology. Economics involves conflicts

.among individUals and groups that can be settled or modified only in the

political arenaj thus bringing.the economist into contact with political

science. In studying the forces of economic demand and supply in the produc-

tion exchange, distribution, and consuriviption Of goods and services, the

Cconomist Comes upon behavioral.forces that lead him to psychology. The

PhYsical environment influences economic production, 'exchange, distribution,

.and consumption. The importance of sPatial relationships, for example, in

.ecOnomic activitiesreflects the cloSeness'of geography and ecOnoMjcs. In-

.

tere.t in economic forces in the past leads.some economists into history and

some historians into eConomics. Personal econom c motiVes have swayed the

mindsand actionsof Mankind throughout history.

history.6an serve as

Economice makes

If 'properly understood,

a guide to avoiding mistakes that have already been made.

extensive use also of mathematics. The subject matter

of:ecOnOm crilends itself well to,quantification, andwhat can be quantified

can be explored by the powerful tools of analysis developed by mathematicians.

Inahematics helps-thevecOnomigt deriyel)rinciples or

-generall:Zations..frOM obSeryationa arid alao:derive additional:lawa, principles,

..0i4eneralizatiOs froolvthose already.formulate&

:BasicQuestions in EcohomiCS

The fundamentaLqueition to be answered bY.econOmics

H.26:
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scarcity--the scarcity of resources in relation to wants. A number of other

questions stem from the fundamental question.

How sc,:ce are our resOurces and haw vsluable are they? Resources are

scarce and o mlut ,nly In relation to the'goods'and iervices produced or

'the wants the resources may directly satisfy. And these goods and:services

are of Value only in relation to the effective demand for them. The prices

that Are placed upon.loode and'services indftata their relative SCarcity and

value And serve as rates Of exchange for resources and products.

Wbo mgkes the decksions as to what' and tow much to produce and how.are

these-deCisions made? In a Market aystem indiViduals or groups Of individuals

makes the decisions as to-What types of goods and services are produced and

how ummh of each madu. In' a free market the forces c:)2 demand and

supply determine prices'which in turn determine the item and the quantity of

production. In a traditional economythese.6cisions are made by custom; in

a command economy they are made by authority.

How are resources used in the production of goods? In a market economy

decisions about what resources.to use and in What proportions to Use them also

are made by the interplay of the forces Of supply and demand. As demand for

a resource increases relative.to supply, there is a tendency to shift from

the use of that resource to the use of another. Thai is, as one type of re-

source becomes scarce relative to another, there is a shift from the use of

the former to fhe use of the latter:

How are goods and services obtained more by some persons and less by

others? How are they made available to those who need or want them? Economists

refer to this area of inquiry as the question of-income distribution and study

it in terms of decisions made variously by tradition, command, and the market

system. As the American economy is basically a market system, American
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economists devote most of.their efforts to a study of the economic market

.place where income distribution is determined.

Haw much in total ran be produced and will be produced? The amount of

resources and the manner in which they are used pui limits upon the total

that can be produced. As 'more resources becomes available and used more

efficiently, more can be.produced. As effective demand is increased, produc-

tion will riae to apoint beyond which no more can be produced without changes

in resources cr technology or both.

How fast will an economy grow? Growth depends on the amounts and qualities

of resources devoted to the productive system and on the improvement in and use

of-technology. 'Decisions on growth are made Iike other economic decisions, by

command, by tradition, and by the market. In any system, gxowth.when an

economy is at full employment can come about only by curtailing immediate con-

sumption and increasing plant and equipment or by improving technology.

How is money used to facilitiate the exchange of resources, goods, and

services? The direct exchange of resources, goods, and services through

barter is a very cumbersome process. The chances of buyers and sellers at any

time or place making offerings that would result in exchange are very slight.

Fortunately) money has been created and when widely accepted helps to over-

come the awkward conditions of time, place, and balancing of offers and bids

that barter entails.

Other important economic questions concern such problems as market im-

perfections, unemployment, inflation, the role of government, what kind of a

system does man need to reach such basic desires as freedom from fear and

poverty, and such goals as society may fix from time to time. All this may

be summarized by saying that economics asks these questions.

What goods and services are being produced?
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Haw are they being produced?

How are they allocated among people?

Haw efficiently are our resources being used?

Haw fully, are our resources being used?

Is our capacity to produce growing?

Chief Methods, Techniques, or Procedures of Investigation

A chief method of investigation in economics is model or theory building,

which simplifies reality. Models may be expressed verbally, graphically, or

mathematically. Much more deductive than inductive, model building involves

the selection of premises (assumptions, postulates) and the deduction of con-

clusions (theorems, implications) from those premises. Deduction usually uses

Aristotilian syllogisms composed of categorical, hypothetical, alternative, or

disjunctive propositions.

Lipsey and Steiner define theory in tneir text, Economics. "A theory

consists of (1) a set of definitions that states clearly what we mean by

varlous terms, (2) a set of assumptions that defines the conditions under

which the fheory is to apply, and k3) one or more hypotheses about the way in

which the world behaves. Hypotheses may be simple assertions or they may be

logical deductions from the assumptions. In the former case, we sometimes

refer to them as assumptions; in the latter case, we refer to them as implica-

tions. The implications that are deduced from the assumptions can be tested

against actual empirical observations and we can then conclude either that

the theory is consistent or inconsistent wdth the facts."

Inductive methods art used to determine whether the premises and conclu-

sions of the modal are true. Induction involves observation of particulars

in real economic activities. If one or more of the premises is not true,



other premises may be investigated and if found both true and relevant may

replace the untrue premise(s). The new conclusion is again checked against

evidence for truth or untruth.

A main goal Of inquiry is the discovery of meaningful relationships

within a discipline. Relationships are the connections among variables and

are sought to enable the economist to understand, explain, predict, and pos-

sibly identify means of control of the world of reality. If there is a rela-

tionship among two or more variables in the sense that they may depend upon

each other, it may be said one variable is a function of others. It is then

the object of the economist to find out exactly what the function or relation-

ship is and, hopefully, to discover causal relationships. Since it is diffi-

cult to deal with multiple relationships, the economist often makes an assump-

tion that (for his study at a particular moment) all variables, except the two

he has selected for study, remain constant or at least have no significant

influence on the two. In popular language one says, "All other things remain-

ing the same."

Economists spend a great deal of their time on inductively examining

evidence to form descriptions and measurements, as well as to test hypotheses.

Having no special methods of his own, the economist uses various social science

research methods such as the source method of history, the regional avalysis

of geography, opinion polling, sample surveying, interviewing, content analysis,

simulation Of decision making, statistical methods, linear programming, gaming,

input-output analysis, and mathematical logic.

Of central importance in economic reasoning are the analytical "tools"

of fundtionalism, equilibrium, maximization, and maxginalism. These tools are

considered here as fundamental concepts.



ay Economic ,Concepts

Functionalism is the practice of emphasizing operational or functional

relationships, such as the relationship between the quantity demanded of an

item and its price or between the quantity supplied of an item and an item's

price. But of even greater importance is the relationship between the two

functions--demand and supply--termed market price. Both demand and supply

are forces in the market place reacting against each other and tending towards

a balance of themselves. This tendency towards balz ace is termed equilibrium.

To economize is to get as much want satisfaction as possible. This means

we maximize satisfaction. This act of maximization may take many forms, but

of most interest is consumer behavior in maximizing satisfaction in consumption

and business behavior in maximizing profit in production. Maximization is

closely related to equilibrium, for as consumers and producers maximize their

interests their actions tend toward equilibrium where price is determined.

The range of economic possibilities Is so lipitless that it would be almost

impossible and quite unnecessary to deal with all of them. Therefore the

economist starts with what is and asks himself, "What would happen if we made

changes from what is now?" This means he is looking at the II margin" of phe-

nomena, which is much easier analysis than would be true of all reality.

Marginal revenue is the change in total revenue per unit change in the

quantity sold. Marginal cost is the change in total cost per unit change in

output. The .rginal product of a factor of production is the change in total

output per unit change of input of the factor.

Cone form of aggregative analysis is monetary and is expressed as total

demand (the quantity of money times its velocity) equals the total supply (the

price level times the amount of goods and services produced and sold.) The

equation depends on logic and cannot be tested for its validity. However it



is very useful in noting relevant variables in macroeconomics and their re-

lationship to each other. It is a guide to the use of monetary policy in

determining aggregate output, employment, and prices.

The Keynesian system of aggregative analysis involves two basic equations

derived logically. They state that national income equals total consumption

and saving or total consumption and investment; therefore, savings equal in-

vestment. Consumption is a function of income and that function says that

beyond a point we save part rather than spend all of any addition to our in-

come. The Keynesian multiplier principle says that a change in investment

leads to an even greater change in income (multiplying rather than merely

adding an amount). The same principle applies also to a change in consumption

or governmental expenditures.

Structure of Economics

The term "structure" has several meanings, among which are (1) classifica-

tion without continuity, (2) classification with continuity, and (3) the central

and fundamental ideas Chat explain and delimit a discipline, without or with

its methods.

(I) Classification without continuity would be the consideration of a

discipline in terms of its (a) subject matter, (b) methods, (c) goals, such as

knowledge, and (d) its practitioners.

(2) Classification with continuity would be the consideration of a dis-

cipline in terms of (a) macro-microeconomics, (b) principles:policy, (c) central

ideas-problems, (d) aggregate-sectoral, (e) real-monetary connections and con-

trasts; and (0 economics-economic histork-economic geography-econometrics-

location theory-etc.



The central and fundamental ideas that explain and delimit economics

have been summarized recently by such leaders in economics education as

Lawrence Senesh Meno Lcmenstein, Robert Darcy, and John Maher. Canments by

each of these economists follow.

Senesh writes in Concepts and Structure in the New Social Science Curricu-

la.

The central idea of economics is the scarcity concept,
namely, that every society faces a conflict between unlimited
wants and limited resources.

Out of the scarcity concept a family of ideas emerge. Be-

cause of scarcity, man has tried to develop methods to pro-
duce more in less time, or more with, less material and in
shorter time. Various types of'specialization were dis-
covered in order to overcome the conflict between unlimited
wants and limited resources. We specialize geographically,
occupationally, and techuologically. The third family of
ideas grows out of specialization.

Because of specialization, we are interdependent; inter-
dependence necessitatea a monetary system and a trans-
portation system. The fourth idea emerges from the first,
scarcity, and from interdependence.

Men had to discover an allocating mechanism and this is
the market, where through the interaction of buyers and
sellers price changes occur. Prices determine the pattern
of production, the method of production, income distribu-
tion and the level of spending and saving, which, in turn,
decide the level of total economic activity. The fifth
family of ideas grows out of the fact that the economic
system is a part of political society. The market decision
is modified by public policies, carried out by the govern-
ment, to assure welfare objectives. These welfare objec-
tives are determined in the United States through the
political interaction of 200 million people which generates
thousands of welfare objettives which I have reduced to
five: our attempts to accelerate growth, to promote
stability, to assure economic security, to promote economic
freedom, and to promote economic justice.

Lovenstein in Economics Teacher's Guide states the following.

By the structure of economics is meant: (1) the division
of the subject into its major categories and (2) the basic
analytical themes which run through the entire subject.
Economics may be divided into three groups of ideas:



(1) Scarcity and basic economic decisions; (2) The flow
of goods and services and the flow of money; and (3)
The coordination of economic activity. The basic

analytical themes are: (1) Marginal analysis and (2)

Institutions. The structure of economics may then be
thought of as a grid (categories as columns and themes
as row).

In the National Association of Secondary .School Principals Bulletin

(November 1965), Darcy conceives of economics as Che study of how society

organizes to deVelop and use its relatively searce resources of labor, capital,

and land to satisfy human wants. There is interaction of three basic sets of

forces: resources, technology, and institutions. There are five basic models

in economics: (1) The interacting forCes of resources, technology, and insti-

tutions, (2) Circular flow of economic activity, (3) Production-possibilities

curve, (4) Supply and demand curves determining equilibrium price, and (5)

Aggregate demand and supply curves.

Maher in What Is Economics? proposes the following.

1. Categorization
Resources, production, outputs, consumption, and
objectives (satisfaotions).

2. Identification of relationships
Price relationships among outputs and resources.
Substitution relationships anong resources in
production and among outputs in consumption.

3. Combining categories and relationships into systems
Attaining the "optimal" operation of a system
requires a guiding criterion of performance.

4. The whole economy as a single system.

Recent Trends and New Emphases in Economics

One of the most important recent emphases in economics has been the

emphasis on macroeconomicsthe study of large aggregates within an economic

system, such as the total output of goods and services, the total number of



jobs available, the total number of unemployed, the total stock of moneys the

general price level, the level of business activity, and other total (aggregate)

concepts. In comparison, microeconomics focuses on the individual decisions

of persons, businesses, industries, and on specific prices.

Macroeconomics

to spend, to invest

Production, income,

aggregate decisions

economic stability.

is concerned with the total of decisions to spend or not

or not, to tax or not, and their effects on employment,

and prices. Economists no longer generally assume that

left to themselves will always provide full employment and

Modern economics discounts Say's law which held that

economy on anproduction automatically produced sufficient demand to keep the

even and high level of employment. Macroeconomics emphasizes that the economy

may not operate at its potential and there may be serious gaps between what

the economy could do and what it actually does do--a gap between potential

GNP and actuai GNP.

Economists now look upon the economic process in terms of the main flows

of consumer expenditures, business investment, expenditures, and government

expenditures as making up total demand and determining total national output.

Economists suggest that consumer spending is largely passive and that business

investment depends upon many different factors, and both may be difficult to

control.

On the other hand government expenditures (and income) are more amenable

to control. Congress itself in the Employment Act of 1946 declared "that it

is the continuing policy and responsibility of the Federal Government to use

all practicable means to coordinate and utilize all its plans, functions,

and reSources for the purpose of creating and maintaining, in a manner calcu-

lated to foster and promote free competitive enterprise and the general wel-

fare, conditions under which there will be afforded useful employment oppor-



tunities...and to promote maximum employment, production, and purchasing

power."

With this declaration of policy behind them, governmental officials have

developed both monetary and fiscal policies to carry out the declaration as

effectively as possible. Economists have devoted much of their effort to the

study of the potential and actual effects of both monetary and fiscal actions,

separately and together. More and more attention has been given to a proper

balancing among the sometimes conflicting goals of maximum employment, produc-

tion, and stable purchasing power. Economists are much concerned that maximizing

employment may lead to decreasing purchasing power. They are concerned with

the question, "Can we have full employment with price stability?" and they tend

to believe the answer is "no."

Although economists are concerned with growth and stability, along with

other economic goals until recently they have tended to slight the goals of

economic freedom and justice. Current political considerations may bring these

goals back into the front ranks of economic policy making.

Classical economists, such as Adam Smith, said that competition made the

enterprise ystem operate to the benefit of public welfare, but was suscep-

tible to destruction by the enterprisers themselves. However, the classicists

tended to be more optimistic on competition's continued and effective viability

than many economists are now. Today there is widespread doubt that competition

can do its job in our economy. Economist John Kenneth Galbraith suggests in

one book that "countervailing power" will save the competitive market system

and a later book seems to say that the market is being replaced by corporate

planned decisions on the "what, how, and for whom" economic questions. The

matter remains unsettled.

Another interesting new emphasis in economics has been the structuring of

systems into the categories of tradition, command, and market. This atructur-
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ing has been very useful in bringing about the understanding of both historical

and contemporary economic systems. Similarly, the structuring of economic

growth into stages of'development by economic historian Walt Rostow has aided

Americans in grasping the problems facing nations much less developed than

our awn.

With a greater awareness of economics, major economic groups have taken

on greater economic responsibilities. The government has not only concerned

itself with aggregate aspects of the economy such as employment and price

stability, but is providing an ever increasing minimum level of support for

individual welfare. At the same time, private business and organized labor

have taken constructive steps, often in cooperation with government, in support

of education, housing, job training, and job creation. Closely associated with

these steps have been cooperative regional programs such as Appalachia, and

programs in urban affairs such as transportation studies and their implementa-

tion.

Economics in recent years has received a tremendous amount of help from

ete substantial increase in the collection of economic data and its processing

by high speed computers. These computers are a necessity in the recent

emphases on-input-output analysis and game theory. At the same time the quality

of the new data has been greatly improved with the refinement of survey tech-

niques. These developments have led to a great increase in economic fore-

casting and the use of such forecasting by business, labor, and government.

Forecasting has introduced a form of economic planning that could go a long

way in meeting some of the nation's persistent economic problems of employment,

growth; and stability.

Probably the most important outcome of these tremendous statistical efforts

has, been the developeent and refinement of a system of accounting for the whole
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econamy--what all people produce, spend, save, invest, etc.--known as the

national income accounting system: Gross National Product, Net National

Product, National Income, Personal Income, Disposable Income, etc.

Other new emphases have centered on underdeveloped countries: low per

capita income, difficulties in applying western technology and in accumulating

capital, exploding populations, and controversies over the role of foreign

aid; and also centered on the problems of affluence: growth and poverty,

growth and the quality of life, and the relationships of the state, the private

individual, and the public. Economists are contributing to an awakened interest

in fhese probl4m8 and their solutions.

Finally, there has been a remarkable increase in attempts to bring order

and stability to a rather chaotic and precarious international monetary system.

Central banks of the free world nations are learning to act together and take

steps to help each other out in times of crises. And there are significant

attempts being made to reform and improve international mouetary arrangements

to bring about stability and expansion of international economic activities.
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GEOGRAPHY
Trends in Geography

The impression ccemonly held of geography dates from its earlier stages

in this country. At the university level, however, there has been much change

in the discipline. At the beginning of the century the subject was primarily

earth science and most geographers yeas trained in geology. By the second

decade the human element was introduced, but without Changing the approach

inherited from geology. That is, geographers were seeking cause and effect

relationships wbere the physical elements were assumed to provide the principal

stimulus to which man reacted. Remnants of this period have persisted to the

present day, but the viewpoint according to one writer, "... practically over-

powered American professional goegraphy in the first generation of its his-

tory." An interest in regions and the regional approach advanced in the 1930's,

and in the 1940's geography came to be viewed as the study of similarities and

differences under the banner of areal differentiation.

Three important changes occurred in the 1950's. One of these was a de-

cline of interest in regional geography with a compensating increase in

systematic or topical geography. A second important change was the develop,

ment by geographers of statistical techniques and'their application to geo

graphical problems. The result of these two changes gave rise to a third

which set the stage for the 1960's. Geographers have traditionally been

interested in the spatial dimension, but most of their early concern was for

facts and descriptions, with only limited attention given to analysis. With

the introduction of statistics in geography the tools became available, makimg

it easier to focus on the analysis of various phenomena distributed aver space,
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and thus the era of spatial analysis made its appearance. This is probably

the principal new direction that became firmly developed during the decade of

the sixties.

It should be added that each of the earlier stages vas not abandoned

when a new one appeared. Topics have persisted once they became entrenched

in the discipline, and usually remained long after others were adopted. For

example, environmental determinism, a central theme of geography during the

second and third decades of the century, still exists today, even though it

has lost credibility among geographers. Other topics, such as the focus on

regions or areal differentiation, are still present in American geography,

though not enjoying the popularity they once had. Furthermore, it should be

added that the 1960's did not see complete agreement on spatial analysis as

the principal focus for the subject. Some geographers have suggested that

the discipline is destined to become a behavioral science, and believe that

a psychological dimension must be added and attention given to the whole range

of possibilities relating to perception (spatial perception, environmental

perception, social petveption and others) since people make decisions on how

they perceive the facts, not necessarily how they actually are. It would be

difficult to predict exactly what the principal focus of geography will be by

the end of the 1970's, but judging from past experience there is little doubt

that it will be different from what it was at the end of the 1960's.

A different, but significant trend relates to geographic education. The

1960's were particularly important since that was the decade when some of the

people involved in new and developing ideas in geography increased their

dialogue with scholars who were developing new contributions to learning theory

and teaching strategies. The joining of these two components gave rise to a

new thrust in geographic education, which found its initial expression in the



High School Geography Project and which later appeared at the elementary school

level in the work of the Geography Curriculum Project at the University of

Washington.* From the examples provided by these projects, it i3 evident that

geographic materials and instruction may take quite a new turn in the 1970's.

Scope of Geography

The social sciences are all related in that each focuses primarily on

some phase or subdivision of human activity. All are concerned with attempting

to understand and explain human actions. Geography is similar to the other

social sciences in the data and research techniques used. The principal dif-

ferences are that the geographer focuses on unique concepts, raises distinctive

questions, and is the only one of the social scientists who concentrates pri-

marily on spatial relations as they relate tc human activity.

In at least one sense, however, there is no such thing as a geographical

fact. Facts are facts, and classifying them does not strengthen their impor-

tance or credibility. For example, the location of Philadelphia is 400 North

Latitude ard 750 West Longitude; the population of Indonesia is about 115,000,000;

the average annual precipitation of New Orleans is 57 inches; the capitol of

France is Paris. All of these might be accepted as facts, but there is nothing

peculiarly geographical about them. These sama facts may be at least as useful

in some other disciplines and can scarcely be said, then, to "belong" to geog-

raOhy.

Basic Questions in Geography

It-has been suggested that geography be viewed as "...a method of inquiry

and a manner of knowing." Geographers art. perhaps best distinguished by the

*See, for example, the entire May 1969 issue of the Journal of Geography
or Social Education.
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kinds of questions they ask and the methods used for finding answers. What

then are the kinds of questions that geographers might ask about such problems

or topics as those listed above? Surely some of the following would be in-

cluded.

1. Where is it? Depending on the problem at hand, this question may

involve three parts: (a) what is the specific or absolute location,

if we are dealing with a single phenomenon; (b) what is its relative

location, that is, what is its location in relation to other places;

and (c) what is its pattern or distribution? This last would not

be appropriate for a single phenomenon like a city, a shopping cen-

ter, or a factory, but it would be applicable to cities of France,

tobacco production in Georgia, railroad lines in Argentina, etc.

The focus of the question, "Where is it?" will change with the kind

of problem.

2. Why is it there? Are there any particular factors whinh seem to

have been important in its being located where it is, or in its

pattern or distribution? And what gave rise to its development?

The condil:ions may be different now than in the beginning, as with

cotton production in the United States, transportation routes, or

even the location of a city such as Memphis. The question is often

difficult to answer, requiring much research, and should not be left

simply to assumptions or inferences based on present-day ideas, in-

formation, and values. A thorough delving into history and histori-

cal documents will often provide many insights on present and past

characteristics.

3. Haw much is there? In some problems this question is not appropriate,

but in others it is. It is frequently helpful to know something
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about quantitative value and what the trends have been. If one is

concerned with airline passenger traffic, tonnage passing through

thu Suez Canal, importance of cotton gins in Georgia, and the like,

the present quantitative value and past changes or trends in this

value often provide helpful ideas that will relate to the fund of

information developing on the problem.

4. What are (or were) its relationships with other places? The purpose

of this question is to focus on the connections between the place or

area being investigated and other places. The number and kind of

connections may be more important in the development, present status,

or changes than in the immediate locational characteristics.

5. Is there reason to believe any changes will occur in the near future?

Prediction is risky, but it is often possible to assemble a body of

knowledge on a problem, make an analysis of the data, and determine

what past events have been important in producing change. An analysis

of present conditions may then help in making a reasonable prediction

of what cnanges are likely to occur in the future.

For any specific topic or problem not all of the above questions would

necessarily-apply, hut these are the kinds of questions that are appropriately

asked.

Geographic Concepts

There is no complete agreement by geographers on exactly what concepts

are basic to the discipline. The list that is offered here includes most

of the major ideas of scholars who have written on this subject, but it is

given a slightly different organization. Four principal organizing concepts

of geography are the following--(a) Culture, (b) Spatial Distribution, (c)

Spatial Interaction, and (d) Region.
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Culture. The concept of culture has only recently come to be recognized

by geographers as a basic concept. Entire volumes and dozens of papers have

been written about culture (mostly by anthropologists) in an effort to define

it. Geographers have added little to the concept and have essentially adopted

the anthropological interpretation and incorporated it into the geogrimphical

method. In brief, culture is taken in its broadcast sense and includes those

material and non-material traits of a people recognized as their total way of

life. Ttat is, culture includes the attitudes, values and belief systems,

tools and technology, social and political organizations, econcaic system,

and the method of enculturating the young so that they may become prepared to

function in their society and perpetuate the way of life.

It should be obvious that the geographer is usually not equally concerned

with all facets of culture, but he will sift out those elements that will aid

in providing the understanding and explanations he seeks. For example, some

questions that relate to agricultural practices, systems of exchange, and re-

sources are adequately answered only by reference to the culture of the society

involved. The geographar has much less interest in topics that lack a spatial

dimension such as kinship, belief systems, rites of death, and the like.

Geographers have recognized for some time that there are no intrinsic

characteristics associated with any particular kind of physical matter that

require it to be labeled a resource. Whether the item is rocks, soil, coal,

wood, gold, or radioactive ore, none of these has characteristics demanding

recognition as a natural resource. Instead, the potential or actual uses to

which these can be put make them resources, and it is a people's culture that

makes-this determination. Different cultures will frequently have different

value systems in the recognition and utilization of things called resources.

There is another aspect of culture that has recently attracted the atten-

tion of geographers, and this is the field of perception. Many geographers



formerly assumed that all people perceive of the same phenomena in the same

way, and thus an ethnocentric judgment was frequently made. But this line of

reasoning is now questioned. For example, the nomad probably perceives of che

desert quite differently from the inhabitant of a humid region. Or a person

on the coastal plain may perceive of the mountains differently from people who

reside in the mountains, and vice versa. Distance may have quite a different

meaning to the person living on a large ranch in Texas than for the resident

of Atlanta. Perception is also recognized as a trait which is learned, and

people in different cultures or environments attach different meanings to the

same phenomena. Geographers, therefore, are now coming to realize that in the

search for explanations of certain human decisions, a knowledge about percep-

tions of the people involved is a vital element and may be more important than

the actual facts.

Concepts related to culture include acculturation, culture area, diffusion,

and social champ, any one of which might be a focal concept for a particular

problem or exercise. A geographer might stress only one of these (such as the

diffusion of Islam, or the social change resulting from the Mexican land re-

form program) if his objective were to develop the concept rather than study

a total culture.

Geographers do not have as one of their goals the study of all the world's

cultures. This would be an impossibility. They do select particular problems

or activities that relate to the human decisions, assessments, and activities

within the context of a culture. These may be quite different among peoples.

And, even though people of one culture have adopted methods, values, or

attitudes that might be found to be dramatically different fram those in

another culture, each has abundant reason to find some comfort and satisfaction

in their awn way of life.



Spatial Distribution Geographers are concerned with specific location,

yet any one location may have a variety of alaracteristics. If a characteris-

tic is selected and its location recorded on a map, the result shaws its dis-

tribution. For example, one of the characteristics of Athens, Georgia, is

that it has textile mills. If on a map one were to place a dot locating each

textile mill in Athens, and then continue this for all mills in Georgia, the

map would show the spatial distribution of textile mills in Georgia. The

same could be done for any characteristic and in any part of the world. These

distributions often permit a degree of generalization that is not possible by

examining data in a table because the table does not readily show the spatial

dimension.

Analyzing distributions and seeking explanations for them are important

parts of geographic method. A word of caution is necessary, however. Seldom

are there simple explanations for the distribution of phenomena. For example,

it can be said that most of the people of China live near the coast because

of the level land; the distribution of the iron and steel industry in the

United States is determined by the distribution of coal; the distribution of

the rice gnawing areas of the world is determined by the warm, humid climates.

Yet none of-these explanations is satisfactory. In fact, some would argue

that they are false. To account for any particular distribution, especially

where man and his culture are involved, is very complex and requires much

study and analysis. But this is the challenge Chat the geographer accepts.

There are other important concepts in geography related to spatial distri-

bution. Some of these, such as palace and location, refer to single phenomena

and are the ingredients of spatial distributions. Similarly, it might be

argued that the concepts of site (the detailed position on the land, usually

with=reference to a settlement) and situation (location with reference to
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other places) might also be included here. On the other hand there are the

concepts of density, network, pattern, and ,dispersion, each of which is used

to describe a particular distribution. All of these are found among the geog-

rapher's concepts.

The concept of spatial distribution is useful to the geographer in two

ways. It may permit a degree of generalization of a particular phenomenon on

a map prepared by someone else (as that in a textbook or an atlas). Or the

preparation and analysis of a spatially distributed phenomenon may be a step

in a problem or research activity in which one will be testing a hypothesis

or formulating new hypotheses. In either instance, it is one of the oldest

and most used concepts of geography.

Spatial Interaction. One of the reasons many people have a natural

interest in geography is that commodities, people, and ideas are not fixed

elements on the earth. The movement of these and other things is not in a

random pattern, but occurs in response to a multiplicity of pressures that set

them into motion. Whether it is the rural-urban migration of people, the

movement of iron ore from Venezuela to Delaware, the broadcasting of news from

a television station, or the American tourist in Europe for the summer, such

occurrences spur change and establish associations that make the world dif-

ferent. Spatial interaction is a measure of the extent to which one location

or area is tied to another.

If one considers the city, the central business district usually has an

advantage over other commercial areas because of its central location. It

usually is the point in a city most accessible to the entire urbanized area,

and therefore has an advantage over other points in the exchange of goods and

services. However, with freeways and the migration of people to the suburbs,

neighborhood shopping centers have gained in popularity, partly because of their



accessibility. And distance is not always the most important consideration

in this interaction because frequently a number of other things, such as time

and cost, are important factors. On the other hand, a lack of either centrality

or accessibility produces a degree of isolation that usually induces a decline

of function, whether it be for a single store or a shopping center. Through

the innumerable linkages that permit interaction over space, a variety of

spatial associations is established which give rise to areal coherence.

The example used here was the city, but one could note the same for a

particular area or region of a country or for an entire nation. Spatial inter-

action produces change in the characteristics of places, and geographers, in

measuring the degree and amount of this interaction, try to determine the im-

pact that it has, or will have. Or they may attempt to account for the amount

of spatial iateraction of a particular phenomenon.

This concept of spatial interaction is probably the one that has received

most attention by geographers in the past decade ot two, and it has therefore

undergone the greatest recent development. Studies dealing with cities, trans-

portation routes, and migration of people have received much attention, but

the concept has application to practically any topic with which geographers

deal.

Most of the other geographical concepts that relate to and are in fact

part of spatial interaction have already been mentioned. They are centrality,

accessibility, distance, linkilat (or communication), isolation, spatial asso-

ciation, areal coherence, and interdependence. Many geographers and teachers

often find it useful to stress some of these lower order concepts in building

the concept of spatial interaction. For example, if focus is given to the

concept of centrality when accounting for the development of Chicago as the

great railroad center of the United States, or of Rotterdam as one of the
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great seaports of the world, and then some of the other concepts are tied in

with the idea of centrality, often the understanding of the concept of spatial

interaction is simplified.

Region. As used by geographers, the concept of region is in reality a

technical term. Regions do not exist naturally on the face of the earth, but

are created by and in the minds of humans. And how one person perceives a

particular region might be quite different from the way it is perceived by

another. Examples of this are "regions" like the Middle West, the West, or

the Southeast as parts of the United States, or the Cotton Belt, the Corn

Belt, the Amazon Basin, the Central Swedish Lowlands, the Pampa, or the Great

Hungarian Plain. Different people will define the boundaries of these regions

quite differently, and still all may be correct. Regions are mental constructs,

not natural entities existing on the land areas of the earth. Yet this fact

does not detract from their interest to the geographer. In fact, it may en-

hance his study of a region.

Geographers are interested in attempting to delimit areas of the earth

into regions where some particular phenomenon, or an association of phenomena,

dominate. In doing this they distinguish between two quite different kinds of

regions. One of these is the formal region. The criteria usej in delimiting

such regionP are usually based on something that is fixed, at least temporarily,

in a particular place. Examples of this might be the region of the piedmont

in Georgia, the prairie region of Alabama, the region of wheat production in

the United States, or the tobacco growing region of Georgia.

In contrast to the formal region there is the nodal or functional region.

The delimitation of these regions is usually based on criteria that relate to

the idea, if not the fact, of spatial interaction. That is, the trade area

of ,a supermarket is the region in which the people live who buy their groceries
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at a specific store. Other examples would be the service region for a particu-

lar fire station, the distribution region for the daily newspaper, the delivery

region for the major department stores of a city, and the like. Geographers

have become interested in these kinds of regions, a fact which probably relates

to the recent emphasis given to urban geography. Frequently geographers will

select several criteria in delimiting the trade or service area of a city in

an effort to learn more of the interrelations that exist between the close-in

and more distant parts of a city. Once this is done, some analysis of the

patterns and boundaries will follow.

Summary of

A Conceptual Approach to Geography

Culture

Acculturation
Culture area
Diffusion
Social Change

Spatial Distribution

Region

Formal
Functional (nodal)

Spatial Interaction

Place Density Centrality Communication
Location Network Accessibility Spatial association
Site Pattern Distance Areal coherence
Situation Dispersion Linkage Interdependence

Isolation

Structure

The structure of geography can probably best be described as a "point of

viele or what Pattison calls a "'manner of knowing." The professional geog-

rapher.was attracted to the discipline perhaps because of a curiosity or

interest in some of the basic ideas or concepts of the subject, by the kinds

of questions that geographers ask, and the procedures and techniques used in



finding answers. And if geography has a structure, it must revolve around

these three things, all of which are briefly dealt with in other sections here.

One way to structure geography is to organize it around discipline. This

approach interrelates the fundamental concepts discussed in the preceding sec-

tion.

How might the geographer proceed with investigation? There are probably

at least three research traditions that have been conmonlv used in the dis-

cipline and which might be called (a) satisfaction of curiosity, (b) geograph-

ical description, and (c) spatial analysis.

The satisfaction of curiosity refers simply to a question to which a

geographer is seeking an answer. The problem will focus the attention of a

geographer on a single subject and the exercise becomes a learning activity
11.1-

with no other particular goal. For example, a geographer may wonder if Macon,

Georgia, is really located on the fall line, and if it is, how important this

fact was in selecting the site for that city. Or, to what extent are the

iron smelters of the United States dependent on foreign sources of iron ore?

Or, why is it that in the southern city one often finds several Negro resi-

dential neighborhoods while in northern cities there frequently is only one?

Or, is there some kind of a model that can be developed which will help ex-

plain or demonstrate migration patterns in the United States since World War

II?

Each of these questions would require the geographer to resort to What-

ever data or techniques would seem fruitful. The avowed objective in each

case can simply be to satisfy personal curiosity. The only thing that is

particularly geographical here is that in the examples cited, the problems do

relate to people and space. But many other problems are investigated by all

students and scholars without regard to their discipline. This, in many



ways, is probably the most common research tradition of any scholar or stu-

dent, regardless of his discipline affiliations.

Geographical description has a long history, but a stormy tradition in

the field of geogranhy. It can focus on an entire nation, or move to larger

scale items like a region, a city, or a single farm. Or, it can deal with

topics such as potato production in Maine, changes taking place in railroad

transportation in the United States, or the importance of corn in the rural

economy of Mexico. The research usually involves collecting data, organizing

it, and then often attempting to produce an interesting narrative that will

afford the reader the opportunity for a vicarious experience. Research then

often becomes a series of "satisfaction of curiosity" questions since one

usually attempts to learn as much as possible about his topic or area before

beginning to write his narrative. It usually has a goal beyond that of

personal satisfaction since it ends with a product--the description. One of

the common shortcomings of this research tradition is that frequently there

has been more focus on presenting factual data than on the analysis, evalua-

tion, and interpretation of that data. Some geographers now argue that pure

description is no longer accepted as good geography, while others maintain

that it has'a long and respected tradition and is still deserving of support.

The controversy will not be settled here, but it is perhaps fair to suggest

that geographic description no longer has the support it once had.

Spatial analysis has a research tradition of several decades among geog-

raphers in the United States. In the early days of this century the research

map, graph, or other graphic forms were employed for the purpose of assisting

researOhers to analyze data, distributions, patterns, associations, and the

like. Since the 1950's statistical techniques have become a more and more

common analytical tool, which has been a factor in developing a focus on



spatial analysis. Research efforts here might focus on the correlation or

association of several variables, such as corn production, soil types, pre-

cipitation, application of fertilizers, size of farms, history of production,

etc. In using a multiple regression analysis one might be able to explain

variation in corn production in the counties of Iowa. Or, in attempting to

understand something of migration, a geographer might deteimine the correla-

tion coefficients between migration rate and a series of independent but re-

lated variables; thus he might determine what variables seem to be most im-

portant in explaining certain migration flows. In the procedure touched on

here the map remains a basic research tool, but with the addition of statistical

techniques the geographer can probe deeper and over a wider range.

Within the spatial analysis research tradition there has developed a new

interest in empirical method. Many geographers in reports on their research

projects follow a rather standard model used in thesis research. Other geog-

raphers are less formal and take a more relaxed approach by not formulating

and testing hypotheses, but they usually do maintain their focus on spatial

analysis. It might be added that this tradition also has application to the

two traditions mentioned above. One may use the most sophisticated statistical

techniques employing the most recent computers simply to satisfy curiosity.

And: in preparing a geographical description, much preliminary spatial analysis

may be part of the data gatheving stage before the narrative opens. Thus this

tradition has applications to the other research traditions in geography,

which perhaps explains its rather rapid gains in popularity since the 1950's.

In conclusion, it appears that any geographical problem should focus on

analysis in developing one or more pertinent geographical concepts. The model

of inquiry should employ the appropriate questions as the guide to what data

need to be gathered and the generalizations or conclusions should show the
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relationship of man to his spatial reference in demonstrating the importance

of the concepts to the problem being investigated.
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H !STORY

Nature and Scope

History is the record of experience--all that has happened to man from

the beginning of time through the last elapsed instant. It is the effort to

grasp the whole of human experience through its chronological framework. The

skeleton of history is time; its flesh is humanity.

If man is to be viewed in his entirety, if he is not to be styled simply

as an economic or political creature, if history is to see him whole, it must

involve other social sciences. The house of history includes those working

in national and internatnal events, with religious history, artistic or

intellectual concepts. Those who are tracing the developments in public

health, immigration, agriculture, inventions, folkways, and science, as well

as biography and the stories of growth of towns, cities, business, industry,

and mechanization, each add a part in history's reconstruction.

Pram these many strands, history is woven into a pattern. Although it

is directly connected with developments in anthropology, political science,

sociology, statistics, literature, and other disciplines preoccunied with the

fhoughts and behavior of men, although it is closely integratad with most other

branches of knowledge, it is a discipline distinct from them. Scholars now

realize that the Hegelian-Marxian concept of history as a rational process

underestimated both the irrational and emotional forces that motivate man and

the importance of th2 accidental and the contingent in history.

The forerunner of the modern school of historians was the Greek,

Thucydides, who wrote his History of the Pelo onnesian War in the fifth century

B.C. In supplementing his own observations with reports of other eyewitnesses,
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he found the accounts differed due to partisan bias or lapses of memory.

Disdaining the narrative or storytelling style of Herodotus, he tried to pre-

sent "an exact knowledge of the past" by subjecting his data to the "most

severe and detailed tests possible."

During the Middle Ages ecclesiastical authorities stifled the spirit of

inquiry. Medieval scholars inherited the Greek method of reasoning from

axioms that were not to be questioned. Thus, the classical heritage of

"knowledge" was regarded as a body of ultimate truth. It was not until the

Renaissance that numerous scholars began criticizing the texts of various

documents in an effort to restore the original readings from faulty copies.

The liberation of history from theology reached its fullest development

in the historical works of the eighteenth century. Gradually men turned from

authority to evidence based on observation. Former notions about nature and

its ways were superseded by the scientific laws formulated by men like Galileo

and Sir Isaac Newton. Gibbon attacked St. Augustine's defense of Christianity.

Voltaire, Herder, Kant, Condorcet, and Humboldt discovered some sort of in-

herent evolutionary tendencies in historical change and progress. Both Hegel

and Marx saw no faith beyond history, agreeing that the histolical condition

determines the human situation. Hegel accepted the idea that history was

intelligible because it was a product of reason instead of Divine Providence.

Historians attempted to make use of the scientific procedures, assuming

that man's acts were determined by natural laws. Just as the discovery of

natural laws opened the world of nature to human conquest and control, so man

could master the social world by discovering its laws. Like the scientist

the hibtorian would set forth a hypothesis based on observation and, after

severe testing, would formulate laws.



During the early nineteenth century Leopold von Ranke, the Prussian

historian, took the lead in developing history as a scientific discipline.

His monumental works based on archival materials, using critical methods to

sift, test, and evaluate, brought students from all over ehe world to his

seminars in the 1820s. Methodology was hailed as the cure and hope of his-

torical scholarship in making it equal with science. Ranke wrote in the pre-

face of The Varieties of History: "The strict presentation of the facts is

the supreme law of historiography. We must show only what really happened."

Scholars felt that history had at last arrived as a legitimate scientific

discipline.

Historians became increasingly aware that the scientific conception, the

systematized method which distinguishes a science, was as incompatible with

history as the rational method which distinguished traditional philosophy.

The discovery that history could not achieve scientific objectivity or finality

deeply disturbed them. There was a succession of assaults upon the traditional

assumption that society rested on rational foundations. Nietzsche, Bergson,

William James, and others discovered irrational powers, undercurrents, and

unconscious drives permeating history. They concluded that emotional and

irrational factors such as class interests, social stereotypes, dogmas, myths,

ideologies, and illusions were ever present.

Scholars became concerned with human life in its totality and multiplicity.

Leo Tolstoy claimed that history could not be scientific and yield laws b -

cause it represented only .001 percent of the elements that constituted the

real history of peoples. Thus, pretending that history is a science was a

fraudno genuine laws of history had been discovered.

The historian's aim was gradually changed to one of portraying people,

nations, cultures customs, institutions, myths, and thoughts in their pro-



cesses of continual growth and transformation. Although there would be no

general laws or principles emerging from these historical forms, the meanings

of history would be evident in the individual manifestations of the different

ages and various cultures. This led to "relativism," each strand in the

tapestry of history was unique and equally significant. This relieved the

historian from taking a chance on an original idea or a suggestive hypothesis.

He simply had to be impartial ani objective in reporting the facts.

The historian found himself on the horns of a dilemma. On the one hand

he was to seek diligently for the truth and at the same time admit Chat this

was unobtainable. James C. Malin writes that history can never be reduced

to the reconstruction of "the unique fact as past reality," but it took a

long time for many to admit this. The historian has learned that he must be

satisfied with a careful analysis of historical situations and to the best

of his ability present an accurate and adequate representation of them in

written form.

Today, history and the social sciences appear closer than ever before.

Just as the natural sciences are more descriptive than prophetic, so the

social sciences tend more toward analysis of behavior--the description of

states of miftd and culture--than forecasting of trends. Historians are more

concerned with particular problems, more likely to reexamine established facts

from a fresh perspective dictated by the concerns of their own time and place.

They tend to deal with historical material in small, manageable fragments,

often selected on the basis of their relationship to the present. Like the

social scientists, historians are concerned with the rising concentration in

industrY, mass communications, our emergence as a world power, urbanism, con-

frontations and violence, minority groups and civil rights, and the powerful

military complex. Other scholars, as well, want to know what proper re-
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sponses ihould be made to these problems by our national and state govern-

ments.

Like the artist and the writer, the historian uses his intuition, sees

men as individuals, presents a mood, tells a story. He is concerned with

intangibles that may be difficult to measure. The study of man as an individual

or in groups--the relation of one man to another man, one roup to another

group--not only requires the description of institutions created by man, but

also explanation as to why his social inventions and techniques take the forms

Chey do. It is perhaps the complexity of such whys, questions involving rea-

sons, motivations, and aspirations of significant individuals in particular

situatians, that gives history qualities of the humanities. Historian W. Stull

Holt writes that "history that leaves out the poetry of life is both incomplete

and dangerous." Like the poet, the historian must make the past and present

meaningful and thus render order to man's life to enable him to better under-

stand it.

The plethora of disconnected historical facts that frustrates novices

arises from a misconception of history as a whole. Admittedly many books and

courses in history do contain a formidable array of facts that may have to be

accepted on faith. Reduced to a wca.kable minimum and conceived in an orderly

way, such facts are highly valuable as a frame of reference. Emphasized for

themselves alone, they remain empty and devoid of meaning. Used to validate

reasoning, theories, and refutations, they are vital to clear Chinking and

sound judgment. The historian uses his evidence to enforce his arguments and

to fill out a story or describe a whole situation at any given time. He shows

the exact sequence of facts and their precise relationships that form the

foundation for historical patterns.

If meanings are to be developed, every historian must be as objective

as possible; otherwise he may become no more than a propagandist. Selection
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and interpretation of facts are subject to varying degrees of pet-sonal judgment

and these processes are as important as their collection and verification.

W. W. Walsh suggests that three main factors tend to distort a scholar's

objectivity: personal likes and dislikes, prejudice, and theories of inter-

pretation--historians are apt to become emotionally and intellectually attached

to what they want to find. In spite of himself, the historian is obligated to

be as objective as possible, recognizing that complete detachment can never be

attained no matter how hard he tries. He constantly evaluates his personal

beliefs, prejudices, and pressures in his efforts to hold to tte justifiable

and accurate.

In his presentation of facts and development of meanings the historian

attempts to bring out the special aspects of the evidence for the creation of

a human story. He aims to make the reader believe that real people lived in

ages past. History is not an abstract; its conveyance requires stoking the

imagination and hearts of his audience as well as firing their minds.

The historian is not asofree as the artist, for where the latter creates,

the historian must recreate. In compiling his evidence and fitting it together

to make concepts, he may use laws or theories propounded by the social scien-

tists, but he hesitates to accept their sweeping generalizations. Historians

are often criticized for their supposed failure to generalize or accept gen-

eralizations in other fields. The historiar finds it difficult to find

theories that withstand his penetrating search for exceptions. Men appear too

complicated, too spiritu.ed, too varied, for scientific analysis. The historian,

therefore, makes only limited generalizations.

rsaiah Berlin, in his Hedgehog and the Fox, tells the story of Count Leo

.Tolstoy's lifelong search for an all-encompassing theory of history that would

tie up all the loose ands of htmian experience so that he might understand
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clearly the reason for man's existence. Despite his often frantic efforts,

his long search proved futile. Every theory fell short when he weighed it

against the many exceptions that came to his mind from his own deep knowledge

of history and people. He died still engaged in his quest.

This is why historians no longer argue, as during the late nineteenth

century, whether history is a science or an art. Efforts by German historians

to make history a science in the same sense that physics, chemistry, biology,

and similar disciplines are sciences, made an impact on American scholars. To

consider history as belonging exclu3ively to the social sciences or exclusively

to the humanities merely adds to the confusion separating the two today. In

a sense h5story--neither an art nor a science--bridges the gap.

History today, suggests Allan Nevins, is largely an effort to chart lines

of force; the rapid transformation of our world constantl7 pushes us to change

our views about facts or data. We are no longer so interested in the grand

central theme Henry Adams used in studying the past, namely the naticnal

character; its sources, its growth, and its results. We are no longer inter-

ested in seeing history, as did George Bancroft, as the will of God working

through events and Social Darwinism. Today we are interested in studying

society as a whole, in its entirety and its constant flux.

Although the study of history is seemingly replete with "facts" to the

novice historian or the casual reader, the professional historian would pze-

fer to view them as "evidence," "data," or "findings." He nevertheless rests

his understanding of the past upon information that he has verified to the

best of his ability and training. He finds that he can use new tools in getting

both his data and making his qualified generalizations. For example, he finds

a knowledge of computers as valuable as a working command of another language.

Mastery of statistics and knowledge of a broad array of new conceptual tools--



economic, sociological, anthropological, numerical, psychological--enable him

to analyze better the development of society as a totality.

Basic Questions Historians Ask

If the mission of history is to engage in search or inquiry, what are

the questions which historians ask and try to answer? R. G. Collingwood

states that historians collectively are asking about the many past actions of

human beings. Historians describe what man has done according to the evidence

and interpret it so that we may better know ourselves in the present. We seek

self-knowledge.

Self-knowledge is a complex pursuit and certainly not confined to the

field of history. But the historian investigates man's past actions that

enable him to better understand human nature. The central value of history,

according to Collingwood, is in teaching us what man has done and therefore

what man is.

It is small wcnder that historians have difficulty in pinpointing the

basic questions when there are so many reasons, most of which are too vague,

to justify the study of history. One survey found 1400 stated objectives for

teaching American history alone. Another found 125 objectives for one course

of study in social studies in one grade, 85 in the introduction to one unit,

and 74 mimeographed pages of objectives for one junior high school course of

study. Svch aims included citizenship, patriotism, moral judgment, memory

development, the democratic way of life, and numerous other vague ideas that

contributed to the dilenna of a teacher attempting to develop his course.

Before the objectives can be narrowed to a practical level, it is neces-

sary to understand what value history can hold for the student. Ostensibly,

history presents a mountaintop panorama of human knowledge from which man can
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be viewed in perspectivehe and his present activities can be placed as part

of the living process of human growth which has emerged frmn the past.

Unless a society understands how its present-day problems originated,

suggested remedies are apt to prove rather naive. Gustayson points out that

the person "who heedlessly escapes into the present will always carry with

him a flat, unbalanced picture of our day and an entirely inadequate impression

of the nature of the social forces which ceaselessly impinge upon us." The

psychiatrist delves into the patient's past before he dares to direct him.

Just as an individual's personality represents all that he has experienced,

so too, the conduct of nations and institutions reflects the forces that shaped

them. In a sense, a student of history is assembling a gigantic jigsaw puz-

zle--he is learning how the world in which he lives was put together.

Gustayson points out that, as captains and navigators had to know the

ways of the sea, the citizens of a republic need to know the soctal forces

whose operations make up history. Not only does history give us background

and perspective for our present problems; it enables us to develop a sense of

continuity and feeling of personal responsibility for furthering human progress.

It enlarges our sympathies and horizons through understanding of other nations

and peoples; and thus we develop a social consciousness inclusive of all races

and peoples. In short, historical study leads to perceptive habits of thought

and practice in reaching sound and reasoned conclusions. Thus, although his-

tory does not claim to answer all basic questions about man, it does enable

the mind to acquire sensitiveness and imaginative range.

Basically, 'questions the historian ask may center around the essential

results that he hopes to achieve. If the historian is basically interested

in achieving a better understanding of human behavior and the human condition,

he must not only increase his factual information but must sharpen his ability
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to evaluate conflicting evidence and come to "feel" the past. He must learn

to distinguish accurate from inaccurate information; he must constantly ques-

tion the validity of any data. This also means that he must Increase his

ability to visualize and interpret his findings. Through such real or vicar-

ious experience, he becomes incre,singly aware of the possible range of human

behavior. He asks, what are similarities and dissimilarities among peoples?

By seeing the world in a particular period, by studying human beings in

several different societies and eras, tfte scholar can then understand that

what seems so obvious in one age may be untrue in another.

If the historian is to achieve these results, he must break down broader

inquiries and objectives into questions that are specific enough to provide a

basis for structuring historical study. For instance, in this day of hydrogen

bombs, a time when it is possible for the peoples of this planet to terminate

its history, a most important question the historian, teacher of history, and

students should ask is, "How can we achieve international peace?" International

understanding should be one of the central questions around which a history

course is organied. Similarly, and attendant to the first question are,

"Can we develop a world-mindedness? If so, haw can we do this? Has history

given us guidelines in developing world-mindedness and understanding?"

Problems of urban and rural areas are pressing on us, defying solutions

as techn6logy develops so rapidly that apt techniques today become unworkable

tomorrow. The professional tristorian, the teacher, and the student can ask

haw and why social change occurs; hoc and why a change is confronted. History

concerns the creating and understanding of the whole proct.ss of evolution and

revolution. Why do ramilar social conditions produce different results? What

were the causes or./social reform? Nothing is more fundamental to a society

than the procefA of change and adjustment, for herein can be found the key to

its existencie.



It is imperative that historians continually ask about changes, ever

present as they are. This also becomes a most important kind question the

history teacher can and must ask. It is not enough to assume students will

automatically see that change is taking place; the teacher muat constantly

ask, "What change did occur?" Something changed from samething to something

else. Only by continually asking how and why our institutions are evolving--

whether they be our form of.governmenc:, education, or religion--can we view

them properly as dynamic, human inventions.

As Fowlkes points out, this idea of continuous change is essential for a

democratic society; the greatest obstacle to progress is a citiztenry.who be-

lieve that things are as they have always been, and so resist any effort to

change them. No idea, nc historical force, no social institution has ever

been created spontaneously. All originated in the past, many stretch back

thousands of years. By studying the changes and developnents of these social,

political, intellectual, economic, and cultural institutions we learn to view

them with knowledge and understanding, rather than with omotions, instinct,

and intuition.

It is impossible to list all of the questions that the historian or

even the beginner studying the discipline should ask. The basic questions

are those that show how historians proceed most effectively and those that

the novices are trying to ask, such as, "What kind of people are we? What

makes us the way we are? What has time done with us and our ideas? What por-

tions of our heritage are efficient and worthy of preservation toddy?"

Since inquiry is at the heart of the historical process, the structure

of history is determined by the questions the historian asks in trying to

determine what man is. The questions will vary with the researcher--there is

no one set of questions. However, there are useful lists, such as the nine



questions posed by Fenton in his book on the inductive approach. Questions

which stress the interpretation of facts are as follows.

1. What was the immediate cause for the events?

2. Had there been a background of agitation for the principles victor-

ious during this episode?

3. Were personalities involved on either side whose strengths or weak-

nesses may have helped to determine the outcome of the struggle?

4. Were any new and potent ideas stimulating the loyalty of a consid-

erable number of people?

5. How did the economic groups line up on the issue?

6. Were religious forces active?

7. Did any new technological developments influence the situation?

8. Can the events be pgrtially explained by weakened or strengfhened

institutions?

9. Was the physical environment itself a factor in the situation?

The National Council for the Social Studies' 30th yearbook, Citizenship

and a Free Society, lists the following questions as good ones for the study

of a person.

1. What were the major contributions of this person and why were they

important?

2. Did the person promote or retard change and in what way?

3. Who were some of his associates and some of his opponents and what

were his relationships to them?

4. What special qualities did he possess for leadership?

5: To what extent do you believe he stood for wise and enduring ideas?

6. What were the consequences of the decisions that he made?



Principal Methods or Procedures of Investigations

History, then, has value for critical inquiry. The discovery approach,

the hIstorical method, is essential to the value of history; it may be con-

trasted with other inquiry in its combination of truth with human encounter.

Historical method is largely the expert handling of evidence, involving selec-

tion, evaluation, and presentation. But the reconstruction of the patterns

of life, interpretation, cause and effect relationships, and prediction of

trends must inevitably be worthless if there are errors in selecting and

evaluating the evidence.

Although historians work with subjects that do not permit them to avoid

a degree of subjective involvement, they retain the historical method, largely

the expert handling of evidence, that evolved during these years of dispute

over the nature of history. In summary, the historical method involves three

steps: :Jelection; the gathering and the evaluation or criticism; and the pre-

sentation of facts, interpretations, and conclusions in readable form.

The first step in the investigation of a subject is to build a tentative

bibliography. Starting with guides to bibliographies, the historian pursues

those pertinent to his inquiry and separately records each that may yield in-

formation. He continues to add to the bibliography as his research proceeds,

being particularly careful to check the bibliographies of secondary books in

the field. He uses various guides to books, journals, and periodicals, the

indexes to newspapers, government documents and compilations, archive,. collec-

tions, and journals or diaries. He investigates memoirs and autobiographies,

letters, stenographic and phonographic records, and may interview persons who

possibly have useful information.

The next step involves "external" criticism examining these manuscripts,

books, pamphlets, maps, and other sources with the aim of determining their
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authenticity. It is vital and often difficult to determine the authorship of

documents, and historians on occasion have fallen victim to spurious papers.

Once a document's authorship has been validated, the next step is "internal"

criticism--attempting to insure that each statement in the document is fully

understood. It is easy to read a meaning into a statement that the writer

did not intend to convey, especially when the historian is looking for a par-

ticular meaning. Even the most careful person may take words out of context,

unconsciously, trying to support his theories or hypotheses. Finding the

literal meaning is a must.

The historian continues to be skeptical about every statement. Gossip,

slander, and rumor often find their way into histories, and myths, legends,

and traditions are difficult to verify. Circumstantial evidence yields some

facts that are undeniable, but inferences made by the historian should clearly

show that he has drawn them on his awn.

The training of historians includes instruction and practice in the his-

torical method. The weighing of evidence, the detection of bias, the dis-

tinguishing of truth from falsehood, a sense of time, and an awareness that

the thiw that are known result from a process of training that characterizes

history. The discipline tends to improve accuracy in comprehension and helps

the student distinguish what is relevant, to select what is important.

Historians today are attempting to restore the relationship of history

to reality and its usefulness to mankind. No longer can it be accepted that

scientific procedures clone free fte historian of his responsibility for draw-

ing conclusions. No longer do scholars accept the idea that history can simply

lay bare the "facts"--this idea has been too thoroughly disgraced. Not only

are historians presenting hypotheses; they are also concerned that history be

wTitten in as lively and exciting a manner as their ability and material permit.
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Concepts

Although historians have abandoned the idea that they should derive gen-

eral laws from their studies, there are many regularities and patterns in hu-

man behavior that can be described. In some cases these are patterns that

have been presented by other social scientists and the historian's responsi-

bility is to test them against past human experience. He uses the historical

apprcach to authenticate, correct, or negate popular interpretations of behavior

by resisting over-simplifications and checking such notions against specifics.

The historian constantly relates details, organizes his data, and solves

problems from relevant information. In attempting to make history meaningful,

he develops concepts--generalizations that explain details. For instance, as

Robert V. Daniels points out, the concept of the "Enlightenment" is used to

explain the liberal tracts and writings in the eighteenth.century. The con-

cept of the "class struggle" is useful in explaining why the French fought

each other in the nineteenth century. Thus the historian, by constantly re-

ducing masses of data to a few concepts through this process of collecting

and interpreting, learns to avoid being swamped in details that may soon be

forgotten.

It is possible to test many concepts against several time periods or

eras of history. The concept that "a coherent account of the past of a cul-

ture will involve social, political, economic, and geographic factors," is

evident in a study of the cattle industry that emerged in Texas after tha

Civil War. Economic factors motivated cattlemen to drive their herds across

the grassy plains to the railroad towns in Texas. The impact of geography is

obvious. These wide open ranges stretching over a sub-humid area had defied

early attempts at farming by men accustomed to techniques that had been suc-

cessful in the wet, wooded eastern part of the country. Out f this new
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industry there developed the cowboy and a cattle country society. The political

factors involved are illustrated in the laws that protected the small home-

steader who eventually gained the technical knowhaw to cultivate this rich

land and the pressures exerted by both farmers and cattlemen on the state and

national governments. The inter:elations of these factors tend to give mean-

ing to the generalization.

The same concept can be supported by a study of the events leading to

the Opium War between England and China in 1839. England discovered that

since its woolens were not desired by the Chinese, the only way it could keep

its gold and silver from flowing into China in payment for Chinese goods was

to make the exchange in Indian opium. The loss of the silver to China adverse-

ly affected ts currency and finance. The trade, though benefiting a few

Cantonese merchants, was producing serious economic consequences within China.

The fundamental differences in l',oth the theory and practice of government as

between England and China, the attitude of the Emperor in Peking toward for-

eigners and trade, and the Impel:ial government's efforts to stop the importa-

tion of opium substantially illustrate that social, political, economic, and

geographic factors are necessary for the development of a coherent account.

Another historical concept easily tested is that change has been a uni-

versal condition of human society, but that change and progress are not neces-

sarily synonomouS. World history, national history, and state history all

tend to.show that this idea is valid. The failure of the Raman Empire and

the chaos of the dark ages is quickly remembered. However, it is also possible

to generalize from research that is being done ,on this period: even during

the tithe when the heritage of the classical periods of Greco-Roman history

was diminished and threatened with destruction there were new political and

economic forms being developed that represented progress.'



This same concept, that change and progress are not the same, can be

ickatified with the Reconstruction period in the South following the Civil

War. A gracious way of life for the plantation owners was doomed and most

Southeners who supported the Confederacy faced political, economic, and social

disorder and hardship. But the former slaves progressed in many ways follow-

ing their emancipation. New state school systems and penal codes represented

progress for most of the South during these dark days. The history of each

state during Reconstruction or during the Great Depression of the 1930'

further proves the validity of this idea.

It is possible to list dozens of other concepts of generalizations that

have emerged from ,the study of history. A sample list, compiled by various

scholars, includes the following.

1. The history of all periods of recorded time reveals both the homo-

geneity in mankind and evidence of constant changes in human society.

2. Events have causes and consequences because events are related to

times and places beyond the time and place of their origin.

Interrelationships between individuals and events produce historical

forces which are ever-present and important factors in human soci-

eties.,

4. , Events have -causes and consequences depending on the interrelationr.

-ships of the factors within a given event.

5. :What we leave behind today will influence °morrow, and in turn,

we have a debt, as does-any generation, to those who have gone be-

: fore.

. Changing world conditions have :led to Increasing interdePendence

ariong nations and have, led the United Stateb into wOrld leader-.

shiP.
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7. The struggle for a good life takes different forms in different

nations, leading to varying backgrounds, conditions, and issues.

8. The relationship between freedom and respect for the dignity of the

individual is inseparable.

9. History makes man aware of the possible rather than the probable:,

allowing him to choose among rational alternatives concerning the

time in which he lives.

10. There are no immutable laws givens or inevitables in history.

Ideally, the past should be understood on its own terms. Historical

events should ,be .examined in light of the standards, values, atti-
.

tudes,.and beliefs that:were dominant during Ft. given period and for

a given people, rather than evaluated exclusively by 20th century

standards..

12. Rarely can complex historical:events be explained in tPrms of a sim-

ple one7to one, cause-and-effect relationship. Rather, a study of

the past indicates that .multiple-causation is the dominant pattern.

13. The record of the. pst 'is irremediably frr pentary, 'selective, and

biased.'..,The significanCe of.available historical facts 'varies ,with

the individual who studies them, .and.each generation tends to re-

create and'rewrite history 'in terms of its needs,: aspirations,.and

,point.of view.

:These concepts have-.been. tested in,deptk.by...historians. The teacher can'

easily fit them into 'the various Courses offered ircthe' school... Again,. since

One of the principal ,values of 'historY is the excitement that comes from in-

quiry, posing basic questions and allowing the student to uncover concepts on

his own will be of greater value than simply asking him to accept these ideas,

-.,alOng With 'the data ,With whiCh the teacher chooses to illustrate them. It i



generally possible to arouse greater interest and consequently gr:,ater learn-

ing by turning the statements into basic questions so that the student him-

self must test them.

Other concepts can be developed by students. Following their awn interests

and pursuing their own analytical questions they will discover the fascina-

tion of the human drama which in itself should encourage them to become more

interested in the civilizations of the world. They will find a new enrich-

ment in literature, clearer explanations of civil goverment, and deeper

appreciations of various social institutions, art, architecture, and music.

In turn, these new insights often lead to further study and the development of

more substantive concepts.

While social, political, and economic concepts are important, it must also

be remembered that one objective for studying history is to gain an understand-

ing of ourselves. History suggests a genuine commonality of man; men every-

where, and in all times, have shared the basic problems of living. Human

traits--greed, heroism, egocentricity, stubbornness, honesty, and love--are

as necessary to history as the heart to the body. The study of man in the

past enables each of us to know that although we are one of countless millions,

we each potentially possess the feelings, thought, and achievement that any

man has ever felt, known, or accomplished. Thus, concepts about human nature

are much easier to formulate and test against the past activities of men and

are as important for the student.

Concepts developed about human nature should broaden and quicken our

sympathies with other people. Men who share suffering tend to develop a

spirit.of community where none existed before. This concept can be illustrated

from our own frontier experience. The first settlers who had banded together

for protection against the Indians and sought comfort from the cold and hunger
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became the nucleus of the various colonies. The common cause of the colonies

waainst the tyranny of the English king welded them into a confederacy. The

hardships they faced in fighting Indians and in creating new territories

fostered both strong state and national feelings. If the story is told wall

enough we develop an empathy with people of ages past. It is not possible for

us to read about the tortures of the Inquisition, the horrors of the Black

Death, the heroics and sufferings of soldiers from the campaigns of Alexander

to the Crusades, from the Civil War to the Korean War, or the frustration and

helplessness of peoples caught in economic depressions without reacting

Emotionally to them.

Whenever someone says "history proves...." or caps an argument with

"that's human nature," the historian or novice history student should put up

his guard. Concepts and generalizations challenge him to look to the past

for origins, relationships, and comparisons before accepting them. He be-

comes historically-minded, becomes accustomed to a way of thinking, a form of

reasoning, that makes him look belaw the surface for the shapes and contours

of the dynamic forces in society. He learns to accept reality rather than

his own wishful thinking.

Structures

Historians have had a difficult time agreeing on the structure of the

discipline. The scholar's mode of.inquiry is the most effective way of learn-

ing rather than the structure or curriculum. Works in history are planned

because the author has a vision or an approach to one. As Nevin states, "the

subject takes hold of him, inspires him, and lifts him to a plane where he

sees as in a golden dream the volume he intends to write.' He sees that it

must be written in a particular way.
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While writing a history of the Texas Rangers, Walter P. Webb 41....3 struck

by the impact of the treeless, arid, level plans on men from the wooded,

mountain or hill areas of the country where there was ample rainfall. He saw

that the plains required a new technology before they could be. settled, and .

this in turn created new social, legal, and economic institutions. He imme-

diately laid aside his story of the Rangers to work day and night on this new

problem. This revealed in the publication of his Great Plain3, a classic in

American history and one of the most imaginative recreations the past.

History has endless variety. Perhaps the first requirement of one who

is lured by Clio is that he shall be tolerant- of all themes 'all approaches,

and all styles so long as they are written imaginatively in a patient search

for truth about some phase or segment of the past. Since history involves

many different subjects it is necessary to arrange the record of the past

into segments most relevant to interests of various scholars. Because it is

so vast, it is impossible for historians to master all of it.. Structuring

this record without disturbing the natural unity of the past is a necessitY.

Obitensibly, the historian attempts to structure his scholarship into segments

through which people's lives have been particularly linked.

Some of the segments that mark scholarly fields of study are quite- obviOug,

as with politiCal divisions-countries and 'States. Government above' all,gives

to a territory the social unity and the common experience that permit tudying

And in the modern Westits history as a country, where the ziational iState

has prevailed, the national basis of history has been.taken completelY for .
,

granted. As Hans Kohn has pointed out, for 100 years history has been in .

danger of becoming the handmaiden of national or class iinterests and of Pro4

viding absolution for all kinds

not easily bear.

of: crimes that 'the individual conscience would



Too often it happens that this parochialism, this lack of perspective,

is what we are taught about each other. Despite the present close relations

between the United States and England, a study published in 1966 revealed that

the writers of textbooks used in the schools of these two countries were guilty

of national bias in one form or another. Studies have uncovered distortions

in our textbooks on Chinese history. What, indeed must the French and Germans

teach, about each other? It is easy to imagine the kind of history used to

indoctrinate Russians and Chinese about the United States.

While national history has its pitfalls of bias and parochialism, it is

a necessary approach to a civilization, particularly that of the modern West.

Several high school world history textbooks are divided into units on the

principal countries. Historians have also divided Latin American history

into countries; yet , it often is organized on a regional basis siuce Spanish

culture and the common Spanish colonial experience still link most of the

regiotv to a great extent. The same is t:rue of other cultural entities de-

peuding on the particular history. China has been a historical entity for

centuries, evel though politically it has never been completely united and

independent at the same time.

HistOrians find It -convenient to deal with large slices 'of historical

Phenothena, designated ,aa civilizations which represent people 'living in a

Wide area and over a long' period of time, united by tertath characteriatic

institutions .values beliefs and backgrounds. Arnold 'Toynbee :in hia Study

of HiStory, systeMatically compared the rise and fall: Of 21 civilizations:-

The civilizatiphs for niodern times include- Western (European and the Anlericas),

Moslem (Norti Africa'and the'Middle East), South Africa, Indian or Hindu and
. .

the .Far East::: ObViPusly, several Countriea one of -Which ie.:Russia repredent

th ways..of living,and. thinking .of more than one civilization. Diatinct .froin



the societies in the process of civilization, anthropologists have described

more than 650 primitive societies, most relatively short-lived, confined to

relatively narrow geographical areas and embracing small numbers of human be-

ings.

The study of civilizations and long-lived national states must further

be divided into periods of time if it is to be manageable and meaningful.

This division should not obscure the basic continuity, but these periods should

provide a framework for detailed inquiry. For instance, Western civilization

may be divided into periods that represent phases of the common experience of

particular nations such as the Dark Ages, 675,1075; the Middle Ages, 1300-1500;

the Renaissance and Reformation, 1500-1700; modern Europe, 1700 to World War I;

and contemporary history, from World War I to present. The divisions are then

divided and subdivided into historical entities to focus on brief spans of

time, places, or problems.

Other meaningful divisions can be made according to different forms of

human relationships and activities. Within a certain area, over a particular

span of time, an aspect of the life of society can have a distinct history

somewhat independent of other happenings in fhe same society. For instance,

history is 'divided into its political diplomatic, military, economic, social,

cultural, and intellectual aspects. These topics are often subdivided. Eco-

nomic history encompasses studies of agriculture, industry, trade and trans-

portation, technology, and business organization. Cultural and intellectual

history may concentrate on religion education science, literature, or philos-

ophy.

The choice of, interrelationships ammmg-these topias of Study, as well as

the borderline.events.that may appeb ta:be either political ot economic,

social, or cultural depends upon the interests of the scholar. All are



facets of human behavior and of the web of social life. Each affects the

other, complicating the interrelationships. An overemphasis or neglect of

one aspect tends to distort the picture and results in an unrealistic history.

When history is divided into its various topics, its involvement with

other social sc:r.ences and the humanities blcomes clearer. Because a single

aspect of life cannot be isolated from its social setting, the study of his-

tory promotes a recognition of interrelationships. Aided by the insights of

other social sciences, history tries to pull together its own recognition of

unique and manifold events in time into a comprehensive view of the human ex-

perience.

History recognizes the reality of particular historic individuals and

tries to understand their conduct and its consequences as much as movements

of the anonymous masses. In fact, the historian often focuses on a biograph-

ical approach to understand the interact:;_ons of personal factors and social

events. In some cases individuals make private decinions that influence his-

tory and in other cases persons accidentally act in ways that:have important

results. To have significance, a chance occurrence or an individual must in-

fluence others. Whatever the individual does, he is limited and challenged

by the vast and complex forces of society, and these forces must be understood

within their context.

During the second quarter of the century, social scientists increasingly

discussed interrelations of their respective disciplines. The walls of separa-

tion began to crumble, and presently the expanding horizon brought even the

natural sciences within range of the historian's vision

was within his province to write histories of medicine,

e realized that it

science, language, or

the arts; and before mid century historical works concerned these various



Not only new topics but new approaches to old ones are among the recent

trends. One concerns the emphasis on local history--which is in reality

regional and interregional history. As Clifford L. Lord states, local his-

tory "shows men living together, working together, getting along together

(or not getting along together), at work, at play, in politics, business,

government, social and cultural pursuits." The local historian's main re-

sponsibility is to keep the record, and these records are necessary for state

histories, regional 'histories, and national histories. Each is a separate

entity, yet each is a part of a whole. Local history reflects every aspect

of our national history and thus enables us to better understand the process

through which a nation was built.

Interest in a new approach to local and regional history mounted during

the 1940's. It encompassed the study of literature, aeciology, art, and folk-

lore of communities as well as their politics and industries--in short, all

aspects of their developments. Associations were formed to promote these

studies and universities sought to become centers for research into their

regions. State and local historical societies were supported by librarieo,

foundations, and professional historians who sponsored various conferencPs.

Recent Trends

Today, there.is mOre emphasipin history upon psychology and- psychiatry--

Although the latter is not yet so clearly'in evidence. HTherP is)i greater

Preoccupation with intellectual history, and philosophers Are focusing more

:clOsely on historical interpretations. -At:the same time-a meticulous and.

critical eearch.for a reasonable vieW'of the ,paAt predominaterli One result

has beenthe .wreCkageoUelaborate interpretations that revealed more about

'the historian than aboUtthe eVent.



While the historians were attacking old interpretations, criticism of

the country's high schools became intense as a result of Soviet achievements

in space. Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, father of the atomic submarine, James

B. Conant, former president of Harv&A, and Arthur E. Bestor, professor of

history, blamed professional educators, and progressive education in particu-

lar, for our inability to match the Soviet Sputnik. PopUlar journals ran

series of articles decrying our educational shortComings in a stepped-up

assault on progressive education.

The result was the new movement of curriculum and course revisions and

a bewildering array of institutes, study groups, and workshops which produced

tons of mimeographed tentative reports and published works. In 1960 Jerome

Bruner argued that the question of when to teach what doean't really matter,

since with sufficient "effort and imagination, any topic can be rendered.into

an honest form that is appropriate to the level of comprehension of.students

of any age." The application of this idea to mathematics seemed to'produce

.startling results. The same was found to be true of.physics and languages.

Social studies were ne*t.

A number'of current educational innovators urge that stUdents.should

learn history inductively. Instead Of accepting the conclUaions of scholars

about questions whiCh the atudent only dimly oomprehends he is given the raw

data himself an4 learns tO ask his own queations and tO draw his own conclu-

sions. Thus, he will not- be asked to.learn only.a.set of facts which will be

outdated tomorrow, but.will.learn a mode of inquiry-which'will servellim

through life.. This method stresses an objective that has always.been implicit

and Often 64)licit: that atudents should be-involved in the processes of

lhistory and discoyer that man's ideas, .preconceptionsi:even prejUdices.and

:lialues change under the impact of events and new conditions By discovering :



portions of Che past for himself, Che student shares in the interest and ex-

citement of discovery. And by discovering for himself sets of relationships,

he learns how to analyze other and similar sets of relationships whenever he

sees them.

Instead of developing a "new" history for the schools, perhaps teachers

and historians should create an atmosphere receptive to change and experimen-

tation with established lines of continuing communication between college and

school. Students would then more likely be taught to work at facts critically,

analyze them, separate the inconsequential from the important, synthesize, and

see the relationships among facts. We should strive to asGure students a

flexible conception of history. Many students view history as dogmatic truth,

fixed and unalterable, because too often it has been presented to them in this

way.

The discovery method is not new to the historian. Ever since Herodotus,

history has meant inquiry or discovery. It has long been argued Chat the

function of history is not to provide ready-made answers but to cultivate a

state of mind for those who desire to find for themselves answers to the cur-

rent questions which satisfy their sense of reality. The historical method--

an educated.skepticism--along with detachment, analysis realism, and accep-

tance of new ideas--is necessary for the development of any intellectual cul-

ture.

Same recent curriculum reformers prefer inquiry, but would organize

courses around problem topics or historical crises not around the inner logic

of a discipline.- Th y would relate the knowledge Of social science to.the

student's outlOok on life. Otherwise, aCcording to them, history lacks rele-

vance or meaning.. Students-come to clas6 with social theories already:ifi.

mind--a fairly Stable set of interrelated personal Coristructs that affect how
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they react, both emotionally and intellectually, to political and social

events. Teaching, then, is shaping, changing, and developing intellectual

and emotional orientations already present.

The new historical left argues that the historian should weigh the ac-

tions of historical figures on the scales of current moral standards. These

historians would have teachers shape students' attitudes on the gut issues of

the day. Others claim value shaping is nothing less than brainwashing. But

the teacher, by his selection of material, does shape values. The historian's

awn personality, behavior, and appearance will imply values. He must ever be

on guard against dogmatism and presentism.

Historians today are not antagonistic to the old history, treated as one

of the humanities. As Nevins says, we must retain the arts of narration,

description, and personal portraiture because history is still an art. We

must not eliminate the color and drama of history as story. It is fundamen-

tally a dramatic story. We examine the studies of sociologists, psychologists,

and other experts and employ them to interpret the past. We are all partners

in the search for an enlarged truth.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE

This overview of the discipline of political science will (1) identify

the distinctive focus of political science as the study of government and

politics; (2) outline the broad scope of political science; (3) identify eight

distinguishable approaches to the study of political phenomena; (4) describe

briefly same of the research methods of political scientists; (5) present

same of the persistent questions with which political science deals; and (6)

suggest implications of the elements of the discipline for learning and teach-

ing of political science.

Scope and Emphases of Political Science

Political science is the study of government and the behavior of individ-

uals and groups in relation to government. Modern political science makes

use of the other social sciences. It draws as necessary on anthropology,

economics, history, ethics, geography, jurisprudence, psychology, and sociology.

However much political science may draw on such other disciplines, it has a

distinctive focus. That focus is the study of the institutionalization and

control of human behavior through governmental structure and processes.

The action and inaction of government affect every member of society.

A knowledge of government therefore seems indispensable to man's understand-

ing of the social world in which he lives. In studying political science,

the scholar encounters what Pope said was the proper study of.mankind--man

himself. But the man of interest to the political scientist is a special

:kind of man--man as a political being.

TheHmajor concern of political science in the United State/s.is related

to a description arid analysis of the structure and processes of the .federal

'



system with emphasis on American national government. Political science re-

search studies, books and other publications, addresses by scholars, and

rourse offerings reflect the following areas of specializations.

American government general
The executive power
The legislative power
The judicial power and constitutional law
The Bill of Rights and the protection of individual liberties

Political parties and activities
Governmental services
State government
County government
Municipal government

In addition to American government, the major areas of political science

in the United States are the following.

j'ublic,administration
Gamparative government
International relations
,Pal.itical theory nd philosophy
.Political behayiOr

.Public administration investigates the structures and processes through

which policy, as determined by the legislative and eecutive branches, is

translated into programs of governmental action and service. Public adminis-

tration is concerned with the management of the people's public business.

Comparative government investigates the governmental institutions of

different states. Formerly this interest was mainly in the states of Europe,

but in recent years it has broadened to include the governments of newly :Linde-
,

Rarely,.howeVer, ard the.governments:

stUdied comparatively. The usual organization is a consideration of the

fgoVernments Of particular States.A.n series Taith vry little comparisOn.of

stiuCture orlunctiOn RecentsttidiesAn coMparative government have begun

to'emphasize the dynaMicS Of gOvernmetital functiotling.-inaddition. to the

Aetcririon of struCtUre:



International relations shifts the emphasis from the municipal or internal

processes of government to the relations among states and issues of interna-

tional policy. Formerly international relations was largely concerned with

aspects of international law and diplomatic relations. With the growth of

international agencies, however, much attention is now given to the operation

of these practical means of international cooperation.

Political theory and philosophy are concerned with the moral dimensions

of government. The approach is normative, not merely descriptive or analyt-

ical, and raises such fundamental questions as, "What is the nature of jus-

tice?" and "What is the best government?" When the discipline was called

political philosophy rather than political science, it was as comprehensive

as the study of politics. Today political philosophy is primarily a history

ot clic; political thought of former ages.

Persistent Questions Raised in Political Science

Over the years political science has raised various questions which per-

sist in substance notwithstanding change in form. Some of these are as old

as man's first conscious attempt to clarify his perception of man's relation-

ships in communities and the nature of political society.

Lipson, in a scholarly monograph that unites comparative methodology with

idealism, organizes the core of politics around five major issues. An issue

involves alternatives, and alternatiVes constitut a range of solutions: Hence

modern state contributes, o our understanding.of

political behavior. The judgment of actual behavior by the moral conscience

make political:behavior, mire rational.

. What are the reciprocal rights and duties of members of the etate9



2. What is the scope or range of government functions?

3. Where is the source of government authority--in the governed or the

governor?

4. What is method of organizing authority--concentrated or dispersed?

5. What is the relationship of size and territory to intra- and inter-

state systems?

This series of questions and the development of sub-questions permit the

user to cover many, if not all, facets of political inquiry. Their pertinence

may be applied to sub-issues in the United States today. The following ques-

tions form same subsidiary issues to the major issues listed in the preceding

paragraph.

1. How are the voting rights of Negro citizens to be protected?

2. Should the government provide 2ree food for the poor?

3. How can government officials be held aco.ountable for their manage-

ment of public affairs, as in military procurement?

4. Can the American people attain their political objectives (whatever

they may be) through an increase or decrease of national power?

5. Can the U. S. nxtend international action through the United Na-

tions without cympromising its choice of action?

An alternative set of questions for looking at political life is the

following. The designations in parentheses indicate the most likely but not

the exclusive approach to answering each question.

1. What are the foundations of the social order? analytical)

2. What is a state? (descriptive)

3. How did states originate? (historical).

4. What is the purpose of the state? (ethical)

5. Haw is the state organized? (structural)



6. What is the relationship of the citizen to the state? (structural-

ethical) (ethical)

7. What is the relationship of citizen to citizen? (structural-ethical)

(ethical)

8. What is the relationship of justice to law? (structural-ethical)

9. What is the relationship of freedom to stability? (structural)

10. How does the governwent carry out its purposes? (functional)

11. What is the relationship of state to state? (structural-functional)

To the teacher and pupil who are more familiar with the categories of

American government than with politics in general, the following questions

may be more suggestive of persistent issuec raised in the context of the

American political system.

1. What is fhe constitution?

2. What is the general welfare?

3. What are individual rights?

4. What is federalism and the distribution of powers?

5. What is government organization and the separation of powers?

6. What is the legislative authority of the executive?

7. What is the legislative authority of the judiciary?

8. What is the participatory role of the citizen?

9. What is the social context?

10. How are public policies decided?

These questions are much broader than the usual topics found in chapter

headings in a text. For example in both democratic and totalitarian states,

there are assumptions about how the citizen participates in the government.

Consideration of this idea in turn involves an analysis of the organization

and functioning of political parties. Asking the question, "What does the



citizen do?" reveals that the citizen in a democratic state often participates

no more often than the citizen of a totalitarian state--both have the privilege

and duty of periodic voting. But in the two states there is behind this com-

mon act a world of difference--the citizen of a democratic state may exercise

a choice while the one in a totalitarian state, whether in a newly independent

state in Africa or an older state such as Russia, may ratify, only the candi-

dates previously chosen by the governing party. In the difference between

citizen choice and mere ratificction lies an essential difference between

democratic and totalitarian political systems.

While there are common and enduring questions in political science, no

one set of questions can encompass all the facets of interest to political

scientists. The subject and purpose of a particular inquiry determine the

questions asked. Quite distinctive content relating to the judiciary emerges

when each of the following questions is asked,

1. Haw did Judge X vote in cases involving right-to-work laws during

the period 1955-1965?

2. What decisions were made by Court X involving right-to-work laws

during the period 1955-1965?

It is also useful to distinguish between kinds of questions political

scientists attempt to answer through research and the kinds of organizing

questions ased for explanatOry:pu;poses in a tekt. Becauae an individual haa

limited oppOrtUnities, for exteAsive-reaearch political sCientista CluestiOns

areusually.:apecifi: andlimited* On the, other hand, question's or,their,coup,

terpart-in generalizations in texts are UsuallTused tosynthesize an accepted

13Ody.Ofknowledge:i.: WhO teXtbobks incorpOrate.recent research findings,: the

netudata are, generally insertedinto an eXistingorganizational scheme,::-



Concepts* in Political Science

In political science as in other disciplines, there are different cate-

gories of concepts depending on the nature of the reference--denotive and con-

notative, concrete or abstract, taxonomic or specific. "Constitution" is a

more general concept than when embodied in the phrase "Constitution of 1787" or

"Articles of Confederation" or English Constitution." However, the more gen-

eral concept of constitution develops from a study of the similarities and dif-

ferences in constitutions, and therefore requires the use of empirical data.

Explanation of the concept "constitution" also requires the use of related con-

cepts. Thus a knowledge of the concept "Constitution of 1787" does not require

merely simple definitional statement, such as "System of fundamental law for

the government of the United States proposed by a convention of state delegates

assembled in Philadelphiain 1787 and ratified in 1788." The concept also in-

vOlves a host,of related ideas such as distribution of powers, federalism,

'reservation of powers, separation of powers, executive power, judicial power,

legislative power, federal-state relations interstate relations, citizenship,

amendment electoral college, amendment Bill of Rights, strict construction,

liberal construction states rights and so on.

Concept learning occUrs in'association rather than isolation. Concepts

constitute an interlocking series of ideas that fertilize each other. The

word constitution" connotes or implies many related phenomena. Democracy,

justice /air, repretentatiom authority dre,b t few of the connotative con-

cepts With.whiCh political science deals. )3eCause of'the:.frequent laSkOf

concrete referentscOnnOtative,concepts require:Clarity and preciseness of

*For purpose of this paper, most of the concept application will relate

o our American political syFtem.



The need for precise language use is illustrated by the term "power."

This concept in American constitutional interpretation requires a series of

related concepts to make interpretative distinctions. Here are some of the

different concepts of "power" growing out of the structure of American federal-

ism and related assumption about power.

administrative power
congressional power
corporate power
concurrent power
delegated power
distribution of powers
enumerated power
exclusive power
executive power
judicial power
legislative power
limited power
mandatory power
national power
permissive power
police power
presidential power
residual power
reserved power
separation of power
state power

In addition to the common terms of political science there are many

proper terms without which it is impossible to interpret or explain political

phenomena. The names Hamilton and Jefferson, Buchanan and Lincoln, Hoover

and Roosevelt, serve as recall stimuli not only for an individual, but for

different points of view and practices of government. To know the functioning

of the Supreme Court, as well as constitutional growth, one needs some aware-

ness of landmark decisions. The world of 1970 might be a different world for

blacks and whites if the Supreme Court had not limited the Fourteenth Amend-

ment in the Slaughter House Cases, Civil Rights Cases, and Plessy v. 1:211L112a.

Had it not been for these cases, would there have been a need, almost a hundred

years later, for Brawn v. Board of Education? What does it mean to talk about

' 4
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a Marshall Court, a Taney Court, or a Warren Court? And so it is with other

proper terms, ranging from same document or piece of legislation, such as

Magna Carta or Fair Labor Standards Act, to more expressive labels such as

Bull Moose Party or New Deal. The same is true of individuals who have shaped

our political institutions and laws.

It would be impracticable to attempt to list all the key ideas of politi-

cal science. Yet comprehending political life requires knowledge of many

basic terms. Teachers who aspire to help their students to think about govern-

ment and politics should assist their students to acquire and develop fluency,

written and oral, in the use of political science concepts. Students must

read, listen, speak, and write in the language of political science if they

are to get the messages about government and politics that political scien-

tists are attempting to communicate to them.

Approaches to Political Science

As with other fields of schOlarly inquiry, there is.not merely one method

for examining political phenomena. Approaches include the ethical, historical,

structural, functional, Comparative, behavioral, and systems approach. None

of these approaches excludes another. However, each approach does have

distinctive concerns.

The etLical (also normative, Utopian) approach is one of the oldest and

most persisten. The claseic exeMplar is Plato's Republic. It is not con-

cerned with a description of analysis of actual political phenomena, but with

the delineation Of an ideal state to improve the moral nature of the individ-

ual. Prom this point of view, the subject matter of political sCience is not

so much a study of aCtual cOnditions and practices'of government; but'an

ethical examination of the premises that ought to 'control collectiVe human
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behavior. The state is regarded primarily as an instrumentality to perfect

imperfect man.

The rational basis of the ethical approach to political science has been

largely discredited. But when man is oppressed by existing laws or institutions,

he seems inevitably to appeal to a higher law than the institutions of man.

Thus have rebels against authority, from the Puritans of Scrooby to the civil

rights marchers of Albany and Atlanta, justified their acts. The ethical

tradition remains a potent force in American political thinking as well as in

political action, supported by seuular roots in Greek philosophy as well as

Judeo-Christian religious thought.

The historical (alSo cultural or developmental ) approach finds early

antecedents in fhe work of Greek and Raman writers, such as Thucidides, Poly-

bins and Plutarch. The 19th work of the German jurist Savigny presented an

alternate to the positivism of Bentham and Austin and firmly fixed history as

an enduring approach to the study of political institutions.

Political behavior and institutions, like other social behavior and

institutions, change in time. An explanation of change in time involves his-

torical explanation. Thus, history will continue as one of the persistent

approaches -to the study of political phenomena in order to illuminate the

past and present if not to predict the future.

The historical approach is persuasive because the thesis is simple and

the evidence massive. Political institutions are not created they develop

in time; the institutions of today are the product of gradual accumulations

and changes through the years. Furthermore, history makes intelligible the

special character of political institutions and political behavior. While

biStory on the one hand may-appear to preach that the dead rather than the

living rule, it also has another message--political decisions are made by



men. Political behavior is a historic as well as contemporary phenomenon.

The behaviors of Lincoln and Buchanan in thc face of the challenge of 1860

are an enduring reminder that not all history is blind, and that man is the

center of politics.

The structural approach (also morphological, anatomical, institutional,

legal) centers around a description of the legal framework of government.

Typically, emphasis is given to the formal aspects of government growing out

of the distribution of powers in a federal system between national and state

governments, and the separation of powers into executive, legislative, and

judicial functions.

A defect of the structual approach is to overemphasize the formal aspects
--

of the constitution while neglecting the social context in which government

exists the process of decision making, and extra-constitutional development.

The result often is a static image of political institutions and compart-

mentalized ideas of government.

Several misconceptions of American government result from literal struc-

turalism--little appreciation of the legislative role of chief executives and

judges; an archaic concept of federalism; a neglect of the living as compared

with the written constitution; and an interpretation of growth in governmental

power and function to reflect the trend toward centralization. As a result,

there has been cOnsiderable effOrt among newer political scieritistsorinter-

:pret political phenomena frOm functiond4 behaVioral .or system Approaches.

Political:processes, however, function within the context.Of known

governmental:Structures.- Adeguate.:analysis-of American government requires

explanation

distribntion Of .powers

of the explicit rules of decision making that grow out of the

in a federal system. A study of process without an

understanding of the legal institutions through which processes are expressed



can lead to a sterility as great as that of literal structuralism. In school-

ing, the issue is not one of structure versus function; it is how to combine

both approaches so Chat the student obtains accurate interpretation.

The functional approach (also process, physiological, political realism)

is to political science what physiology is to medicine: just as the physiolo-

gist is concerned with what an organ does and how it interacts to contribute

to the health of the body as a whole, the functionalist is concerned with the

operations and interrelations of political institutions rather than with their

formal structure. The structuralist investigates the legal qualifications of

elective officials; the functionalist, how they get elected. The structural4st

emphasizes the formal organization of political parties; the functionalist,

haw decisions are made and who wields influence. In short, the functionalist

tries to probe behind the official appearance of things and find out how the

government works through men and interest groups.

Functionalism aims chiefly to reveal political and social realism. It

attempts to explain political phenomena in the setting of social relations

and personal interests rather than to describe an abstract political world.

In portraying the living forces of ambitions, desire, greed, courage, and al-

truism of real men and real events, functionalism imparts to political analysis

a dynamic rather than static quality.

Functionalism is thus closely akin to the behavioral school of political

science. However, behavioralism is more rigorous in its methods of quantita-

tive analysis and focuseu more on indtvidual political behavior.

The behavioral approach (also quantitative, psychological, sociological,

anthropological) is closely kin to the functional approach. It is difficult

to describe precisely because of the diverse voices speaking in the name of

behavioralism. From a methodological viewpoint, emphasis is placed on the
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collection of.empirical data through quantitative research 'methods, such as

the survey sample and voting survey; reduction of data to mathematical quanti-

ties; and treatment 'of data statistically. Behavioralists turn to sociologi-

cal, anthropological, and psychological categories of analysis rather than to

the conmentional, core categories of the ethical, historical, and structural

political science. Generalizations about group behavior are based on the

collection of data about individuals. Mnch attention is given the develop

ment of theoretical political models and the testing of these models by em-

pirical data. In limited time the behavioralist is more concerned with

syndhronic" (period) rather than "diachronic" (historical trend) analysis, to

use some of the newer terminology.

There have always been empirical elements in political science; the new

behavioralism is a matter of emphasis; it is not a new invention. Traditional

ethical, historical, and structural-functional analyses, which are as old as

Greek and Roman thought, will continue to be practiced simply because behavior-

alism does not cover the full range of questions that interest political scien-

tists.

At the high school level, Rice's Political Anthropology and Mehlinger's

Political Behavior attempt to translate the behavioral approach in political

science to school use. At the elementary level, Gibson's Intergroup Relations

Curriculum makes a similar effort.*

A problem in all behavioral courses is the neglect of the systematic

study of government. Certainly behavioral approaches bring more anthropology

*Marion J. Rice, Political Anthropology, Atlanta-Fulton County Public

Schools and Anthropology Curriculum Project, University of Georgia, 1968;

Ameridan Political Behavior, High School Curriculum Center in Government,

Indiana University, 1968; John S. Gibson, The Intergroup Relations CUrriculum,

2 vols., Lincoln Filene Center for.Citizenship and Public Affairs, Tufts

University, 1969.



and sociology into the school curriculum. Whether they bring more of the

analytical constructs of political science is questionable. Mehlinger forth-

rightly says that his Political Behavior is not a political science course,

but a social science course focusing on politics. Application of the behav-

ioral approach to school instruction may therefore be simply a way of organiz-

ing an eclectic social science course, not a way of teaching political science.

The relatively new systems approach (synthetic, polis, polity, political

community), conceptualizes political phenomena and behavior as constituting

an integrated system. It contrasts with micro-political studies such as case

studies of judicial decision making or surveys of voting behavior. The systems

approach attempts to emorace in a macro-political study descriptions and expla-

nations of political behavior in the context of a total political system.

Government, law, parties, voting, political behavior, or any other political

aspect of society is studied as a sub-system against the referent of the whole

political system.

The conception nf a political system asks the enquirer to keep in mind

the entire scope of political phenomena rather than isolated segments. The

concept of political system does for political science what the concept of

culture does for anthropology or region for geography: it creates a holistic

model in which one attribute of politics is considered in relation to other

interacting attributes. Thus it is a synthetic rather than analytical model,

is eclectic in nature, and revives the classical concern with ethics as a

domain of political inquiry.

Easton's The Political System, a frequently cited source for a systems

approadh, regards politics as the authoritative allocation of values. Thus

the identity of the new with the old political science reasserts itself; be-

hind semantic masks in which new scholars assert themselves lies the persis-



tent and traditional proposition that the study of the governance of man is

also a study of ethics.

The comparative approach is one of the oldest traditions in political

science. In contrast to the idealism of Plato's Republic, Aristotle's Politics

sets forth the nature and characteristics of government according to a tax-

onomy based upon the collection of data. The essence of the comparative

method is accurate observation and description of political structure and

behavior. This method provides a basis on which to identify similarities and

to compare and contrast differences. The discrimination and analysis of these

differences constitute the comparative approach.

Comparison, like the historical method, is a broad methodology with no

restriction as to content or sub-approach, such as behavioral or structural.

Formerly, however, few monographs were organized on the comparative principle.

Most comparative government studies were mini-texts in European government,

put together within the covers of one book, without any organization according

to comparative principles. These so-called comparisons were no more than

simple descriptions. Today comparative methodology has revived the Aristotelian

taxonomic approach and combines the analysis of selected political phenomena

in the context of significant political systems. Modern comparative studies

therefore are closely akin to the systems approach. Comparative Political

Systems in the Fenton-Holt series is an example of the attempt to translate

for high school use both the comparative and systems approaches using for in-

quiry a book of readings.*

Greek philosophers of the classic period were keenly aware of the dif-

ferences in political behavior and structure in Spartan and Athenian cultures

and the differences in child rearing required by the different political sys-

*Mindella Schultz, Comparative Political Systems: An Inquiry Approach,

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967.
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tems. Education has long been considered by many as what some now call

socialization--the process of social conditioning, formal and informal, by

which the young acquire the personality, values, and behavioral traits of the

group. The analagous anthropological term is enculturation, emphasizing that

culture traits are transmitted by the culture. In the past few years the

term political socialization has been used by the political behavioralists to

identify the idea that the child forms his basic political values and attitudes

toward the political system largely outside schools. This approach is relat-

able to political, civic, and social education and teaching of political values

or policy issues.

Taking a cue from social psychology, political scientists now study in a

descriptive way the process of socialization. Their findings, and those of

political science educators, indicate that formal instruction in government

makes little or no difference in attitudes about government. Studies of po-

litical socialization, from attitude formation to patriotism and loyalty, in-

dicate that the child acquires an identity with his political system without

schooling. The political system is inextricably interwoven with the total

culture. Community agencies, family and peers, church and school, play group

and child organizations--influence the formation of values, attitudes, loy-

alties, and group identify in many subtle ways.

Oliver and Shaver are the most persuasive educational exponents of value

clarification, using a "jurisprudential" model centered around consideration

of alternatives about selected public issues mostly within the context of

Armerican history. At the elementary level, socialization and affective or

attitudinal objectives are still given greater emphasis than are cognitive

objectives. It is apparent that the newer approaches to the teaching of

political science have little to do with political science as a discipline as



perceived by political scientists. Some of the newer approaches are remind-

ful of civic education objectives of the Thirties and Forties stated in

present-day terminology.

Varying approaches to the study of political science afford teachers and

curriculum makers an opportunity to choose one or more approaches compatible

with selected objectives of instruction and their own preferences and re-

sources. Those who have had heavy concentrations in American history may be

expected to find suitable content definition and development expressed in

the historical and structural approaches. Those who have had more work in

sociology and psychology may give more emphasis to the functional or behavioral

approaches. All teachers may be expected to make use of the ethical and social

approaches, even if not done explicitly or systematically.

The major need is for the teacher to be explicit about the course and

his teaching objectives and to fit the approach to the objective. For example,

in the usual course in American government, attention is given to the Consti-

tutional Convention of 1787. What is the purpose? Is it to trace the ante-

cedent events which culminated in the covention? Is it to focus on the prem-

ises of government held by the nationalists? Is it to look at the vehavior

of the delegates as recorded by Madison? In view of time limitations, all of

these objectives are often curtailed or even ignored. A historical approach

may degenerate into labeling a series of prior conferences without an examina-

tion of the social conditions and alternatives available. An analytical ap-

proach may involve only an uncritical repetition of the so-called compromises.

Behavioral analysis may include no more than a reference to Beard's economic

determinism. The specific learning objectives the teacher has in mind, not

advance canmitment to a particular approach, should determine which approach

is used.



Current emphasis in elementary social studies, in theory if not in actual

content, is on functional and behavioral approaches. In view of the limited

experience uf the elementary child and absence of cognitive references, be-

havioral or functional emphasis may have questionable pedagogic value as well

as limited community acceptability. For these reasons some will prefer to

continue the more traditional historical and structural approaches in the

lower grades with emphasis on the development of political concepts which are

prerequisite to political perception.

Research Methods in Political Science

Scholarly study of political science implies the use of research methods.

The preceding diacussion of approaches referred to Borne of the types of inves-

tigative activity undertaken by the scholars.. This section stresses some of

the newer, and perhaps lesser known, methods of research in studying political

behavior.

Political scientists use written records in many wayshistorically to

establish a trend; comparatively to ascertain similarities and differences

among selected variables; and analytically and synthetically to make new

interpretations.

Written records are readily available for political analysis. One of

the most easily overlooked is the daily newspaper. This results from a

tendency in schools to regard newspapers as sources of current events rather

than as commentaries on the culture. If analytical categories are established

for newspaper research, an almost endless array of political subjects can be

investigated.

The case method in political science makes use of materials arranged

according to a very narrow issue or topic. The case method is most frequently



identified with judicial decisions. These decisions cover a wide range of

public issues, from police practices to fair housing. Judicial decisions

therefore offer extensive documentation for case method analysis. Other types

of material may also be studied by the case method. In public administration,

this method is frequently used to trace the process of administrativo Imple-

mentation in contrast to organizational structure. The case method is often

used in legislative studies to give the sequence of events and policy changes

affecting legislation.

Quantification is the newest research methodology in political science.

This methodology attempts to answer research questions in terms of specific,

measurable data which can be expressed statistically. The complexity of the

measurements and the analysis range from simple percentages and ratios to

analysis of covariance. Quantification requires the selection of supposed

key factors or variables. The variables are tangible and specific rather

than impressionistic and are selected according to the type of study and the

data requirements. Thus political science research using quantitative methods

begins where all good research begins--with clarity as to the research ques-

tions and relevant data requirements. Quantification, however, is supported

by several related procedures.

Data collection has made notable strides in the last decade with the

perfection of the techniques of the sample survey, questionnaire, and inter-

view. Initial difficulties in drawing a representative sample, whether in

voting or marketing surveys, were overcome with a better appreciation of

population variables provided by census data. Errors arising from question-

naire'construction and interview techniques have been reduced. Attitudinal

studies using scaling techniques have been primarily developed by social

psychologists and sociologists. Measurement of attitudes today constitutes



a large part of the research in political socialization and -47alue clarification.

Training in basic data collection can be carried on in the school context; the

members of a class afford a sample for data collection studies.

Data processing refers to the technology of recording data and process-

ing it by mechanical equipment and electronic computers. The four distinct

stages in data processing are recording the information, manipulating or re-

arranging the information, compiling new information from the data, and

statistically analyzing the results to produce more new information. Some of

the common uses of data processing in political science are in analyzing

political attitudes, election projections, election returns, roll call voting,

committee assignments, and judicial decisions. It has also been used to

establish political variables for national and comparative government and to

compile biographical information. Procedures for refined projection of elec-

tion results have been dramatically demonstrated aver television in the last

two presidentaal elections.

Limitations in data processing are less in the machine technology than

in human ability to conceptualize significant quantifiable variables. Both

the advantages and limitations of data processing are shown in Banks and

Testor's Cross Polity Survey. Data processing provides quantifiable data

not found in the usual comparative studies, but does not provide the intellec-

tual synthesis found in older comparative studies.

Teachers of political science may be able to gain access to data pro-

cessing equipment, used for school payrolls and records, to pursue political

research questions. Teaching students research methodology of any kind re-

quires involving them in the actual steps of question asking, data collection,

and analysis and interpretation. This is true of the older library, documen-

tary methods as well as data processing methods.



One reason for the split between conventional and behavioral researchers

in political science is the fact that data processing technology and statis-

tical techniques have had their greatest impact in graduate training in the

last ten years. Younger political scientists, who have been exposed to train-

ing in camputer technology and statistics, have some of the necessary skills

to use quantitative techniques. Older political scientists, especially those

trained in the conventional methods a generation or longer ago, received little

or no training in techniques of quantification.

Political science teachers who wish to use newer research techniques in

the training of their students must use these methods in the classroom. This

means that such teachers will need some knowledge of computer/technology and

statistics.
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PSYCHOLOGY
The Scope of PsYChology

Psychology is a science that examines and analyzes the behavior of man

and other animals. While the major emphasis is, on man's behavior, it is

often necessary for humane reasons to use animals for experimental purposes.

Inferences about human behavior are often drawn from conclusions of research

conducted with other animals. Psychologists do not always agree as to the

applicability of such research findings to human behavior. Basic research in

any academic discipline need not be immediately applicable to any practical

problem, however, so study of animal behavior need not be defended on these

grounds.

Behavior is ordinarily defined by psychologists as some activity that can

be observed and measured. Included are observation and measurement with tests

or other instruments. A person responding to an intelligence test, express-

ing his point of view on an attitude scale, or salivating in response to a

juicy steak is behaving in each instance. Behavior may be conscious, as a

quarterback throwing a pass or a student taking a test. In both cases the

behaver knows what is occurring to the extent that he can verbally describe

the behavior. Behavior may be unconscious; the behaver may be unaware of the

nature of his actions. The quarterback who failed to complete a pass may

verbalize various excuses without realizing that he is defending his self-

esteem. Behavior may also be nonconscious, as the heartbeat or the manufactur-

ing of corpuscles.

In the sense that psychology is concerned with behavior, it has a rather

narrow scope. But behavior may be manifested in quite divergent ways that

necessitate divergent skills to analyze the behavior. Therefore, perhaps
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more than other behavioral scientists, the psychologist tends to specialize.

While there are two basic orientations in psychology, one concerned primarily

with experimentation and the other with clinical practice, within each of

these basic areas are relatively discrete specialties. Binding together the

widely diverse scope of behavior in psychology are empirical method and the

emphasis on behavior. The popular impression of a psychologist as one who

helps people adjust to personal or emotional problems embraces only a small

extent of psychology.

Some of the major areas of psychology include perception, the nature of

learning, human growth and development, abnormal behavior, motivation, per-

sonality development, mental health, psychofherapy, physiological processes,

sensory processes, and social psychology. These major areas can also include

bofh theoretical and applied aspects. The psychologists interested in per-

ception might vary from the experimentalist measuring the motor coordination

of animals reared in the dark, to the educational psychologist concerned with

the influence of home environment on a student's perception of academic

information. Another possible vaxiation in scope is the extent of emphasis

given modification of behavior. The experimentalist may reasonably have little

concern about modifying behavior of his laboratory animals, except as might be

appropriate to a particular experiment. A clinical psychologist, however,

might understandably seek to modify the behavior of a married couple in order

that their marriage might endure. In short, if one knows a particular indi-

vidual is a psychologist there is still relatively little known about how he

works _ where his interests lie except for the focus an behavior and the in-

clination to use experimental methods whenever practicable.

Psychology touches upon-many other academic disciplines and applied

fields, depending upon the psychological specialty. As examples, the clinical
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psychologist ordinarily works in some agency that is concerned with treatment,

whether of juvenile delinquents, mental patients, prisoners, college students

or some other such category. Since treatment is the concern, the clinical

psychologist is often closely allied with medical specialists. The clinical

psychologist may specialize in particular population group, such as children

or the aging. Experimental psychologists, depending on their special interests,

may touch on genetics, biology, or upon such applied fields as human factors

research in which the psychologist cooperates with engineers to design equip-

ment that can be operate3 efficiently. Social psychology, with an emphasis

on attitudinal and public opinion research, touches upon and contributes to

other social sciences such as economics and political science. Educational

psychologists, of course, have as their central concern applications of those

phases of psychology that are relevant to learning, management of students,

and other educational factors. Psychology is again moving toward a close

association with physiology in its renewed interest in neuropsychology. While

psychology may be more limited in scope than some other disciplines, its

specialties are sufficiently complex so as to give the effect of a highly

diversified discipline.

Characteristics of modern psychology as a social science imply that

adequate instruction wmmld deal withrmore than abnormal behavior, that it is

essentially scientific rather than moralistic, and that it does not necessarily

have immediate application to the improvement of the quality of the everyday

life of the student. While students may learn with profit of human and animal

behavior, it cannot be assumed that what they learn will be translated auto-

nmatically into changes it purely personal behavior, as differentiated from

changes in academic behavior. In short, psychology as a secondary school

course should not be justified as expected to produce better adjusted or more



moral students. The impact of a course, like the school itself, does not

necessarily countervail all of the forces that impinge on students.

Basic Questions in Psychology

The fundamental questions in psychology are how and why man and other

animals behave as they do. These two questions as stated are essentially un-

answerabler but more pointed questions that are subject to observable, measur-

able, and analytical data for their answers spring from the seemingly unanswer-

ables.

One set of basic questions centers on the stimuli that induce responses

and ou the responses themselves as they operate in man and other animals.

Specific questions in this category can vary widely. For example--How rapidly

does a nerve impulse travel in the nervous system of a particular organism?

Haw does an animal respond when it consistently receives an electric shock

when it attempts to eat? What physical reactions can be detected when a human

tells a lie? What responses occur when external stimuli are withheld from a

person? Questims of this category are almost unlimited; the psychologist

attempts to ask ane answer those that contribute to building theories of

stimulus-response interaction.

Another set of basic questions centers on perception. How do we see the

world around us and why do we see it as we do? Does each person perceive the

world in the same way? If not, why not? Again, examples--What causes in-

dividuals to recognize a particular object as green? Does everyone perceive

it as green? Why is the same classroom situation perceived as threatening

by one student but challenging by another? What is the range of cycles per

second to which the human ear is sensitive? How perspective of reality is



a person under hypnosis? Again, the utility of a particular question depends

upon its contribution to development of a systematic understanding of behav-

ior.

A third category of basic questions relates to growth and development of

the organism. Why does a duck follow its mother? Does a monkey prefer an

object that feeds it to an object that feels like its mother? What age dif-

ference between siblings is most threatening to the older? Haw Is style oe

parental discipline related to frequency of jumenile delinquency? What is

the influence of age on success in various occupations? What variables in-

fluence the extent to which aging people disengage themselves from active

participation in society? These westions, as those in other categories,

vary in the extent

the organism.

Another category deals with intelligence and learning. What hereditary

limits on learning exist? What environmental factors inhibit development of

intelligence? What variables influence creativity? What physiochemical ac-

tions occur during memory? What is the effect of knowledge of results on

learning? Does reinforcement or punishment best enhance learning? As teachers

well know, the quantity of possible questions in this set is almost unlimited.

Why organisms behave as they do--what motivates them--is a fifth category.

Examples of specific questions in this set include--What influence does a

physiological need have on behavior? Why does a mother rat care for her new-

born? How does a phobia, or unreasonable fear, develop? Why do people who

are convinced that smoking causes lung cancer cotinue to smoke? Is there

a level of needs, in which a lower order need must be satisifed before a high-

er order need may be sought?

to which they pertain to internal or external stimuli to



A sixth category concerns personality development, mental health and

its related processes, and social behavior. Examples are--What patterns of

child rearing are related to subsequent adult suicide? To what extent, if

any, is a mental disorder a consequence of a biochemical defect? What are

the consequences of a particular therapy for a given mental health problem?

Under what conditions may a personality trait be modified?

The foregoing categories are arbitrary; others might select a different

pattern of classification. The major questions with which psychology is con-

cerned can be fit into one of these categories. The sample questions are

intended as illustrations only, and as stated ordinarily are not hypotheses

to be tested. Indeed, it is likely that many research studies over a period

of years, each investigating one small phase of the problemis would be neces-

sary to answer each auestion. Also, most answers would not be considered

final by psychologists, who are always ready to consider new evidence and

more adequate theories.

A secondary school course in psychology shoul6 include reference to the

major categories of questions, taking care to note that existing theories

and their supporting generalizations are tentative. A behavioral science

may be more -accurately seen as a dynamic process than as a set of factual

information.

Chief Methods, Techniques, and Procedures

Psychology, whenever practicable, employs empirical method; that is,

hypotheses are generated and tested. In counseling or clinical situations,

however, where treatment or assistance is the primary objective, the psychol-

ogist may apply present knowledge without direct concern for testing hypotheses

Even in applied situations, he would be likely to note the persistent inade-

quacy of a theory.
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Observation and measurement by psychologists provide bases for the infer-

ences they male. Haw a behaver responds to the various items on an intelli-

gence test is assumed to represent his best effort. We cannot feel the despair

or elation of a person being informed of a test result, but we often make infer-

ences from observed behavior. A major difference between the casual observer

and the psychologist is the degree of precision of observation and measurement

by the latter.

pne useful way of categorizing the chief methods of psychology, insofar

as its concern involves constructing theory, is into experimental and correla-

tional studies. Fundamentally, the experimental category inclvdes those situa-

tions in which behavior of the subjects being studied is subject to rather

rigorous control. Experimentation is likely to be appropriate in most studies

involving animals other than man. The influence of extreme malnutrition on

the learning of rats is one example of an experimental circumstance in which

there would be reluctance to use human subjects. Severe malnutrition early

in life might have irreversible effects. Human subjects can be used in experi-

mental methods, however. The effectiveness of ane progranmed learning sequence

as compared with another for students of normal intelligence can be determined

experimentally while maintaining quite careful contral of the experimental

situatioft.

The second of these two categories, correlational studies, observes the

relationships between two or more phenomena as they occur in nature. Because

the situation cannot be rigorously controlled, correlational studies tend to

be less precise and often more difficult to design adequately. They do have

the advantage of observing man or other animals in the natural environment.

Each tyTe of study has its limitations. To illustrate, assume that a

psychologist observes that children who eat large amounts of candy in early



years seem not so intelligent as Chose who eat less. A correlational study

to test his hypothesis would involve comparing one group with the other.

Suppose he found the candy eating group actually less intelligent. This would

not necessarily indicate that the cause was eating candy, just as the fact

that sunburn tends to occur in summer does not indicate that warmer tempera-

tures cause sunburn. Conversely, feeding large amounts of candy to young

rats and finding that they do not negotiate a maze so well as other rats might

effectively demonstrate that rats are negatively influenced by large amounts

of candy--but rats are not people. Tl.ese fictitious examples are not intended

to disparage either method, but rather to suggest the difficulty of conclusive-

ly proving cause-effect relationships when rigid experimental controls cannot

be imposed on the subjects ulth whom the psychologist is directly concerned.

Fortunately, inferences made by psychologists are often valid.

Many studies by psychologists utilize various types of tesi- instruments.

One is the intelligence test. There is first an assumption that human intelli-

gence is normally distributed, that large numbers of people are normal, with

fewer cases occurring the farther the deviation from normal. Typically, in-

telligence tests include items that are found to work; that is, there appear

to be observable differences in behavior between those who can or cannot answer

items included on the test. Such tests have a moderately high predictive -value

for subsequent success, especially academic success, of groups of people. For

various reasons, they are less reliable both for a single individual, and for

tasks not requiring the kinds of skill they measure. Other test instruments

can measure with moderate accuracy such factors as attitude, personality

traits, predicted success in various tasks such as becoming an effective

fighter pilot, creativity, or whether a particular child is mentally retarded



or brain-damaged. Mille tests are perhaps more commonly used in correla-

tional studies, many are also appropriate for experimental studies.

Since a psychologist often may be interested in an individual, the case

history method is frequently used. A psychologist concerned with a social

deviant such as a juvenile delinquent, for example, might find it helpful to

attempt to reconstruct the significant events that influenced his behavior.

Also, large numbers of case histories might reveal regular patterns of behav

ior. A set of case histories of college students who become ill before final

examinations might reveal that illness in childhood WAS habitually rewarded

by parents, for example.

Some psychologists use various methods of psychotherapy extensively. In

treatment, the psyehologist is not an objective scientist in the ordinary

sense; he has a specific objective he wishes to accomplish. He does not view

his client so dispassionately as he would view the same person on whom he

was testing an hypothesis. Research studies the effectiveness of the various

methods.

Psychotheraphy, or psychological treatment, can be classified in several

ways. Treatment may be applied to symptoms or to causes. Psychoanalysis, in-

spired by Freud and popularly assumed to be the psychotherapy, stresses under-

standing causation. It also stresses free association, with the assistance

of interpretations made by the psychoanalyst, to bring to awareness the re-

pressed causes for problems. Psychoanalysis is so time consuming and there-

fore expensive that it is impractical for many.

Chenotherapy, the use of chemicals to influence behavior, is far more

common than ordinarily recognized. The alcoholic drink, ordinarily self-

prescribed, is the most common, with unsupervised tranquilizers gaining second

place. Tobacco, not ordinarily considered as chemotherapy since it is not
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utilized professionally by psy0ologists, might otherwise qualify. Under

controlled conditions, chemotherapy can be beneficial as part of a total

program of treatment, but drugs sometimes have undesirable side effects and

do not seem likely to replace entirely other forms of psychotherapy.

Research has not established the clear cut superiority of any method.

It seems likely that some alternatives to psychoanalysis are likely to persist

simply because of the time and expense the latter involves. Critics of

psychoanalysis have also claimed that its cure rate is approximately the same

as for untreated medical disorders. Client-centered therapy appears to have

the advantage of relatively short time required and the possibility that lParn-

ing by the client may reduce future problems. Crisis-centered therapy appears

to help solve immediate problems, with a reasonably law rate of substitution

of new problems for those solved.

Not included for discussion here are particular experimental methods.

Their range includes audiometers for measuring perception in hearing, color

cameras, devices recording salivation, the plethy,,mograph to measure vaso-

constriction, and various "Rube Goldberg" devices desigred by psychologists

for particular experiments.

While a secondary school course in psychology is not intended to produce

a researcher, same training in fundamental research methods and some practical

research experience is indicated. For the same reasons that chemistry or

physics cannot be taught adequately without some understanding of the nature

of discovery in these sciences, neither can psychology be taught adequately

without attention to its research methods.
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Major Concepts and Generalizations of Psychology

Behavior is an action or activity of an organism that can be observed or

measured. Behavior includes a wide variety of activities, ranging from gross

physical movements that can be easily observed to those that are unconscious

and very difficult to detect. Psychologists may invent better observational

or measurement techniques that enable identifying previously unobserved be-

havior. The 2mphasis on behavior in psychology may be distinguished from

philosophizing about the nature of an organism.

Stimulus is an inducement to behavior. Stimuli may be simple, as a pin

prick, or extremely complex, such as those occurring in a program for teaching

inferential statistics.

Response is the reaction of an organism to a stimulus. Again, responses

may be vory simple or extremely complex behaviors. The concept of stimulus-

response ha3 the merit of encouraging empirical analysis rather than philoso-

phy as a basic way of working for the psychologist.

Learning is a change in behavior. A well learned response is relatively

permanent; that is it tends to recur in response to given stimuli. Learning

occurs through practice, which distinguishes it from other changes in behav-

ior, such as those resulting from maturation. The amount of practice required

for learning to perFist varies widely among various behaviors. Some behaviors

persist more readily, especially clearly physical behaviors such as riding a

bicycle. Persistence of behaviors may also be influenced by a perceived need

of the learner to retain them. For example, ability to recall a telephone

number one does not expect to call again is unlikely to persist.

Theories of learning constitute attempts of psychologists to organize

knowledge about learning into a systematic structure. As yet there is no



single theory which is generally accepted as completely 'fitting reality.

Most learning calls for multiple responses and is much more complex than the

examples of responses above. A basic conflict in learning theories arises

over whether learning occurs gradually in a total complex situation or whether

the complex situation is a set of particular learnings, each of which has been

learned or not learned on an all-or-nothing basis. Much teaching has been

conducted assuming that learning is gradual; recently there has been more

attention given attempts to identify highly specific tasks to be learned that

together constitute complex behavior.

Conditioning is the eliciting of a particular response to a given stimulus

by continually repeating the stimulus in a controlled situation. The classic

example is conditioning a dog to salivate in response to a sound by presentin

both food and sound together. Eventually he salivates in response to the

sound stimulus whether or not food is presented.

Operant conditioning differs in that the response is not naturally re-

lated to th...1 stimulus. A dog might be conditioned to bark, push a button, and

ring a bell in sequence to secure food. Operant conditioning relies on a re-

inforcement or reward to encourage repeating a response. An undesired re-

sponse is not reinforced and tends to become extinct.

Reinforcement is an action that increases the likelihood that a response

will be repeated. A common example is the praise or attention given the

young child as he begins to make noises that approximate language. Other fac-

tors equal, the child whose speech is not thus reinforced learns more slowly.

Extinction is an action that decreases the likelihood that a response

will be repeated. Extinction may occur from lack of reinforcement, as in the

above example, or from an action found unpleasant. A child is nicely to avoid

the hot stove after only one burn.
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Motivation !s an incentive to behavior. Motives may be relatively sim-

ple, as those resulting from physiological needs such as thirst or the hormone

secretion that is related to a mother rat tending her babies. Other motives,

such as those related to psychogenic needs, are more complex. Some psychogenic

needs are orderliness, aggression, defensiveness, and achievement. As in

theories of learning, there is no single theory of motivation which has gained

complete acceptance.

phrception is an awareness of a stimulus. In its simplest forms, percep-

tion mly be an awareness of light, sound, touch, taste, or odor. More com-

plex perception, as of objects or actions, goes beyond simple recognition of

the existence of a stimulus to organization of the perception. A viewer of

an object thus can describe its spatial form, size, color, and distance from

the viewer. In some circumstances, perception may be rather inaccurate.

Flyers have difficulty maintaining equilibrium if they cannot see the horizon

and must rely on instruments rather than their own sensory perceptions. Per-

ception is selective; a person engaged in a task ignores many stimuli about

him. Perception is also related to need; that is, people tend to perceive

things or events in ways that they find satisfying or need-fulfilling. In

one classic-experiment children from economically poor homes overestimated

the size of coins while children from affluent homes were relatively accurate.

However, a college student may perceive teaching as a suitable career and

reject being a sanitation worker at a higher wage. Both examples are con-

sistent with theories of perception as related to need.

Emotion is related to both motivation and perception. Normally, there

is an attempt to maintain states perceived as pleasurable and to avoid un-

pleasant states. Emotion varies as to intensity. It is associated with

physiological changes such as rate of heartbeat. Ways of expressing emotion



and the intensity openly displayed vary among cultural groups. Crying may

or may not occur frequently in public and may or may not reflect grief or

pleasure. Members of a cultural group are relatively adept at identifying

emotions displayed by a member of that group. In some respects, emotion may

be learned. For example, affective tone toward snakes may range from a fav-

orable reaction to utter panic. Suppression of emotion may be physically or

psychologically harmful, but the method of displaying emotion may be socially

harmful. For example, murder is not usually an accepted method of venting

anger in modern society. The frequency with which it occurs appears to vary

with cultural factors such as the value placed on human life. The emotional

reaction to murder can vary, of course, depending upon the attitudes of the

individual and the identity of the victim. Emotions are not restricted to

such dramatic events, but are a normal part of everyday life. Without them,

life would be drab indeed.

Personality consists of an individual's behaviors that form a pattern of

responses to the world about him. Personality makes each individual unique.

Personality is strongly influenced by early experiences and is affected also

by hereditary traits. Accepted ways of behavior in a particular culture in-

fluence development of personality. Each individual also has experiences

that are unique to him, and even similar experiences may evoke different re-

actions from different individuals. Attempts to classify personality types

have been rather unsuccessful. Even the popular introvert-extrovert types

appear to be extremes on a single scale rather than two distinct types.

Personality traits, such as orderliness, can be observed, but they provide

only moderately accurate predictions of behavior in particular situations.

Ordinarily, rersonality is relatively integrated but not to the extent that

knowledge of some traits of an individual enables accurately predicting his
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others. In some instances, multiple personalities have been shown to exist

in a single individual. Personality is subject to measurement with moderate

precision.

Intelligence and other aptitudes are areas of strong interest and practice

utility in psychology. Various definitions of intelligence exist. Perhaps the

best or at least most defensible is that intelligence is what is measured by

intelligence tests. Psychologists do not intend this definition as jest.

Tests measure individual skill and speed in performing tasks. Success in per-

forming test tasks is predictive of success in other situations as they occur

in real life. Tasks suitable for intelligence tests are those not learned or

those for which everyone has had an equal opportunity to learn. Since that

equal opportunity is often only theoretical, intelligence tests have been

criticized for their cultural bias. Unfortunately, whether culture-fair or

not, they nevertheless are useful predictors. Criticism might better be di-

rected as the culture for not producing equal opportunity than at the tests.

It seems probable that intelligence is influenced by heredity, but that

development of potential intelligence is affected by environmental circum-

stances. Personality traits of the individual and social organization both

influence the extent to which an individual fulfills the potential of his

intelligence. Quite intelligent people may be unsuccessful.

Two individuals with equal intelligence may vary widely in particular

aptitudes. One may exceed the other in ability to learn a foreign language,

visualize spatial relationships, or react quickly to a given stimulus. Real

life tasks vary in the level of intelligence or aptitudes reqUired. MOdera

society often places a premium on working effectively '4ith other people or

on reliability, and such tasks often do not require unusually high levels of

intelligence.



Differences between groups of children tend to persist as they grow older,

although wide variations in individuals do occur. Some children show sub-

stantial gains if placed in a more stimulating environment, which suggests

that their potential had been inhibited. There is however, no assurance that

more stimulation will affect the intelligence of a particular individual,

which suggests that all are not created equal in intelligence.

Attitudes are predispositions to particular behavior. Attitudes are

learned, many being learned relatively early in life. They are relatively

persistent and rather difficult to modify. Factual information does not

necessarily result in attitude change. Such changes may be partially uncon-

scious but nevertheless may be measured. Attitudes of a given individual tend

to be relatively consistent. When inconsistency is recognized, an attitude

is changed or new information that creates the recognition of inconsistency

is rejected. Teachers particularly find the latter situation frustrating

when a student rejects reality because it conflicts with his attitudes.

Conflicts normally face each individual. Often a choice between two

desirable or two undesirable consequences must be made, or a decision must

be made which is both hazardous and attractive. Anxiety about the decision,

avoidance of making the decision, or frustration because a decision cannot

be made may result. Serious unresolved conflicts may have serious consequences

for a person's mental health.

Frustration occurs when some event prevents an individual from attaining

a goal. Two common reactions to frustrations are aggression and apathy. Ag-

gression may be overt, a physical or verbal attack on the source of frustra-

tion, dr displaced, as in the old story of the frustrated worker who, rather

than overtly assail his boss; argued with 1,,is wife who spanked the child who

kicked the dog who chased the cat up a trae. Presumably the mice should



shortly anticipate displaced aggression by the cat. Apathy is an opposite

reaction, a withdrawal from the source of frustration. Students who are

persistently judged as failures by teachers and who find aggression only cre-

ates more problems often demonstrate apathy, even the ultimate in apathy--

withdrawing from the source of their frustration upon reaching their 16th

birthday. People who cannot cope with a source of frustration may also

rationalize, substitute, compensate, sublimate, or use other similar psycho-

logical defenses.

Mental health is often an inaccurate term since most mental disorders

do not appear to constitute illness. The term appears to have been coined

as a means of changing public attitudes away from negative responses to mental

disorders. Historically, those with mental disorders were assumed to be

permanently affected, a disgrace to family and friends, dangerous, and best

locked away as subhuman. Even yet, many mental disorders are viewed by the

general public as immoral cr dangerous. The male exhibitionist, perhaps even

less dangerous to females than the normal male, is likely to evoke highly

emotional public responses. Consequently, it is difficult to be unduly

critical of the creation of the concept of mental illness and its application

to all disorders. Some mental illness is organic, however.

Mental health, just as physical health, is not simply a matter of being

either well or ill. Just as many people are subject to occasional minor

physical illness, most people occasionally demonstrate a mild degree of mental

disorder. Whether particular behavior is classified as acceptable may depend

on what society or even what social class the individual is in. And legally,

almost every "normal" adult engages in behaviors that are classifiable as

abnormal by some standards.
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Neuroses are basically ext/eme manifestations of normal defense mechan-

isms. Examples are compulsive behavior such as bathing several times daily,

phobias or fears that are recognized by the individual as unwarranted, anxiety

attacks with physical manifestations such as vomiting, or conversion, the

avoidance of a problem by becoming ill. Those affected by neuroses often

profit from professional help, even though causation of neuroses is not com-

pletely understood.

Psychoses are more serious than neuroses. The neurotic is still attempt-

ing to resolve his problems; the psychotic is partly or wholly out of touch

with reality. Psychotics appear not to be a type apart, but at the extreme

of a continuum, farther from normality than neurotics, There may be genetic

predispositions to a particular psychosis. It may be that the concept of

mental illness is in fact accurate even though most psychoses are presently

classed as functional rather than organic. Biochemical processes may be a

factor in mental health LSD produces some of the symptoms of schizophrenia,

the most common psychosis. Paresis, once a common psychosis, is known to he

organic, a disease in the ordinary sense of the word. Manic-depressive re-

actions, during periods of mania, may be dangerous to others in that violence

may occur. Most psychotics, while they create many problems for thosc, around

them, are not dangerous, however.

A secondary school course cannot include all of psychology. Consequent-

ly, careful selection of content should be made. Generally, the value of a

concept or generalization is related to how much other knowledge relies on

first understanding it. For instance, the student who does not understand

the concept of behavior is sharply limited as to how much he can effectively

learn in psychology. Concepts and generalizations tend to be more useful

than the information that supports or explains them. However, this informa-
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tion cannot simply be ignored; rote memory of concepts and generalizations

has little value. It is highly important that students learn the importance

of valid generalizations and how to use concepts. These provide means of

learning psychology long after the course is completed.

Structure of Psychology

Structure, in this context, is the organization of the content of psy-

chology into basic categories. In practice, methodology is integrated into

structure; that is, particular methods of collecting and analyzing data are

fundamental parts of the various categories. For clearer understanding,

however, it is useful to consider structure and methodology separately.

Structure does, of course, also suggest the extent of the scope of psychology.

The most basic structural components of psychology may be regarded as

academic and clinical. Academic psychology is concerned with creating know-

ledge which may or may not have immediate practical value. Its emphasis is

upon research. Clinical psydhology is concerned with helping people solve,

avoid, and reconcile themselves to problems. The clinical branch may be re-

garded as a user or applier of knowledge, while the academic branch is the

producer. The academic branch can be regarded as theoretical, the clinical

as practical. It should be noted that a particular psychologist is not limited

to working only in one branch or the other.

Several strands are common to both branches. One basic strand of psycnology

is growth and development. Specialists in this area attempt to generate the-

ories that explain prenatal development, the process of maturation, and stages

or prodesses in development such as puberty, sexual development, adolescent

subcultures, marital relationships, problems of advancing age and other similar

topics. Practitioners might use the knowledge developed to advise parents,
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teachers, or others to solve such problems as when to begin children's toilet

training or how to cope wifh disengaged oldsters.

Another strand is IlerseytticT. This structural unit includes the sensory

systems (visual, auditory, etc.), the influence of external factors upon what

is perceived, the ways that people organize what they perceive, dreams, the

influence of drugs on perception, and similar topics. Psychologists concern-

ed with perception might seek to learn about such diverse topics as what as-

pects of vision are influenced by damage to particular areas of the brain,

why people in particular circumstances are relatively insensitive to pain,

why individual photographs projected at suitable speeds give the illusion of

motion, the relationship of dreams to reality, and whether a drug heightens

the accuracy of perception. Again, much perceptual knowledge from psychology

has practical application, as in advising against the use of LSD to modify

perceptual abilities.

Individuality is a third strand. This structural component includes

hereditary factors, personality, and abilities, including intelligence. Psy-

chologists whose primary concern is with this strand attempt to learn what

traits are hereditary, what experiences influence personality development,

how abilities influence performance, and a wide variety of related topics.

Frequently, practical applications of this strand are related to selecting

individuals for particular tasks, as airline pilots, linguists, or people for

other tasks which require particular abilities.

Social psychology, anofher strand, covsiders behavior in its social con-

text and is concerned with such topics as social class, opinions and attitudes .

and development of social controls. Practical applications include, in par-

ticular, a wide variety of public opinion polls.
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Another strand, learning, has become especially significant in recent

years. Among the more important areas of learning are conditioning, recall,

learning motivation, influences of anxiety on learning, symbology and lan-

guage, problem-solving processes, and creativity. While practical applica-

tions of psychological knowledge of learning have perhaps been unduly limited,

the potential impact is vast.

A final strand is the mental health area. Frustration, aggression,

neuroses, psychoses, and treatment thevries are among the elements within

this strand. More knowledge about these exists than is applied, but consider-

able potential exists.

Structure of psychology, as that of other disciplines, may also be con-

ceived as the basic concepts and generalizations of the discipline. Some of

these basic concepts and generalizations have been noted above; however,

there is not yet general agreement as to precisely how any discipline is

structured.

Trends in Psychology

New breakthroughs in theory, researdh, and development can have profound

effects on trends in psychology." For instance, Binet's development of the

intelligence test opened a new area of human behavior to relatively objective

measurement and analysis. It also stimulated attempts to measure other as-

pects of human behavior. Another such breakthrough may shape psychology in

wholly unpredictable ways. World events may also shape the future of psychology

since psychologists, as other people, tend to respond to perceived problems.

Failure to solve world population problems, for example, could result in much

more intensive efforts to learn how to better control human behavior than may

otherwise be the case.



New interest in physiological psychology has developed in recent years.

Biochemical proo2s3es offer hope for better understanding of the learning

process. Learning more about how organisms function has given promise of

creating situations in which they can function more rapidly or efficiently.

Interest has developed in biochemical influences upon behavior.

Control of behavior, including the operant conditioning process, is re-

ceiving extensive attention. Human behavior is more regular and predictable

at present than popular lore assumes. The bus passenger can predict with

high accuracy that his driver will proceed to his destination as rapidly as

possible and will not stop along the way to pick flowers. Although the

example is facetious, it may illustrate the point that behavior can quite

often be anticipated in situations other than those in which choices are

deliberately given, as in elections. Even in those presumably choice situa-

tions, reactions or decisions can often be anticipated if other information

is known about how the indivtdual WAS influenced (conditioned) by environ-

mental circumstances.

The learning process, which in a sense is concerned with controlling

highly specific behaviors, has received intensive concern of late. Much

knowledge about learning in recent years has been rather theoretical, and

some with practical implications has had little impact. Various factors have

interacted to produce pressure for concentrating on learning more about thr

learning process and implementing the new knowledge that occurs.

The study of human factors, which in practice relates to making man more

efficient by better designing tools and equipment for his use, has accelerated.

Man is an increasingly expenlive "tool" and is becoming more critical of being

ill-used, so strong efforts have been made to make him more productive and

better satisfied.



Mental health, and the clinical procedures for improving it, have received

only moderate attention. Urban life and its attendant pressures have dictated

a need for more attention. In America, however, whether in reference to

physical or mental health, there has been relatively little attention given

to prevention of problems as compared with treatment. Many of our traditions

are inconsistent with preventive measures.

Psychological methodology is becoming much more effective. Computers

have made it possible very rapidly to solve experimental problems that were

impractical no more than 20 years ago because of the time they required. The

interaction of many complex variables can now be analyzed as a matter of rou-

tine.

Perhaps the only long-range projection that is warranted is that psycho-

logists will not, in the immediate future, desire to prevent each man from

being unique.
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SOCIOLOGY
rhe Scope of Sociology

Sociology is both a social and a behavioral science. As such, it is

concerned with the social behavior of man. Originally, sociology developed

from social philosophy and was conceived to be that science which would study

society itself, society being defined as the largest purposeful organization

of Inman beings and, therefore, so far as sociology is concerned, the lavgest

human group. While an understanding of society remains the ultimate goal of

sociology, it is one that has prove to be somewhat more elusive in practice

than in theory. Relatively few sociologists today study society as a whole,

nor are many optimistic about the likelihood of their soon being able to

develop significant and scientifically verifiable knowledge concerning society

at large. For research purposes society has been broken down into an almost

infinite number of mmaller groups, including the smallest two-person groups.

While a few theorists maintain traditional links with social philosophy,

the main body of sociology has shifted to a position of closer kinship with

psychology, with the two disciplines overlapping to form social psychology.

Whereas the psychologists are often concerned with the inner workings of the

mind, the sociologists are more exclusively concerned with the external mani-

festations, particularly as they take the form of group behavior. Of all the

disciplines, the one most closely related to sociology is social anthropology.

Traditionally, sociologists have been concerned with man in modern society,

and social anthropologists have concentrated their efforts on man in primitive

(pre-literate) society.

,Sociologists distinguish between what they are prepared to classify as

a "group" of individuals and what they regard simply as a "collectivity,"
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collection, or mass. For them, a group has a prArpose. This purpose need not

be important, long-lasting, or even well-understood, but it must provide some

basis for interaction, Chat is, for the development of social behavior.

Sociologyllas become Che study of human behavior in groups of all sizes from

the smallest twomember groups to society itself and, to same extent, the

study of behavior as affected by groups.

Sociologists must bring to their task a particular frame of reference

that causes them to concentrate on certain aspects of reality while ignoring

others. There are at least two basic assumptions for which Chere is some re-

search support. First, there is the sociologically necessary assumption that

group influences do affect behavior. Second, there is the further required

assumption that this behavior follows patterns that are discoverable and,

ultimately, predictable. WrIthout these assumptions, sociology makes little

sense. SI/ace sociologists cannot possibly consider all those factors that

impinge lipon the behavior in which they are interested, they must be selec-

tive. They concentrate, therefore, on those factors that are sociological,

or group related, while striving in their research to control those factors

that are not. In doing this, the sociologist realizes that some of the fac-

tovs he has controlled may be of vital importance in their own right. But

because they are geographic, economic, political, or psychological in nature,

he does not ordinarily focus his research attention on them. Because of his

limited focus, he realizes also that the understanding he provides is at

best partial and incomplete, for human behavior is complex and multifaceted.

It is merely for the convenience of study that such divisiOns of labor are

made between the social or behavioral sciences, and there,remains a consider-

able and somewhat inevitable and unavoidable overlap between disciplines.
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The sociological factors isolated by sociologists are conceptualized

in appropriate sociological terms. These concepts provide the sociological

frame of reference, or the so-called "sociological perspective." They also

give to sociology, as we shall see, a basic structure. Ely Chinoy defines

the sociological perspective as consisting of those basic concepts regarded

as essential to an understanding of sociology as a field of study. Sociologi-

cal perspective provides the frame of reference that helps the sociologist

categorize the phenomena with which he deals.

As a scientific discipline, sociology is both theoretical and empirical.

Sociologists attempt to discover relationships between observed phenomena in

the social world and to state these relationships in such a way as to try to

explain them. Often such theorizing begins with some logical but neverthe-

less trial and error speculation, or it may spring from a sudden insight.

In any case, such speculation has ultimately to be subjected to scientific

analysis, for sociology's claim to being a science requires that such specula-

tions be submitted to appropriate empirical tests. Theories must, therefore,

be reduced to testable hypotheses, and appropriate data must be collected and

analyzed. There is a reciprocal relationship between theory and research,

with theory serving as a stimulant and guide for research and research being

the means by which theories are sharpened, refined, and extended.

Research findings and supported theories constitute the substantive

body of knowledge that sociologists strive to increase. New theories and

new research bring about the revision and extension of older theories and re-

search and thereby advance the discipline as more knowledge accumulates. It

is the prtmary responsibility of the professional sociologist, who is essen-

tially a researcher, to contribute towards this end. This is why there is

so great an emphasis on research and publications that expose a researcher's

reports to examination by his peers.
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Because sociology is a science, it dhould be objective and value-free,

or nonethical. To the extent possible, sociologists in their role as scien-

tists should pursue their studies dispassionately and report their findings

fairly and objectively and without bias or prejudice. They should be inter-

ested as sociologists in what is rather than in what ought to be, keeping

themselves free of moral judgments affecting their work and scientific objec-

ttvity.

Basic Questions to be Answered by Soniology

The fundamental question to be answered by sociology is, What is the

nature of society? This entails the consideration of a variety of related

questions. What is the nature of man as a social being? How do men organize

themselves in groups and, having organized themselves in such a manner, how

do these groups affect their behavior? Haw is society organized, of what

groups does it consist, and which of these are necessary to its being? What

forces operate to maintain a society and which to weaken or destroy it? How

do these forces come into being and howmay they be controlled? What causes

societies to change? Many of the most fundamental of sociological questions

are the very same ones that have plagUed social philosophers since before the

dawn c,f science, and some do not lend themselves readily to scientific answers,

given the present limitations of modern social science. This is why some of

the more fundamental questions are frequently ignored in favor of those which

can more nearly be answered.

In its present state of development, sociology can best contribute toward

general education by demonstrating that, despite important and highly signifi-

cant individual differences, there are important features of human behavior

that all men share in common. In addition, it may be shown that some men



share more in common than do othera and that this may be attributed at least

in part to common social experiences. Conversely, it may be demonstrated

that many important differences in behavior are likewise attributable to dif-

ferences in social experience. At root are basic differences in the way of

life, or culture, of differing individuals, or in the socialization process

to which they have been subjected, that is, in the child-rearing and other

learning processes by which they have been introduced to society.

Another important contribution which sociology can make toward general

education is in introducing the scientific method. The kinds of questions

sociologists ask and the techniques they employ in trying to answer them nay

be used to accomplish this end. A number of important questions suggest them-

selves in this connection. What constitutes the evidence for a fact? What

is a hypothesis and how is one tested? Sociology seeks to develop generaliza-

tions concerning human behavior. It seeks, for example, the causes of war,

rather than the causes of a particular war; or the causes of social change,

suicides, and other acts of social behavior which may be treated collective-

ly even if, as in the case of suicide, they may in themselves represent iso-

lated individual acts. Again, sociology is a social and a behavioral science,

and the questions it asks and seeks to answer are concerned with man's social

behavior. As such, sociology uses information which is in many cases the

subject matter of no other discipline and treats it in ways that are common

only to sociology.

To illustrate the kind of interest a sociologist might have, let us uSe

the family as the basic group to be examined. P. question of interest to a

sociologist might be the effect family background has on such things as educa-

tional plans or career choices. Families may be classified as to their size

and composition, as to their racial or ethnic or religious identification,
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as to socio-economic status, as to whether or not they are rural or urban,

or in a variety of ways. The sociologist must then attempt to isolate those

aspects of family background which he feels are relevant; that is, which

might have an effect on educational plans or career choices. Child rearing

practices, attitudes of parents, education and vocations of other family mem-

bers might be significant factors. Relationships between these factors and

differing educational and career plans might be hypothesized within the

framework of an attempted theoretical explanation. In general, sociologists

are interested in how groups influence behavior. The group may be the family,

the neighborhood, the community, a work group, a school group, a religious

congregation, or any other group, and the behavior may be of a political or

economic nature, normal or abnormal, altruistic or criminal.

Principal Methods, Techniques, or Procedures Used in Sociology to
Answer Basic Qeustions

Sociology, as has been noted, is both theoretical and empirical. Ideally,

at least, it begins with efforts to explain relationships among the variables

to be examined and then proceeds to test these explanations by means of appro-

priate research. For example, a sociologist may feel that there is a relation-

ship between the type of community in which individuals were reared and their

attitudes toward particular social issues. Once the presumed relationships

are stated in a theoretical framework, it is possible to devise research to

test the theory. In so doing, the first step is for the sociologist to ac-

quaint himself with relevant published literature, both theoretical and empiri-

cal, and to make whatever personal observations seem appropriate. With this

background, he may then speculate concerning posSible relationships among

variables in which he is interested and may formulate a theory to be tested.



Important variables must be conceptualized in such a way that they can

be readily identified and easily isolated. Presumed relationships among

variables are then stated as theoretical assumptions. The next step ia to

derive testable hypotheses from the theory. These hypotheses are stated as

brief statements of presumed fact whidh must be true if the theory is true.

They are derived from the theory by logical processes or are developed in the

form of tentative answers to questions logically suggested by the theory. In

either case, the hypotheses should serve as the means for testing the theory.

If they are comprehensive in their coverage of all logical implications of

the underlying theory, testing them should at the same time pravide an ade-

quate test of the fheory. If the hypotheses are supported, the theory is

supported. If the hypotheses are not supported, the theory in not supported.

If some hypotheses are supported and others are not, a revision of the theory

seems indicated. This is an example of the reciprocal relationship between

theory and research.

Classical theories of the I-1st do not lend themselves to the kind of

testing outlined here, which is why many of them have been rejected as in-

appropriate to a science. For the most part, they were speculative, differ-

ing little from the speculations of social philosophers. Movement away 17rom

theorizing at such a level has been described by Robert K. Merton as settling

into a "middle range," that is, theories from which testable hypotheses can

be derived and which generate research. The move has been from macro to micro-

sociology. Empirically-oriented soCiologists have adopted the physical s:4-

ences as models and have adapted their techniques, quantifying data whenever

possible and submitting it to statistical analysis. The development of modern

high speed computers and of highly sophisticated statistical procedures utiliz-

ing the capabilities of these computers through complex program development



have given impetus to this trend. The availability in rezent years of in-

creased governmental and foundational support for research has also been a

contributing factor making feasible the collection and analysis of massive

amounts of data.

Once a theory has been developed and hypotheses derived and stated in

such a way as to provide the basis for research, the next step is to develop

an appropriate research design. If, as is usually the case, the theory pur-

ports to explain certain aspects of the behavior of a given group of individ-

uals, it becomes necessary to identify the group of individuals to be studied.

This group becomes a "population." Instead of studying the entire population,

it is customary to sample ihe population. Various sampling techniques may be

applied, thereby reducing the identified population to manageable proportions.

A random sample may be selected. This is a sample taken in such a way

that every member of the original population had an equal chance of being

selected. Drawing names from a hat is a simple means of drawing a random

sample of a small group. Sometimes, to assure adequate representation in the

final sample of identifiable eleraents in the original population, the popula-

tion may first be stratified and then sampled. For example, it may be impor-

tant to have in the sample the same proportions of whites and nonwhites, or

of males and females, or of various age or employment categories, as in the

original population. Gallup, Roper, Harris, and other,polls are usually based

on random samplings from stratified populations. Another technique is to

match people two by tw6 and sample one member of each matched pair. Once a

population has been identified and sampled, means must be developed for collect-

ing relevant data.

Direct observation is one means of collecting data, but it poses a num-

ber of difficulties with respect to control and in maintaining a proper degree
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of precision in reporting the observed behavior or other phenomena. Inter-

views are a frequent means of collecting data. Again, there are the problems

of control and of reporting. If so-called open-ended questions are used, to

which a respondent may reply freely, answers must be classified by use of

some cod!.ng technique, which introduces certain inaccuracies of interpreta-

tion and of classification. If forced choices are used, the respondent is

restricted to a limited set of possible answers. This may introduce error

into the research. Where questionnaires are used instead of interviews, the

same possibilities of open-ended and forced choice questions are available

and so ate the same possibilities for error, including the possibility of re-

ceiving false answers. Returns from questionnaires are less numerous than

from interviews, assuming that the interviewer is able to interview intended

respondents, but the cost factor and the time factor both favor the printed

and mailed questionnOre. Anonymity can also be more readily guaranteed with

a mailed questionnaire than in the case of a personal interview, but clarifica-

tions cannot be sought and techniques for eliciting responses cannot be em-

ployed so readily. It is difficult to say whether respondents are more like-

ly to give truthful answers to an interviewer or in answering a questionnaire.

Another source of data is in published records such as a census, legal records,

school records, or other statistical compilations. In fact, sources of data

are limited only by the ingenuity of the sociologist, who may do content

analyses of written or spoken words, films, photographs, paintings, and ad-

vertisement layouts, develop elaborate games or socio-dramas, or otherwise

generate usable data.

Whatever data are collected should be relevant. They must relate logi-

cally to the hypotheses being tested and must be of such a nature and collected

in such a manner'that they can be subjected to appropriate analyses, which will

provide a fair and adequate test of the hypotheses.



Analyses must be planned in advance and must be objective. These very

often involve the use of statistical techniques. It is important that these

techniques be the best and most appropriate ones available and that they be

applied properly and to an adequate sample. Findings must then be fairly

stated and generalizations confined to the population sampled.

Cautions should be raised against the misuse of research findings. Over-

generalization is perhaps the most frequent error. It should be emphasized

that findings apply in the strict sense only to the population sampled. If

Atlanta teachers constituted the original population, there is no basis for

generalizing findings to include teachers elsewhere in Georgia. Another com-

mon error is to interpret correlations as demonstrating cause and effect re-

lationships. They do not. They simply indicate that two things vary together,

with neither necessarily being the cause of the other. Both may result from

a third factor. Also, it should be understood that most problems are multi-

dimensional. The research sociologist usually confines his attention to a

limited number of selected variables, controlling the others or ignoring them

in his analysis. The result is a partial explanation of the problem, not a

comprehensive analysis. Many factors may go unexplained, including some

which may be essential to the resolution of the problem. These may or may

not be sociological in nature. A distinction must be made between necessary

and sufficient causes of a particular result. If the result is never obtained

without "X," then "X" is a necessary factor. If, on the other hand, "X" can

be shown to be present or to have occurred, as the case may be, without prd-

ducing the expected result, then "X" is not a sufficient cause. Finally, it

should be noted that sociologists deal in probabilities. If a thing has a

fifty-fifty chance of occurring, it may well occur simply by chance. If it

happens nine times out of ten, it is unlikely that it occurs merely by chance.



One must always allow for the chance occurrence, however. Even if a thing

does not occur 99 times out of 100, it must be remembered that 1 time out of

100 it does.

Key Sociological Concepts

There are numerous basic concepts in sociology. Only a few are identified

here for illustrative purposes. The brIef comment on each only summarizes and

is not intended to be a full explanation.

Group. The social group, or sociological group, is the basic unit with

which sociology is concerned. A human group differs from a mere collectivity

of individuals in that it has a purpose, or function. Groups vary in size

from the smallest two member groups to that largest of all groups, the human

society.

Primary group. A primary group is ordinarily a group of limited size and

is one that is characterized by frequent, intimate, face-to-face contact and

interaction. The family is a primary group. Two persons constitute the

smallest primary group.

Secondary group. A secondary group is ordinarily larger than a primary

group. Contacts and interaction are less direct, frequent, or intimate than

in a primary group. A society is the largest secondary group

Society. Society may be defined as the largest purposeful human organiza-

tion. A society exists in a more or less defined geographic space and through

'generations of historic time. Strictly speaking, a society should have a

'comprehensive culture, whidh is to say that it ihould be capable of meeting

all human needs. By definition, therefore, it should also be independent,

that is, capable of existing without dependence upon any other society. Wes-

tern Society, beginning with the Greeks and Romans of classical antiquity and



continuing to include all modern Western nations, is a society in the fullest

and truest sense. American, British, Germanic, Hebrew, French, Irish, Polish,

Scotch, and other "societies" as subsocieties have operated within Western

Society. A society consists of an almost infinite number of subgroups, in-

cluding all of the families and two-person primary groups that make it up.

Culture. Culture includes all of the knowledge that man may learn as a

member of society. Culture includes nothing that is biologically inherent.

It must be learned. That control which man learns to exercise over his biolog-

ical needs is, however, a part of culture as, for example, eating three meals

a day to satisfy the biological need for sustenance. Culture varies in par-

ticulars from one group to another. There are within a societal culture

usually a number of identifiable subcultures. Within American culture, which

is a subculture of Western culture, there are numerous other subcultures.

Norms. Norms are established standards of acceptable behavior. Collec-

tively they define a culture or subculture. When requisite norms have been

internalized as- guides to behavior, one may be said to be socialized.

Mores. Mores are those norms that have strong moral support and which,

if violated may result in sanctions being imposed.

Socialization. Socialization is that process by which man learns his

culture so as to take his place in society or within a subgroup in society.

Since socialization takes place within these subgroups members of the same

aociety may be subject to differential socialization resulting from differing

subcultures and differing norms:

Status. Each individual is a member of numerous groups. Within each

group of which one is a member, he occupies a position. Positions may be

either ascribed or achieved depending upon whether or not one is merely

assigned to a position without effort on his own part as in -the case of being



male or female, or has come to the position because of his own efforts, as

with the positions of physician or lawyer. With eadh position there is

associated a certain status, which has to do with one's rights, prestige, or

potential for action. Status is commonly regarded as the passive aspect of

one's position.

Role. In addition to status, there is associated with each position a

related role. Role involves responsibilities and is the more active aspect

of one's position. In performing a role, one exercises those prerogatives

defined by his status and meets the obligations of his position as defined

for the role. Appropriate behavior for every position is outlined by a set

of related norms that must be learned as a part of the socialization process

by which one learns one's status and role.

Social institutions. Social institutions arise in connection with the

need for satisfying and at the same time controlling basic human needs.

sically a society is made up of social institutions which are defined by

clusters of related norms specifying acceptable behavior in such important

areas of human behavior as reproduction and dhild-rearing, allocating of re-

sources gaining a livelihood or organizing for purposes of mutual protection,

education, and worship. The family, the economY, the political state educa-

tion, and religion are all examples of major social institutions. Sociology,

as the study of society, is organized in part along parallel lines. Mere

are the sociology of the family, of education, auld of religion, to name a

few examples. Within each, of the major social institutions there are important

positionS with associated statuses and roles -father, Mother, businessman;

-

senator, teacher, and minister.
,

Social stratification and social classes. Societies are commonly re-

garded as being stratified along socio-economic lines, so that specific socio-



economic classes may be identified. Ordinarily, there are presumed to be

three general social classes--upper, middle, and lower. Each class is re-

garded as a subgroup within society, and each is generally assumed to con-

stitute an identifiable subculture that affects behavior in significant ways

because of differential socialization. Racial and ethnic differences further

complicate the situation.

Manifest function. Every sociological group has a purpose or function.

Frequently, the same group will have more than a single purpose or function,

but usually one of its functions is primary. A manifest function is a func-

tion for which a group has been organized, formally or informally. Sometimes

groups come to function for reasons other than those for which they were

organized, with new functions being substituted for old or being merely added.

Latent function. A latent function is one which a group serves' without

its being manifest. . For example, colleges are organized primarily for educa-

tional purposes or functions. They also serve a number of other functions,

including that of being places in which individuals meet potential future

mates.

Dysfunction. A dysfunction is a malfunction, a function that interferes

with the basic purpose of a group. A latent function may become a dysfunction

if it interferes with a manifest function.

Structure of Sociology

Recent years have witnessed popularization of the idea that every academic

diii:cipline-hadi:an identifiable .structUre and that this structure is what should

.

he giyen:priMacy in teaching introductOry coursed in any disciPline. For some,

structure seems to be, made .:up Of basic concepts or generalilatiOns essential

to an elementary 'unaeratanding of a Particular discipline s content and to
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all further learning in the field. In sociology, what we have identified as

the sociological perspective would be closely akin to what Bruner calls

structure. In short, it consists of those concepts regarded as essential to

a basic understanding. Apart from this, it arises from the structure of

society itself, with branches of sociology developing in connection with each

of the major social institutions.

Alex Inkeles, after a review of various sources, outlines the subject-

matter of sociology in four categories as follows--(l) sociological analysis,

which includes an introduction to society and culture to the sociological

perspective, and to the scientific method; (2) primary units of social life,

which includes a consideration of social acts and social relationships, the

development of the human personality within a social context, primary and

secondary groups and the society as a group; (3) basic social institutions,

such as the family and political economic, religious and educational institu-

tions; and (4) fundamental social processes including socialization, social

stratification, social control, and social change. Most of the significant

questions of sociology can be classified under these headings, as their

answers would contribute toward knowledge in one of these four basic categories.

If we look at the group as the basic unit with which sociology is con-

cerned and. take the SMallest group, one of two eit.tbers we ,immediately see

that it can be further broken down into two ideutifiable positions, each with

an associated stattis and role. The statuses:and 'ro/es maY, be further reduced

o those norms that define them. The norm nthe may be regarded as the
,

smallest unit with which 'sociology is concerned. Building back the other way,

we see that norms define roles and that, clusters of related nOrms likewise

. .

determine social 'institutions with which are- associated significant, pOsitions

and which depend upon the performance of 'speCifiC 'roles fOr.. their continuance:
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The family may be taken as an examp1c:. There are norms which define the

duties of both parents and which outline the roles of father and mother, the

two principal positions. Satisfactory performance of these roles is essential

to the proper function of the family as a social institution.

Collectively, major social institutions such as the family, religion,

the economy, the political state, 'and education make up the framework of

society. They are not the 'whole of it however. All the social institutions

,and society itself are cro'ss-cut by social classes. Although they may be

said to be-institutionalized in a sense, they are not institutions in the

same sense that the faarkly and the political state are social institutions.

Other important groups exist Independent of particular social institutions.

Racial and ,ethnic groups are two examples although there may be a relation-

ship between certain of these groups and some institutions'. Just as the major

social institutions do not constitute -the whole of society, neither do those

branches of sociOlogy associated with themajor imititUtionS constitute the

of sociolOgY. Only one of the four basic sociological headings pre-

viously consiaered Concentrated oni social. institutions. Otherd: covered

sociological/ analysis, primary units and fundaMentar Processes. To the ex-
./ . .tent that the four-general headings listed:are. comprehensive, it May be said

. that -they proVide a kind of structure Alternatively,, .the kinds of qUestions

which sOciologists ask provide a kind of strUcture.

Those materials' that -are 'being prepared for secondary school-use in the

teacting of sociology by the Sociologieal Resources for the Social Studies
. .

roject of the American Sociological Asseciation do not rigidly- adhere to...any
,

carefully conceived idea of structure At the same time they do notsdepart

.:.)hai-nly from the 'thtrncture 'suggested'here, which'is based On the basic con-

cepts of the soCiOlogieal..perSpective. 'Basically, it is -a .itructUral funetionai



approach, which is the one a majority of present-day American sociologists

follow.

A teacher introducing students to sociology should emphasize basic con-

cepts in general use and the relationships among these concepts. This is to

say that sotne kind of structure must be taught. To say that the student must

be provided with the sociological perspective is to state much the same thing

in other words.. A student who has completed a begt, course and cannot

define such concepts a "norm," "role," and "social it, . tution" in acceptable

terms and ,who does -not know the relationship b tween say, a norm and a role

has not learned very -fully. If he can define these concepts and he does know

the relationship of one to the other, he has been taught structure at even a

rudimentary level. The completeness of his knowledge the subtleties with

which he is acquainted and the level of sophistication achieved are additional

concerns.

Modern American sociology hasbec me less speculatively ,theoretical and

With increasing emphasis on empirical .research. The, so,.

called structural furiCtiOnal. echool.of' thoUght hatf.becorne ,dathinant, althdugh

the e.trUaturalrfunetionaliste are often :bitterly: criticized. Robert K. Merton' s.

synthesis' of what he has called theories of the middle range and empirical

research has been widely accepted but the trend has been tOward micro as
,

oppoSed to micro-sociology. Research funds and compkger assisted- statistiCal
-analyses have contributed toward this tren

The ConcePtuai 'scheme of the-, structural functionaliSts provides a basic

ructure 'Of perspeCt iVe with Which every Student'..of. soCidlogY..:Ought,..:to be-

come aCquainted: TheOriegi,.baded_orv this scheme are. Coalition in - the :/iterature,

-



and research problems are conceptualized in these terms. Journal articles in

the more sophisticated sociological journals presuppose a knowledge of the

basic concepts and their relation to one another.

More emphasis has been placed in recent years on the teaching of sociology

at the secondary school level. The American Sociological A,ssociation has two

relevant committees, one on curriculum and one on teaching, and sponsors a

project financed by the National ScienCe Foundation, 'Sociological Resources

for the Social Studies,.Which is currently producing materials including a

course,: for tecondary school use.

Modern sociology has much to, offer the student in the way of contributing

to a useful and TieaningfUl general education provided 'only that it. be properly

taught. .Our most'.pressing problems are essentially :social problems. Our most

important decisions are those concerning social issues. 'Improved instruction

byi increasing numbers of better qualified teachers seems essential -to meet

the needs of ,a troubled
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MULTIDISCIPLINARY
SOCIAL SCIENCES

Social sciences form a scholarly field consisting largely of distinctive,

though related, disciplines characterized in the preceding sections. Yet

there are elements and aspects of this broad area of scholarly investigation

and knowledge that overlap, duplicate, closely interrelate, or even extend

beyond the dimensions of the social sciences. It is these interrelating com-

ponents of the social sciences with which this section iu concerned. Con-

sideration is given in turn to the scope, basic questions investigated, struc-

tural nature, key concepts, chief research methods, and current trends of

multidisciplinary social sciences.

Of all areas of the social sciences, the multidisciplinary components

and characteristics seem the most diverse diffuse, variable, and unsettled.

These traits are reflected in the varying terminology used by scholars in

referring to "multidisciplinary social sciences," a phrase which literally

denotes that the field contains more than one discipline. Sometimes, however,

that phrase appears as a synonym for "interdisciplinary" which otherwise often

mfers to the interrelatedness of two or more of the disciplines. "Cross-

disciplinary" appears less frequently (and with possibly even more variation)

although it finds some use as a synonym for interdisciplinary. Some scholars

speak of "integrated" or "unified" social sciences though individual advocates

and analysts vary considerably in their specification of components that are

disciplinary or "extradisciplinary" that is extending beyond the scope of

the disciplines. And the term social science' i suggested by some to identify

an integrated or unified approach though its wider use seems simply to be as

an adjective referring to the social sciences collectively .



While such varying 'terminology may at times mislead or confuse.especially

those outside the field, social scientists generally seem much more concerned

with other issues, problems, and even other terms. In this section the phrase

"multidisciplinary" is msed as the umbrella to cover the overall, the discip-

linary, the interrelated, and the extradisciplinary elements of the social

sciences. In totality the social sciences are multidisciplinary; that is,

the field is composed of many disciplines. It is also composed of inter-

disciplinary and perhaps extradisciplinary elements, ones that are not indi-

vidually classifiable into the major disciplines.

TeaChers and curriculum designers who note the recurrent contention over

"social sciences" versus 'social studies" as a designation for that field in

the school program wil1 find little basis among social scientists for a fav-

ored term. If school personnel wish to indicate their recognition of the

school's dititinctive .purposes as different from those of research and pro-

fessional training.in social sciences, they may--but need not necessarily--

choose to use the term "social studies." Both terms denote a field that is

multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, andjossibly also extradisciplinary in

its broad range.

Basic Questions in Multidisciplinary Social Sciences'

The fundamental-Oestions'of multidisciplinary social science:are-similar

to and indeed inclusive of, many of the queries.to whiCh scholars in the

individual social Science:disciplines Seekanswers..: r:Thus, in-interdisciplinary

investigation; the2soCial'acientist pursues evidence that will hopefully help

tO answer SUCh 4SestionSHis.the:lollowing:. What_actually,happened-an in

.
event or. procps01 :.Whatwere:-the .chieU.compOnehtsof.a'seiectedsituation or

y .
.

Amtivity? Di&thervary:among individual:ssits and if so; how and hoW:tuch?

What forcesor intimenceabroSghi.,-about the situatic; or aCtin? What were-



the main results and how significant were they? How were the components re-

lated to each other, to the influencing forces, and to the reiiilts? Does

the event, process, or situation possess elements of consistency, repeatability,

or uniqueness?

Despite their similarity, questions in the multidisciplinary social

sciences do stress some lines of inquiry that at times extend beyond those

in individual disciplines. In'multidisciplinary investigation there is apt

to be more attention to bidisciplinary or to broader aspects of a question.

The consideration of time may be expanded to historical dimensions. Inter-

relations.with.physical as well as other human elements ma more likely be

considered. In short, the range of aspects dealt with in a multidisciplinary

approach extends beyond that in the more limited scope of investigation within

a discipline.

Multidisciplinary social sciences also involve more inclusive concepts

and broader questions. Multidisciplinary emphases include entire social sys-

tems, total societies, and multidimehsions of human behavior.' Individual

investigations are, of course, relatively limited. But the social sciences

collectively, including interdisciplinary Components deal With specific

questions that relate to such inclusive queries as the following (over-

simplified here for purposes of brevity). What is.society

culture)? What are its.chief components? 'How are

(civilization, Or

they related--for example,

conflicting, reinforcing, neutral,.disassociated? How'can they be variously

viewed (approathod, investigated and understood)? What are the relative

validity and reliabilityof each of.i.he alternative ways of:atudying them?

How are the broad elements related to-morespecific ones? How do:they relate,

to fhe larger Social unit'or sphere ofwhich they are a part? What forces

influence or hinder them? How dothey:function? Wbat aretheir_ effects?
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How do they relate to more inclusive trends, movements, processes?

It is not merely, and some would say mainly, the kinds of questions, but

it is the ways in which answers are sought that distinguish multidisciplinary

investigation from that in particular disciplines. The general approach in

multidisciplinary pursuit of knowledge is to utilize various pertinent chan-

nels or avenues of inquiry. For many questions about society, more than one

discipline can contribute useful answers. Discussion of procedures and

techniques in research continues in the latter part of this chapter.

The broad types of questions and routes to answers in multidisciplinary

social sciences can be related to inStruction in schools. In teaching a

course that deals with one subject students may be encouraged to recognize

its incompleteness by becoming aware that other subjects are also concerned

with some of the same matters. And students may conSider, too, the greater

difficulty, the larger resources required, and the intreased complexity in

dealing with inclusive questions. Perhaps it is an extreme reMinder that any

person can in ignorance furnish ready Panswers" to broad questions that astute

philosophers may ponder for fruitful but unfulfilled lifetimes.

Scope and Emphases of the Multidisciplinary Social Sciences

Social sciences constitute one of the fundamental fields of human know-

ledge. Other broad and basic fields most widely recognized are the humanities

and the natural or physical sciences. Such c sssification reflects both the

inevitable interrelatedness of human knowledge and the unavoidable inadequacy

of any single way of classifying it. Still, the superabundance cf human

knowledge demands for practical use, some kind of classification. There

are practical if not theoretical limitations to what researchers can encompass,

teachers can know, and the students can learn. Further, the changing content

. ."

and even'organization-of.kmpwledge eventually destroy the valueOf a teinporary
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or only approximate map. But a charting ofsome framework of human knowledge,

to which the social sciences contribute and within which they function, can

be of suggestive value. Two such charts appear here.

Status of the social sciences. Eight recent books by leading social

scientists on multi- or interdisciplinary social sciences, as well as six

other books that attempted to deal inclusively with the field plus the new

International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, were valuable in prepara-

tion of the first chart. Those authors, however, mostly expanded rather than

condensed their interests, approaches, or outlooks into compact form.

The chart attempts to illustrate relative locations rather than fixed

poSitions for academic disciplines and extradisciplinary elements of the

social sciences plus a few segments of other areas of human knowledge. Such

locations reflect the tendency of some disciplines to overlap extensively

portions of both the social sciences and either the sciences or humanities.

Y t even this recognition is incomplete as each of the social sciences ranges

variously from fact-finding to theoretical or even speculative elements.

Economics includes, for example both mtathematical and philosophical elements

as well as other components. Readers will likely identify other listings on

the chart that they would consider more properly placed either somewhat more

towatd, or spread out into both, the chart's left or

the sciences) than as shown.

right (the humanities

The 20th century trend of the social sciences toward the empirical, or

inductive sciences is seen in the position of history as almost the only

or

major remaining tie between the social sciences and the humanities. Whether

this trend is desirable is not at issue here. The basic forces that determine

subjects or research in the social sciences lie largely beyond chools, (

chiding college s) and requirements of the cutriculum, The Chie f point here
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is to emphasize the extent to which social sciences have developed under the

influence of growing scientific, technological, industrial, and other popular

forces.

Perhaps a useful example of difficulty in classification is the discipline

of education which, as an academic study (rather than as professional train-

ing) is in large part a social science. This is readily evident from recogni.-

tion of the history, philosophy, sociology, and psychology of education. Dur-

ing the past decade or two the anthropology of education and even an economics

and politics of education also have emerged as research areas. Yet the study

of schooling (formal education) particularly reflects in considerable part
1

the practices studied. And whether education is a science or an art remains

unsettled.

Special attention is invited to the interdisciplinary elements that ap-

pear on the chart. While they do belong to, or partly to the social sci-

ences, any one of them defies classification under just a single discipline.

International study, for example, receives attention in at least political

science, geography, anthropology, history, economics, and sociology.

The chart also includes some reminders that the social sciences relate

rather directly to a variety of technical applied, practical, vocational, or

professional practice areas of human activity. The closeness of relationship

is evident in the fact of training programs for several of these areas offer-

ed in, or in association with, social science departments of many colleges

and universities. And, indeed, many individuals with a strictly academic

major and lacking specific career training do engage in same of the applied

areas. The areas shown on the first chart may suggest to secondary teachers

that although their school level is generally not considered proper for vo-

cational preparation in these areas, the secondary schools can serve a pre-

vocational function for both academic and applied social sciences.

1571:
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The second chart is an attempt to identify structural elements of the

major social science disciplines. Horizontally each of several aspects is

illustrated for the disciplines. In vertical columns each of the recognized

disciplines is characterized in several respects. Together these exemplify

components of a pattern composing the social sciences. In presenting the

broad scope of the social science disciplines on this scale, many meaningful

and important elements are necessarily omitted. But if the elements depicted

are viewed as sample focal points, some distinctiveness of each social science

discipline becomes apparent.

Teachers and curriculum planners may find this chart helpful in visualiz-

ing the extent to which a curriculum is multidisciplinary. It can also be

useful in curriculum development as a reminder of varying elements that may

be arranged into a structured sequence. If sufficiently representative, such

a curriculum can help students begin to sense the patterns of social inter-

relations that the social sciences seek to identify and explain.

Interested readers may develop their own designs, layouts, charts, or

representative relationships among major components of the social sciences

and beyond. The charts presented here have more value in their suggestive

framework illustrating some apparent interrelationships among various main

components than for complete coverage or consensus among the social sciences.

Development of the social sciences. The multidisciplinary, nature of the

social sciences has a long history.: Early origins in western civilization

are evident in the ancient Greek beginnings of history and geography by

Herodotus and Strabo. While those individuals were scarcely conscious of

founding such long-lived disciplines, neither did they consciously establish

rigid boundaries for them. Each of these ancient scholars readily incorporated

elements that in more recent times would be attributed to the sister discipline.
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Europe, birthplace of both the ancient and the newr social sciences,

has seemed also more hospitable to interdisciplinary study. In higher educa-

tion, at least, the European tradition of breadth in liberal arts still in-

fluences scholarly preparation and performance. In Europe more than the

United States, it is common to find interdisciplinary flavor in the fusion

of pairs of disciplines at leasthistorical or economic geography and political

sociology, for example. By contrast American disciplinary boundaries though

not impassable barriers, seem stronger among the social sciences. Perhaps this

difference reflects chiefly the greater dominance of specialization in American

than in general European life.

Quite possibly, too, the 19th and early 20th century struggles of the

newer social sciences to gain residence in academia help to account for their

sometimes seeming self-preoccupatian and attempted exclusiveness. However

they may have been in the past, the social sciences in mid-twentieth century

America individually exhibit definite interdisciplinary tendencies. That is,

each of the still growing social sciences broadens into related disciplines

as well as deepens into its own special sphere.

Broadening of a discipline leads frequently into its contact with and

overlap into other social sciences. Geography is perhaps the clearest if not

necessarily the fullest example, with economic, political, cultural, and his-

torical aspects as established sub-divisions. Political history has remained

while econoMiC and cultural history has advanced, and some Scholars have begun

to pursue such avenues as psychological and even psychiatric interpretations

of history. Sociology has extended into economic, political, and environ-

mental institutions and relationships. Some political scientists have ranged

into the exercise of power, control authority, and governance in various

institutions and groups well beyond government and political parties. Thus,



even if it were ever true that social science disciplines were once individually

narrow, it is certainly no longer so. Though schools may in same cases treat

a subject narrowly, the social scientists who collectively specialize in that

discipline treat it broadly. Its breadth is, of course, composed of a range

of sub-specialities, some distinctive and some overlapping, each pursued by

individual scholars.

Implications for schooling are readily evident. A teacher who knows a

subject well knows it broadly as well as in selective depth. No really

thoroughly prepared teacher, then would treat a discipline narrowly. Yet he

would understandably emphasize its distinctive approaches, characteristics,

and contributions as well as its relatedness to other subjects. Quite possibly

it is impractical for an individual teacher to become well prepared in more

than one of the social sciences. Through it, however, he can frequently con-

tact related elements of other disciplines in the field.

Structure in Multidisciplinary Social Sciences

What are the major components of scholarly and multidisciplinary inves-

tigation of society? How are they interrelated, organized structured? That

is, how do they function in relation to each other? Some but still incom-

plete, answers to these questions have been suggested in the introductory

portion of this section by means of charts and commentary. Here the analysis

is.extended in order to pinpoint more specifically sample areas of mutual

concern among the social science disciplines. Despite their tentativeness,

.incoMpletenesS, .and laCk Of statUSyaMang some Scholars .:SeVeral interdiscip-

linary elements of the sOcial sciences have gained recognition.



Varying Structures in Interdisciplinary Social Sciences

interdisciplinary
areas, regions, cultures

comparative study

international relations

environmental study

social change analysis

communications study

value, policy, problem analysis

urban studies

inclusive
behavioral sciences

policy sciences

systems analysis

total societies

bidisciplinary
geography
geopolitics (political geography)
historical geography
human, social, cultural geography
economic geography

history
historical geography
economic history
cultural or social history
political history

political science
historical approach
political behavior, socialization
political geography
government finance and economic roles
economic anthropology

anthropology
social or cultural anthropology
economic anthropology

Psychology
social'psychology

The foregoing outline illustrates some of the overall structural relation-

ships in the social sciences. Such broad, extensive combinations may, however,

impress teachers less than do the specifics in a few areas of study. Three

such interdisciplinary areas are chosen for brief discussion here.

International relations. Components of international or world study by

social scientists include an impressive array of human problems, activities

and movements that extend beyond the boundaries of both nations and individual

disciplines. Political scientists, somewhat more than others study this

realm. Still, each of the social science disciplines deals with some inter-

national elements as illustrated tn the following suggestive though incomplete

lists.



Political science--international law, (political) organizations,

diplomatic relations, war, regional blocs, conferences and treaties.

Economics--international trade, aid, finance, development.

Sociology--camparative studies, migration, population, public

opinion.

Anthropologycross-cultural studies, races, cultural diffusion.

Geography--regions, geopolitics, food, resources, transportation.

History--elements above as in7olved in selected affairs of the past.

Readers may well react with the thought that some of the listed elements

do nct fit exclusively in or belong to the indicated disciplines. Support

for this objection comes from recognition of the sources of data and methods

of research used by specialists in international study. Same of the variety

of social science disciplines that thus serve the scholars are listed here

following eaea of the various main divisions of investigative efforts applied

to international relations.

Political--political science, history, political geography.

Economic--economics, economic history, economic geography.

Communications--sociology, economics geography, anthropology.

Law--political science, history.

War and peace- political science history, social psychology.

Organization--political science, history, economics.

Ideologies--political science philosophy, history.

Sociophychological aspects--sociology, psychology, anthropology.

:Educationsociology, anthrrpolOgy economics philosophy, comparative

eduCation.

Quite a:variety of,basic cOncepts*th serve in andrepresent_the regults

:of researCh ati(FinterpetatiOn in::thefield: of international-study. While
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numerous concepts may be listed, a few key ones illustrate here some of ehe

key elements and analytical ideas in the field--diplamacy, trade, foreign

policy, colonialism, imperialism, integration, isolation, aggression, crisis,

and propaganda. An appropriate connotation for each of these terms may be

suggeSted by attaching the words "among nations," "foreign," or "international."

Thus integration refers,to the process by which some groups of nations com-

bine or considerably interrelate, some of their mutual interests or activities,

as in a regional bloc.

Research methods used in international study include several that are

,employed in the social science disciplines. Historical and contemporary

surveys still appear often and usually involve documentary or statistical

analysis. Comparative study frequently makes use of cross-cultural analysis.

Field research is often undertaken by various techniques, sometimes involving

cafie study. Recent years have witnessed an increase in the use of decision-.

making analysis, simulation techniques, and systems analysis. These approaches

especially are apt to include the use of models...Model building also appears

in other approaches and is particularly evident in research involving theory

development.

Regional or area study. Closely related to international study, the

investigation of regions or areas is probably most common in geography but

also apPears often in other disciplines or involves research methods of more

than one discipline and it may be broadly focused on multidisciplinary con-

cerns. The basic terms 'region and "area" are variously used by scholars

in reference to territory possessing one or more common characteristics.

There is some consistency in use of the word region to refer to part of the

fot 4 group-of.caun-.

,

-tries. By this approaCh regions-AreexeMplified by-the SOUtheastern:Unieed:



States, the Nile River valley, and northern.Korea; areas include the Far

East, sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America. Area studies sometimes include

elements of area culture that extend beyond the social. Thus scholars in

humanities as well as social scientists may become involved.

The multidisciplinary scope of regional or area study is illustrated by

the following facets of a territory and its people that specialists in various

regions or areas investigate.

Ceography--spatial distribution, channels of convergence and dif-

fusion.

Economy--flows of goods and services, areas of commercial activities.

.Politicsr-governmental spheres, interrelations of levels of.govern

ments.

History--unifying-and divisive mOvementSi changing.characteriStics.

Culture- ethnic groups,and.relatiOns,. poPulation trends, rural7urban

._elements.

Language--linguistic semantic and philological characteristics.

Arts--history and cultural relations of fine and practical arts.

There are a good many major concepts involved in and refined by research

on regions and areas but only a few are mentioned here. A region may be re-

garded',on the basis of aHSinglactor ora:.;complex of:factors

cohesion; the latter..is in

that make for

actuality. almost the only.- type, except for some

very small isolated territories but the'formeroften .offersManageable SCoPe

for:indiVidualtesearCh-stUdies..2 The'uniform or,hothogensOus region is alSo

relatively rare int contrast to the increasingly common nodal or focal region,

one that centers on sectionalism n.larger-areaS nationalism) and involves

the emergence of:subregions.. Development:Can lead thrOgh:use of Coordin47

tion, to re ional inte ration.
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Altogether various specialists use a diversity of research techniques

in studying regions and areas sometimes within the scope of a particular

discipline, b t often more inclusively. Descriptive and analytical surveys

report on one or more characteristics of a territory. Such studies often in-

volve field research conducted by varying methods. Comparave studies involve

two or more territories. Some analyses interrelate one or more regions with'

the inclusive nation, or one or more nations with the encompassing area or

one or more communities with the enveloping region. Regional study sometimes

involves development of theories of regionalism.

Mass communication. Defined most simply, communication is the act of

exchanging messages. For practical purposes one-way and even unreceived mes-

sages are included. In societies with centralized and especially with highly

technological production much of the socially most important communication

is distributed on a mass scale. Hence the concept of mass communication em-

bracing both electronic media (television, film and radio) and printed mate-

rials (especially newspapers and magazines). Even face-to-face (interpersonal)

communication sometimes achieves mass dimensions as in rumor dissemination

and ''undergi.ound7. (not officially.sanctioned.-or.Oublicized) discuSsion.

:Communication impinges on the scope ofeath of 'the: sOcialiscience dis-

ciplines. Some disciplines stress particular aspects of communication; Psy-

chology more than other social sciences, deals with interpersonal and animal

communication and personality in relation to communication: Anthropologists

give special attention to cultural functions of speech with music arts and

rites as means of communication. Sociology stresses public opinion and mass

persuasion techniques. Political scientists give more attention than othqrs,

cr,tove:rnMental communications, lobbying, and regulation of public Media.

ut,Various basic elements andH.aspeCtsof COmMunicatiOnsAefy:classifiCa., : .

tion into disciplinary categories. Mass culture opinion leaders public
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taste, freedom of expression media effects; and .propaganda these concepts

Scarcely fit into distinctiVe disciplines and do enter the research considera-

tions of various Scholarly specialists., Thus any inclusive view of mass cOm7

.municatiork recOgnizes its multidisciplinary nature... And the technicalphaSes

communication:lie, largely beyond the sOCial sciences.'

Several.key concepts in the study of communication have already been

:mention&l.- A few Additional ories vial, illustrate the range of concerns among

those Who investigate. communication. Credibility of sources and Media owner-

ship:or control receive distinctive-attention. Sothe studies deal with charac-

teristics of audiences (viewers, sales, or circulation) or public relations.

Selective exposure, retention, and perception have been shown to result from

audiences chOosing what they want:to see or hear, :temeMber, and interpret

among messages that communications present.

Research methods in communication are chiefly of two kinds. One type is

experimental or semi-experimental. It has been found that experimental sub-

jects often do not react in the laboratory the way they do i II real life."

Surveys are commonly used, normally involving questionnaires or interviews

and sometimes both. Opinion polls are the best known form of communications

survey. Intensive case studies are sometimes made; they employ a variety of

research techniques. Communications research frequently includes content

analysis. Message content is analyzed for trends, variations readability,

representativeness, intent, or other characteristics. Audience or market re-

search is common, much of it for use by businesses. It involves economic or

other basic characteristics, such as the preferences or reactions, of actual

or potential communications receivers. Systems analysis is done by comparison

of communications systems in different societies.

Inclusive approaches. Further evidencing interdisciplinary interests,

two major multidisciplinary regroupings of some elements of the social sciences
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have emerged during the past quarter-century. One of these is the area known

as "behavioral sciences." Though the term seem6 aot yet fixed, it is usually

regarded as including sociology, non-physiological psychology, cultural anthro-

pology, linguistics, and human biology. Some would add elements of political

science economics, law, psychiatry, and literature. A growing number of books

and periodical articles refer by title to behavioral sciences, reflecting

status that the term seems to be acquiring. Perhaps less established but also

noteworthy is the term 'policy sciences." Sprouting chiefly from political

science this area of investigation concentrates on decision processes and

appraises the relevance of knowledge to the solution of certain problems.

While it is'not yet clear just what other disciplines are regularly involved

the policy sciences are concerned with other hummn affairs and values as well

as with political dimensions. Still other approaches, lbroadly involving

several disciplines, include the study of "total societies" that is, a society

in its totality, and systems analysis. The latter is discussed below in rela-

tion to its use also as an approach in research.

Social scientists generally seem hesitant to pronounce inclusive and

strong recommendations for structuring the curriculum below collegiate levels.

Scholars who do so vary greatly in their approach. Such variation and hesi-

tancy may arise from lack of opportunity, from preoccupation, from devotion

to a viewpoint, or from humility. They can also reflect the diversity of

structures that exist in the area of research and advanced training. Curricu-

lum may require structuring, as many school personnel seem to believe. There

is little hard evidence that a particular structure is better for teachers

and students generally, any more C-an it would be for research scholars. The

fullest implication of social scieuces for structuring the curriculum appe'ars

to favor diversity ather than one approach over another. Thus both discip-

linary and interdisciplinary study would logically be included.
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What

Key Concepts i Multidisciplinary Social Sciences

are the key terms representing basic ideas in the social sciences

as a group? This section

beyond t he : ConcernS

presents some illustrative, key concepts that extend

f individual social science disciplines. The -concepts

that folIOW, are of: two.. sorts . There are highly inclusive concepts--society,

f these phenomena*Culture; interdeOendence integration and interaction; Each

appears importantly in all or most of the social science disciplines. There

also linking concepts stressed in some disciplines b t important in others--

Society constitutes .the general subject that sOcial scientists

investigate by means of research.

collective-

The term refers .inclusively to all peo-
.

ple on earth ( hUman society") or to a major grouping (Western or Chinese or

Mandarin society). Thus larger societies are made up of smaller societies.

And popular usage the word is used for.' some small organizations

artistic and professional. verbal shorthand

especially

such phrases as political"

o ',economic society' are heard referring to the political or economic s-

pects, ,characteristics, or elements of a society. Traits or entities both

tangible (artifacts) and intanible (customs) f a society form its "person-

ality" or culture.

While in a loose way one may equate society with people, there are num-

erous interests ctivities and qualities investigated primarily in fields

other than the social sciences; The term society encompasses the scope of

the social sciences. These disciplines focus on re lat ons hips among people

more than people as individuals (biography) or physical entities (biology)

or collectors of cultural paraphenalia (genealogical artistic, philatelic,

numismatic, or other) which may excite the curious even if of limited social

importance.
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Social or cultural change receives much attention currently. Each of

the social science disciplines investigates special types 'cif change and some

scholars especially anthropologists, historians, and sociologiitsoften

deal broadly with change. Some of the basic lines Of inveatigation involve

identifiCation of the processes of change and its varying rates, extent, di-

rection, and significance. FaCtors that generate .change; (7causes' ) are

recognized as typically both internal ind external to a given soCiety, situa-

tion or process.

Several key concepts help to, explain change. Twentieth-century research-

ers haVe takenspecial interest in technologically induced change. Meanwhile

the process of eVolutionary change .stimulated cOntroversy, particularly as

regards its physical manifestations. Scholars have: deVoted growing attention

to revolution as a phenomenon Often involving radical and rapid change. .Both

diecentinuitie, and persistence appear in change through considerable periodi

of time. And sometimes there . is a reversal of trends as in the case of

social backlash. Some changes appear to run in cycles, though the "pendulits

theory" is at best a misleading oversimplification.

Social scientists use a variety of research methods in studying change.

The historical method has doubtless been used the longest. Statistical

analysis is a cannon approach, especially as much change is evidenced in

quantitative elements. ,Panel study (repeatedly surveying the same ,sample

population) has come into use recently as a means of investigating involvement

ih and attitudes- toward change. Noteworthy effort is devoted to developing

theories (inclusive rationales) to explain the complexities of change.

Social or cultural values constitute another- highly significant multi-

disciplinary concept. Values represent interests and duties and likes and

dislikes and still other affective objects of an individual group or society.

/70
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Cultural values constitute criteria or standards for desirable norms or

states. Social scientists seek to ascertain the existence, extent, and in-

tensity of values held by a population. Research (value analysis) involves

study of testimony, choices, directions of interest, observable rewards and

punishments, and comparative values in varying systems (societies).

The concept of conflict has gained researchers' special attention,

especially in the behavioral sciences. Conflict constitutes the converse of

the process of integration. Some instiutions and forces serve as integrative

instruments, for example, constitutions that are durable. Conflict arises

from stress-strain situations and relationships, particularly between an in-

group and an out-group. Conflict may involve ideological goals and, especially

if severe may have structural impact on a society. Techniques for conflict

prevention are the object of some research.

This limited sampling of multidisciplinary concepts in social sciences

may have suggestive value for elementary and secondary schooling. It appears

that the aim of much instruction has been simply to identify and describe

institutions, agencies, groups, events, and entities. The school program

could provide a fuller flavoring of social sciences by exploring the vital

processes .of society as social scientists have investigated, identified, and

explained them.

Research Methods in Multidisciplinary Social Sciences

Even more than in other respects, the social sciences are interdiscip-

linary in research methodology. Within individual disciplines, specialists

frequently bormw research techniques developed or used largely in other dis-

t ciplines. Historical method and yegional analysis, for example appear among

the modes of inquiry in several social sciences. In addition, various research



methods, approaches, designs, and techniques are commonly used in different

disciplines and in multidisciplinary research studies. Such methods can

scarcely be said to belong to a single discipline. The behavioral sciences

particularly share a number of research methods. Among these are comparative

studies, systems analysis, surveys, statistical analysis, cross-disciplinary

field studies, and content analysis. Three of these general research methods

or approaches are discussed briefly here in order to indicate something of

the nature of multidisciplinary, research.

Content analysis is applied literally to communication, or more specif-

ically to messages. Most often, already available data (previous communica-

tions) are used, though sometimes investigations involve the formulation of

new messages for analysis. Techniques usually include the coding (classifica-

tion) of selected parts or all of the communications inv(!stigated. In a sense,

the researcher reorganizes a message to fit categories that identify elements

or characteristics he seeks. Messages are appraised regarding internal or

external criteria or both. An investigator may analyze the pertinence of

supporting statements to conclusions, the frequency of loaded phrases or mass

appeals or contradictory statements. He may seek to ascertain the accuracy,

authenticity, validity, reliability, or consistency of statements. He may

search for evidence of the message, the orginator's motives, psychological or

economic state or political or ethnic views, or relationships among individuals

or groups that the messages concern. In actuality the researcher may only

describe, but usually he also evaluates the communications he studies. Con-

tent analysis finds a broad range of uses in, for example, the study of inter-

personal interactions (including therapy), public speakers and audiences,

propaganda and advertising, political communications, artistic work (especially

that with verbal content), the mass media, business correspondence, and various
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age or ethnic or national or other cultural., political or economic.groups.

Potentially the content for research seems limitless. But the careful, in-

tensive process of content analysis should not be Confused with the looser

statements of message reaction that characterize common expression of opinion

or even book'reviews.

Systems analysis attempts to deal inclusively with a complex aggregate

of socially important phenomena. By simplified definition a system is a set

of entities with identifiable relations that Permit deductions. The researcher

attempts to unravel such' a bundle of relationships and through analysis, Lo

find explanations for their existence and,operation. The unifs, or parts,

a system function in a describable situation or environment at a given time.

A social system, that is, people in specified interrelationships, operates

with cultural patterns that maintain or support it. The components of a social

system are interdependent. A system is composed of various subsystems, as

"the religious system" with its distinguishable component systems.

How does a researcher go about the study of a total society, a whole

industry, an entire political system, schools collectively, or that complex

of parental care for the young? Brief answers here can only suggest the

general nature of the approach. In a broad sense the investigator hypothesizes

that certain key factors are interrelated in a system. He selects a workably

minimum number of examples and gathers a minimum satisfactory, amount of

pertinent information. Through statistical or other analysis he attempts to

"put the parts together" in various relationships. Ultimately he selects the

pattern of relations that seems to explain most satisfactorily the operation

of the system.

Probably the best known example of a syster.:s approach is macroeconomics,

or macroanalysis by economists. The focus is on major components of an economic



system in its ,entirety rather than on separate elements studied intensively.

Thua data May include such large factors ,as total demand deposits (in financial

.institutions), gross national product,, the Sum.of new housing starts (in con-

striiction)i and overall employment or unemployment. Interrelating the corn-

ponents of an economic,system, or of its subsystems, enables the macro,tconomist

to arrive ai cOnclusions about- hOw the system operates and judgments about

the health' of,the economy at a given time. As any dynamic system varies from

point to point in time, it is important:that data be gathered and analyzed

.recurrently.

Statistical analysis is essential to reiearch in practically all the

'disciplines and other areas ofthe social sciences. The vast expanse and

Aiversity of phenomena plus the rapid growth of quantitative measures have

combined to produce an overwhelming volume of statistical data. Correspond-

ingly, the means ofgathering, arranging, and interpreting statistics have

developed to a point that requires several college courses and numerous books

to explain them. Here it is intended to illustrate some of the prhme uses

and techniques of statistics in the social sciences.

Many statistical data fill an essential role in the functioning of

present-day society. It seems inconceivable that major components of the

economic, political, or social systems could operate without a regular flow

of statistical information on both their activities and the related people,

resources, processes, and products. The gathering of statistics serve an

essential role in the functioning of society as well as providing a means of

analyzing its complex nature, extent, and operation.

Statistics tell basically how much (or many). They also furnish evidence

of typicalness (averages) and variations (dispersions) within a group of peo-

ple or things. Characteristics may be compared by statistical analysis of



relationships, the best known type being correlation. There are possible

errors or traps in interpreting such data. For example, half of anything can

be above average only insofar as another half is below average. While some

human traits are normally distributed with a heavy concentration around average

(a bell-shaped curve), other characteristics are distributed in other patterns.

The fact of a statistical relationship between groups, characteristics, or

things may be coincidental and is not necessarily casual.

A practical necessity in social science is research is sampling techniques

that enable statisticians to learn about a larger group by gathering data on

a small number of people or things through questionnaires, tests, interviews,

or observation. There is considerable difficulty and danger in securing a

sample that is adequate to represent accurately the larger group. Statistical

procedures have been developed to aid in determining the reliability of par-

ticular sampling techniques. The selection of a sample may properly be random,

or it may be more appropriately done by choosing cases that represent certain

key characteristics of a group.

Multidisciplinary.research techniques in the social sciences may desirably

be reflected in school programs. Students could profit from learning about

such ways in which social data are gathered and analyzed as they apply to

political, economic, and other human affairs. The widespread use of these

research methods implies that citizens will often came upon their results

even in popular sources of information. Ability to interpret such reports,

or misreports, can make for a better informed citizenry.

Present Trends in Multidisciplinary Social Sciences

What directions are the social sciences taking as a group of disciplines

and interdisciplinary components? These concluding pages seek to identify
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some outstanding trends that have become tangibly evident in the field of

social s:dences.

Perhaps the most notable trend of all is the growth of the social sciences.

By any of several measures, the field continues to expand rapidly. An in-

creasing number of researchers conducts ever .aore investigations into the

nature of society. While the amount of financial support, personnel, and

studies still lags behind the sciences, the growth of social science research

is impressive. Growth in research has aoth facilitated and resulted from the

expansion of advanced training programs. More institutions, faculty, and

students than ever before are increasing the supply of qualified personnel.

As in other fields of scholarly endeavor, growth in the social sciences

is marked by ever increasing specialization. Yesterday's new area of inves-

tigation becomes today's established component of the field and tomorrow's

base for further division. Both scholars and some others recurrently voice

concern over some of the problems that accompany fragmentation, segmentation,

and multiplying compartments. Some leading social scientists, however, are

quick to point out that not all specialization is diverse. Often a new

speciality involves bidisciplinary or other interdisciplinary elements. Thus

some of the increasing specialization develops interrelation if not integration

among the social sciences. Though it oversimplifies, the image of a honeycomb

or spider's web provides an analogy with segments that connect as well as

separate.

In other ways, too, the social sciences reflect growing recognition of

some areas of mutual concern. The closely related interests of some social

scientists, including some quite outstanding ones, find facilitation in a

variety of channels. There are at least a few locations of national or even

international stature for scholars to pursue their interests with others from
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related disciplines; the Ford Foundation-supported Center for Advanced Study

in Behavioral Sciences in California is a prime example. Several established

professional associations furnish means of bringing together scholars from

various disciplines and with interdisciplinary specialities; these organiza.

tions include the Social Science Research Council, the American Academy of

Political and Social Sciences, and the Society of General Systems Research.

Additionally there are numerous examples of local or state groups and social

institutes, projects, or programs at colleges and universities that bring to-

gether social scientists of varied but related interests.

While one may correctly visualize social scientists as typically associated

with colleges and universities, as many as-an estimated one-third of profes-

sionals in the field is employed in other organizations. Governmental agencies

of diverse sorts involve quite a few professionals, while a limited but grow-

ing number work for industries. The RAND Corporation is a noteworthy example.

Acceptance of social scientists in such positions lends credence to what some

scholars regard as the most important single-trend in-the field--increased.

general recognition of social sciences as.sciencesi An increasingly educated

public supports research that has improving validity, importance, and utility.

Slow public acceptance of results is sometimes discouraging, but the trend is

clearly upward.

Recent and current trends in the social sciences offer bases for encourage-

ment to elementary and secondary school teachers in this field. A reasonable

degree of acquaintance with the field implies that there are important elements

of both disciplinary and interdisciplinary nature that may be dealt with at

various levels of instruction. Teachers who possess some depth of background

in one or more social sciences should find that their fellow educators and the

public will, at least slowly if not always readily, support their efforts to

improve understanding of humanity.
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Perhaps, as'has been:suggested, the field is little beyond the develop-

mental point of doing more harm than good. But even that law estimate 'promises

a bright if darigetous. future. In social as,in physical sciences, human know-

ledge seems now On the'threShold of. making possible iome significant changes

in human existence. .Whethet these changei can shape better ways of living:

for both the individual and SoCiety constitutes the challenge of the future..
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